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Abbreviations of Periodicals and Publications Frequently M entioned. 

A. A. E. S. Publicatiolls of an American Archaeological 
Expeditioll to Syria i1/ 1899- 1900, I , Il , Ill, IV. 

A. J. A. American Jom'1/al of A reil aeology . 
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1. G. R. IllScriptio11ts Graecae ad Res Romallos pertinentes. 
1. . O. G . Dittenberger : Orientis Gracei IllScriptiones Se-

lectae. 
J. A. J Ollrnal Asiati'llle. 
J. K . D. A. 1. Jallrb"ell des Kaiser/ielt Dmtscllw Archiio

logiscltm Institllts . 
J. K. P. K. Jahrb"cIt der K Olliglicll Preusziscllm K,l1tSt-

sa IIIlIlltmgell . 

K. A. Strzygowski; Klein-Asim ei1t Nwlmtd der Kll1tSt

gesclticltte. 
M. T. D. P.-V. .ilfittluiltmgm lmd NaeltricMen des Dwt
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M. S. M. Dussaud and Macler; Mission dallS les rigioltS 

disertiques de /a Syrie 1110)'WlIe. 
P. A. Briinnow ' P1"ovi1lcia Arabia . 
P. E . F. Quarterly Statelllmt of tIle P alestim E xploration 

FUlld. 
P. M. Guy le Strange' Palestine "nder tlu 1l1"oslellls. 
P. R. G. S. Proceedings of tlu Royal Geograpltieal Society . 
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R. A. Clermont-Ganneau' Remeil d 'Areltiologie Orimtale. 

R. B. R evile Bibli'lue. 
. E. P . Conder; Survey of Eastern P alestine. 

V. A. Dussaud; Voyage Arcltiologi'lm alt $afa . 
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Explanation of Ground Plans. 

SCALE : 0.0025 M. = 1 M. except when otherwise indicated on the plan . 

W alis standing to a height of 2 M. or more. 

Fallen walls, or foundations. 

mate rial in situ. 

Foundations only in situ or top of low wall . 

Conjectured wall . 

Column standing to height of 2 M. or more. 

n n less than 2 M. 

Conjectured column. 

olumns and architrave in situ. 
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Arch in situ. 

Arch fallen . 

Conjectured arch. 

Opening high in standing wall . 

n fallen 

Pavement. 

Tunnel-vault. 

Cross-vault . 

Cistero . 

. :::::. Columns and arch in situ. 

~::m Bases in situ, arch fallen . 

E xplanation of E levations and Sections. 

SCALE : 0.005 M. _ 1 M. except when otherwise indicated in the drawings. 

o Conjectured. Limestone. 

~;~b?0/j Basalt. ~ Brick. 

( 

SCALE OF DETAILS: 5 cm. = 1 M. except when some other scale is given in drawing. 

OTE. It has not been possib le \0 carry the abo ve scheme into efTect with absolute consistency ; but it has been 
applied in a large majority of the drawings. Departures from the scheme are made clear by the text. 



THE DJEBEL ~ALA~AH. 

1103. KFELLusi. COLO JADE, 473 A. D. On three blocks of architrave 
belonging to a two-story colonnade, facing south , and joining, almost at a right angle, 
the front of a house which faces we t, in the south-east corner of the town. See DIV. Il , 
B, p. 226 f., Ill. 229. The third block, c, is in itu , at the east end of the second 
story of the colonnade. The other two blocks are on the ground and it is pos ible 
that one of them belongs to the a rchitrave of the lower story, while the other belongs 
with Block c above. In that case much the same inscription was carved on both 
archi tra ves . 

Four or more blocks composed the architrave In each story. Block B measures 
1.9 1 m. by 45 cm. The letters are 5 cm. high. 

A . + AiIW CW EWCAIIO C+ EICXYPOCAIIWCA + 

E . + All 0 CAeA N A TOC + 
H 

>i< HrA N e I KO '(TO '(AK<ll ETOVC 

+ "A"Itw; W le]evS;, !hw; + Et'oxvpo; </J.
"ItW; 'A + > + /J.·yw; 'Aed.va:ro; + [ .... 
.. ... . ] . + 1\11)(vo;) 217.VeD<OU, "C00 17.xrp' 
E~Ol.i; . 

+ rIoly God: holy + Miglzty One, + holy Immortal One -I- ........... + In ( the) 
month Xanthikos, of the 52Ist year. ( pril, 473 A . D.) 

This i the trisagion again : see A .A .E . . III , p . 8 f. and page 29 ff.; also No. 868 
above. Certainly the words €A{1)OOV ·~p.a; , which belong to the trisagion in its original 
form, would be expected here, and were probably carved on one of the blocks now 
lost. And if 0 much has disappeared, it is quite possible that the monophysite addition 
to the trisagion , o"C17(1)pwe£i; dt' ·Ap.a;, was carved and ha been lost also. Cf. CJ. G. 89 I 8. 

1104. H OUSE, 487 A . D. On a lintel now lying in the ruins of the hou e adjoining 
the colonnade to which the preceding inscription belonged. Originally this lintel was 
above the north doorway in the front of the house, facing we t, and nearly at right 
angles to the front of the colonnade. I do not believe that this house was the 
building to which the colonnade originally belonged. See D IV. Il, E, p. 226 f. 

The lintel is 1.90 m. long, and 65 cm. high. It is ornamented with a trapezoidal 
door-cap. On the left of thi door-cap are two simple disks with crosses, in the center 
a similar disk, and at the right another, now partly broken. The inscription is carved 
below the door-cap. It begins 26 cm. from the left end of the stone and is 1.56 m. 
long. The letters are 5 to 7 cm. high, and very well cut. Copy by Professor Littmann. 

Publications of the Princeton University Archaeological E xpeditions to Syr ia, Div. Ill, Sect. E, Pt. 5. 18 



Division III Section B Part 5 

ETO Y C€ A 4> } .. VIAf-J~I KOYZ 'lE )' ( \) - e - 1'" ''rOlJ; e ,rp , p. ~vc;; co:v (y.o:,; ':> • 

Inscr. 1104. cale I: 20 . 

.In the year 535, Xanthz"kos 7tlt. (April, 487 A. D.) 

1105. TOWER, 492 or 522 A. D. On a lintel in situ, over the doorway in the 
ea t side of a tower. See DIV. Il , B, P.225. The lintel measures I.~O m. by 75 cm. 
The inscription is inscribed on a plain surface, beginning 6 to 8 cm. below the top ot 
the stone: both lines together are 20 cm. high, while the letters vary from 41

/ 2 to 1 I cm. 
in height. 

H 

+ ET 0 ___ ~ H / r A t;J elK 0 Y! I N lle El III A CA B A T 10 Y 
II I AKo I' _____ ceEN ToCEKTW N I llloN KoTToN 

+ ¥E [ (?)] , (\) .... e - , ' ..!I , 1\ \ ~ P. • ..!I I [ ] e' , -'TO lJ; O. cp, p.~ 'i~; .=.O:V (XOU "I, (Vu. E(, 6 ((7. ""o:~o:'t'tOlJ U (O:XliV OlJ, npo (J EV"70; EX 'r(u'i 

i~{oY XC7tOY . 

.In (the) year 570 (?) , montil. Xanthikos 3rd , indictz"on I5, tltroug lt !3abatz"os, deacon, 
wlzo contributed of his own to£!. (April, 522 (?) A. D.) 

There seems to be room for only one numerical sign after k71i [V;] and before rp': 
consequently, if the p itself is correct, the date must be (CP' or p.rp' or oq/ , since these 
years alone, of the five hundreds, correspond with indiction IS. Towers of this sort, at 
least in orthern Syria , commonly belong to the sixth century. Six of them, Nos. 87 I, 
992, IoS8, 1087, I I 17 and I 120 in this publication ~ are definitely dated in this century, 
while others, for example Nos. 814, 950, 998 and 1056, may be aSiigned to the ame 
century with confidence, because of the characteri tics of the inscription themselves or 
of the architecture with which they are connected. One possible exception may be found 
above, under o. 829, which may belong to the pre-Christian period. In view, however, 
of the late date of the other towers just mentioned, I am inclined to believe that the 
date of th present inscription is not earlier than 500 A. D., and that therefore op' = 522 
A. D. should be restored: Professor Butler prefers an earlier date on account of the 
mouldings of the cornice. 

Sabatz'os is doubtless another example of a "birthday name". The phrase ix xom.o.Jv 

occurs in Wadding-ton, os. 2142, 2385, 2412 I and 2412 p: compare also kx xo:p.d."7IJJY 

and ix noywy. 

1106. B RDAI):.LI. T OMB, 164 A. D. On a large, solid block of stone, in the 
form of a sarcophagus, covering a simple grave hewn in the rock, on the hill a short 
d istance northwest of the town. The first line of the inscription is on the border at 
the top of the block : this border is 2.69 m. long and 22 cm. wide. The full sized 
letters of this line are 13 cm. high : some of the vowels however are only 5 or 6 cm. 
in height. The second line is on the main face of the block, immediately below the 
border: it is 1.92 m. long, 5 cm. high, and begins 9 cm. from the left edge of 
the panel. 
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C KE'IZ>.Cb.CM 11 EPwCADE OlCKATX80NIOICH PHYI ETaY e£l Q-(.H NOCTANHJ .. \.oye:1 

InseT. 1106. eale 1 : 20. 

'Apta,w') 2:EAEUX01J 't'~Y p.rlxpay auy 't'0 TtcJp.[Cl.rjt XCI.'t'Cl.GxwaGCI.; aqlt(t) /pWGCI. ewi'; XCI.'(CI.)xeoYi~t; 
~p[wa] t, £T01); ~ta', p.'f)yG; IICl.Y~f1.~1J ex' . 

I , Ariston, (son) of Seleukos, having prepared tlzis grave with z'ts cover, have 
dedicated (it) to (the) divine spirits of the lower world, in ( the) year 2I2 , month 
Panemos 29tlt . (July, 164 A. D.) 

The form p.axpCl.Y is equivalent to p.rlx't'pCl.Y : on its meaning here see van H erwerden ' s 
L exicon Graec. Suppletoriu1n, s. v., B.CH. XXIV (1900), p .. 289 f. , Stemler, Griech. 
Grabschrr. l(leinasiens, 1909, p. IS, and 1 os. 1107 and 1152 below. 

The phrase eEoi'; xCl.rCl.xeOY[Ot; is the regular equivalent in Greek for diis 7nanzbus, 
and is often abbreviateci to e K on sepulchral monuments. It appears, however, from 
inscriptions such as Cl.G. 6653 ff., that eWl; ~pwat and esoi; ~CI.{p.OO( were used a synonyms. 

ometimes two of these noun are used together , as, for example, in I. G. XIV, 941: 
eeoi'; x Cl. 1 ~Cl.ip.o(j!Y X[p;' ]a[rh;. Compare also the letters e K 1::. in I. G. XIV, 495, which 
appear as the h ading of an epitaph : they have been emended by the editor to e(wi'; ) 
x(CI.) ('t'Cl.XeoyiOtc:), but might equally well be read e(Eoi;) x(CI.'t'CI.xeoyiw;) ~(CI.[p.OOt) or e(eoi;) X(Cl.I} 
ci(Cl.ip.oot). Lastly, compare A.A .E.S Ill, I I I = C I G. 4452 = CJ.L. Ill, 191 = I G.R. III, 

1007: ewi; XCI.'t'CI.xeoyiot; XCI.! cJCI.{p.oat CI.\)"(:00 't'c XCI.!' - -;;; '}'1JYCl.tX~; Cl.irou, words which are the 
translation of the corresponding phrase in the L atin part of the same inscription: diis 
manibns suis et Ft. Titz"ae, uxoris suae, inferisque. pparently, in the present inscription 
also, the simple phrase ewi; xCl.rCl.xeOY{Ot; did not entirely satisfy the author. . 

1107 . T OMB , 310 A. D . On the side of a monument like that described under 
o. 1106, above a similar grave a little farther up the hill toward the northwest, away 

from the town. The block has a sort of acroterion at each corner, like many real 
sarcophagi. The first line of the inscription i on the upper border, which is 2.59 m . 
long and 7 cm. wide: the letters of thi line are 51/2 cm. hig h. The other two lines 
are on the panel below : the second line is 2.091

/ 2 cm. long the letters 51/ 2 to 7 cm. 
hig h : the third line is 1.661

/ 2 m. in length, and the letters about 7 cm. high . 

ETOV CHN T M H NO CTT AN H MO Y ZO Y A A EPI OCPO H Y AA O CO YE TPAN OC 

ANACI>EPOHENOCH NENTT ANN W N I ACA N WTEP AC 
ETTO I H CEN H AKPA NA H A CV N BI W 

~ I' - / I 0' "\ / r ' ) '\ ' I ' I ,... . , Eruu; 'f)vr, P:I)YO; n Cl.v"lip.ou S, UCl. MpW; Pop.l) ,1\0;, OtiE't'PCl.VO;· Cl.YCl.tpePOp.EVO; I/V EV IICl.vvc,Jvw; 
) \ I " I tl ()., I ."\ ,)W't'EPCl.;· mO('f)'Jev p.Cl.XPCl.V, Cl.p.CI. Ol)')l"t'{l. 

In ( the) year 358, month P anemos 7tlt , Valerius Rom'btllus, veteran: he was enrolled 
zn Pannonia Superior : Ize made ( tMs) grave together with (his) wzje. (July, 3 10 A. D.) 

On a military brick found In Dacia and published In CJ.L. III , I 189, there is 
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mentioned a BC. 1 VaI. Romulus, perhaps connected in some way with the 'Pop.t/Hos of 
the present inscription . I have assumed that dVo.rpepop.eyOs Y,Y i meant as an equivalent of 
conscriptus erat: the verb dYrLrp{pop.rL( is used in the same sense in No . 223 of this publi
cation (Ill , A, 2). The genitive with €Y is fo und in A.A.E.S. No. 14; also in Section A, 

No. 177, above. On the word p.d.xPrL see the preceding in cription. 

1108. LI TEL, 497 A. D. TOW used as the lintel of a modern house, about 75 
yards northeast of the mosque. The walls of the house seem, in part at least, medieval 
in ongm. The lintel is ornamented with a trapezoidal door-cap. The first line of the 
inscription is on the highest band of the mouldings of the door-cap, the second line i 
on the lowest band, and the third is below the trapezoid. A t the beginning of the 
first line there was, originally, space for six or seven letters, which are now lost, and 
at the end of the third line there was space for one more letter . The letters E TOY[C] 

are carved above the numerals of the date at the end of the inscription. Copy by 
I rofessor Littmann. 

1. _______ f::"Ef::"YMEXP ICTONTTEPI TEeOPAKICMETOTTNEYMA 

2 . T 0 A r ION MET E M 0 Y E C disk TIN T I N A <l> 0 B H e H C 0 M E 
H ____ _ 

3· K r; (I r; Y !;:: I TOY A r I 0 Y e EO Y A N disk EN EO _ H H r 0 P TT! EO Y r I N f::" S TOY S' M _ 

[+ 'EY]d'td'up.e Xp(o"r6y, 7tepmeopd.x(ap.:.. T~ TIYEUp.rL 'to • k t toY p.er' EfLoU knY' ,iYrL q;o~Y}ey,aop.e; 

KEAcUa( 'DU rl."I(OU 0) cC/U dY~Yc6 [e] y}, (J.YJ( y~~) rop7tdou "I', iYd'. ~' , 'tOU ;p.[ 'P]' €"ou r~]· 

(Since ?) I Izave put 011, Chrz'st, I am clad z'n armour. The Holy Spz'rz't z's wz'th 
me, whom slza! I I fea1"? At c011Zmand of the holy God 1hz's (buz'ldz'ng) was r enewed, 
montlz Gorpz'eos 3rd, z'ndz'ction 6, of the 546th )Iear. (September, 497 A. D.) 

In writing the beo-inning of this inscription the author evidently had in mind passage 
in the ~ew Testament such as Roma1ts XIII, 14 : 'An' Eyd'uarLaec TOY I UPWY 'Iy}aovy p(a,oY, 
and Ephes£ans VI, 11-14: 'Eyd'uarLaee 'ti,y 7trLY07t),trLY 'DU 8cou .. .. . .. XrL! €Yd'uaap.EYO( ,~y 
e~prLXrL ,~£ d'(xrL(oauyy}S. The verb mp(ewp~xi~w appears in a imilar passage in t. Basil, 
Vo!. III, p. 637 A (Migne, Patr. Gr. XXXI): IIepmewprLx(ap,{yos roy q;o~OY 'DU eeOU XrL! 
c·y(d'puad.fl.EYO~ ,~ Xetpi '~Y d"lu7tY}Y '(1) p(a'Ol). The first words of the inscription may have 
been [' n~ €Y]d'id'ufl.e or ['Emi] d'{d'up.c. 

The second sentence of the inscription seems to be compounded of two ver es 
from the Psalms, P s. XXVI, 1: KUptos rpw:(GP.6s p.01) XrL! awry,p p.01)· ,tYrL 'P0~Y}eY,aop.rL(, and 
P s. CXVII 6: I UP(I)~ Ep.Ot' (3oYJe6~, ov rpo~'I7ey,aop.rL(· ;;i 7tO(y,aE( p.O( ay(Jpw7<OS' Similar words 
are found in Nos. 926, 928 and 1044 above, and in A.A.E . . III, 327: also in o. 
942 and 950 above. 

In the date, it is evident from the indiction number, 6, that only rp' = 500 can 
be restored: the year therefore is 546 = 497-8 A. D. For the year 346 (= 297-8 A. D. ) 

is earlier than the use of these indiction numbers in dates, 446, 740 etc. correspond 
with indiction 11' 646, 946 etc. correspond with indiction 1. Moreover, if Gorpieos 
(= September) 546 (= 497-8 A. D.) fell in the 6th indiction, which began eptember rst, 
497 A. D., then September must have been the first month of the year, not the la t 
month, in this locality at this time. It is evident that m yria, both in communitie 

I B(eneficiarius) c(onsu\aris) (1) . 
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which employed the " eleucid era" and in those which employed the "era of Antioch", 
the year began about the time of the autumnal equinox, and that, under the Roman 
empire, the first of the year was fi xed at the I st of October. Later on, at some period 
not definitely known, the beoinning of the year, at least in 1 orthern Syria, was moved 
forward to September 1st, in order to correspond with the year of the indiction series. 
According to Evagrius the historian , who wrote at Antioch in the sixth century after 
Christ, the year began with September. But AbuJI-Faradj , called Bar Hebraeus, who 
wrote in the thirteenth century, says in his "Historia Dynastiarum that the Greeks in 
Syria began the year with September 1st ; but that the Semitic yrian continued to 
begin the year with the first of October. ee Ideler, H andbuch de1/" Math . . Chrono
logz"e, I p. 453 f. and 463 ff. All the Greek inscriptions of yria known to me, which 
g ive definite evidence as to this question , with ·one exception, confirm the statement 
of Evagrius. These are the following: 

( I ) A.A.E. . III, 90= \iVad . 2689, dated 483 A. D. 

(2 ) P. A. E. 5. III B, 11 08, "497 A. D. 

(3)P. A .E.S.m,B,ll78, ,,561 A.D . 

(4) P. A . E. S. Ill, B, 899, "564 A. D. 

(5) P. A . E. S. III, B, 890, "582 A. D. 

(6) P. A. E. S. III, B, 1167, "587 A. D. 

(7) P. A . E. S. III, B, 843, "598 A. D . 

One other inscription, A .A .E.5. III, 3 I 8 \ from Khana~ir, would give positive information 
on this subject if there were not some error in the record of the date. Of the four 
reading which seem to me possible, namely 806, 8 I 6, 906 and 890, the first three 
cone pond to year beainning in September 494, 504 and 594 A . D. respectively : the 
fourth, . to which I gave the preference in my former publication, denotes a year beginning 
October 1St, 578 A. D. 

On the other hand, the single exception mentioned above gives the opposite testi
mony, namely: 

(8) A .A .E.S. III, 273 = Wad. 2667, dated 449 A. D . 

This inscription was found by M. de Vogue at Ktell ~ta. From it Waddington con
cluded that in the" Montagnes d'El-Barra» (i. e. the Djebel Rli).a) where Ktell~ta is situated, 
October continued to be the first month of the year, while in the "District de Deir
~ emCan " (i. e. the Djebel Bala~ah) , at some unknown date, the beginning of the year was 
changed to September 2. The Ktellata inscription, however, proves only that in the Djebel 
R iDa the year began with October as late as 449 A. D . , a nd there is no evidence that the 
year began with September anywhere in Syria as early as that dat . Of the seven 
inscriptions cited above, which show that eptember was the first month of the year, the 
earliest , (1), is dated in 483 A. D.: this in cription and three others, (2), (3) and (6), are 
from di tricts north of the Dj ebel Rli).a, and how that here the calendar year began with 

eptember from at least 483 to 587 A . D., and doubtless later. The other three, (4), (5 ) 
and (7), are from the C la, the basalt region some little distance sou theast of the Djebel 
RiDa, and show that here also the year began with September, at least from 561 to 
598 A.D., and doubtless later. It is quite po sible, then, that the change in the calendar, 
making September, instead of October, the first month of the year, was made between the 

1 = Wad. 1832. C.l.G. 87 12. Sachall, R eise, p. 121. H artmann, in Z.P. v. XX II! p. 107 . 

2 See Wad. No. 2689 . 
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years 449 and 483 A. D. by the Greek-speaking Syrians generally. I believe that this 
was th case. Certainly all the evidence that there is shows that the later calendar , 
beginning the year with September, was in general use among the Greeks of Northern 
Syria in the sixth century after Christ, and there is no reason to distinguish the Djebel 
Rtba, in this respect , from any other Syrian district north of J:lama. Consequently 
I believe t hat in the Khana.!?ir inscription (A.A .E.S. TIl, 3 18) mentioned above the date 
579 A. D. should be rejected, and one of the other readings preferred, probably that of 
Neubauer, 806, i. e. September, 494 A. D . Also , for the same reason, the date in the 
trilingual inscription from Zebed 1 should be read September, 5 I I A. D., instead of 5 I 2, and 
in No. I 121 below the month Gorpieos = September should be regarded as the first, not 
the last, of the year. The inscription from Dir I}:ita, however, published above under 

o. 1080, since it belongs to the period between 449 and 483, may be dated either 
eptember 45 I or September 452 A. D. In the other Syrian inscriptions p':lblished by 

me, A .A.E . . nr, TOS. 33, 36, 48 and 153, and also in Wad. 2562a and 2S62£, 
where the month Gorpiaios is mentioned, this month should be regarded as the last, 
not the first, of the year, since these inscriptions belong to the period before 450 A. D. 

From the character of the inscription as a whole, I judge that the lintel which 
bears it belonged originally to a church. 

1109. LINTEL, 5 I 7 A. D. Lintel of a door-frame standing alone, about fifty yards 
northeast of the mo que. The block in handsomely moulded . The first part of the 
inscription , shown in the drawing, is carved on the outermost band : the other two lines 
are on the lowest two fasciae. F or lack of time the second and third lines were copied 
only in cursive script. The copy is by Professor Littmann. 

~ AN H (l Hoe HO [ E NcI>ON H CA/\1T! N rO[OTI H BA[ 1/\ IAAYToY /I [tIOYAt'~ 

fj N 
o 0 
~ N 

lnser. I 1°9. Scale I: 20. 

I. + 'AY~~"I] (; 8"1].3; ·Ey rpOY~ adJ .. mv10;· en tl ~~a(Aia atrrou (£)('; (r)ov(;) w·. (a(·)ovov • 
• 1w;. + 

2. + K(vpw); 'Cov rJuvdp.€wv 7tdVTOV + disk + €~A01~a! Ti;v raorJ6v aou (xal) Ti; v E';orJov aOl). 
3. + ' A v "I] vY}w e"l] EV (dv )Op.(l.T! Kupiou, p.y)( v~;) IT€p!Tiou el, ivrJ. !/, 'IOU €;q/ El-ou; . 

1. + God has gone up z"n ( the) sound of ( tlte) trumpet j for lzz"s kz"ngdo1J1. Z"S forever 
and ever . H oly.' +. 

2. + ( The) Lord of all powers + shall bless tlzy com£ng z"n and thy goz"ng out. 
3. + R estored z"n (the) name of ( the) Lord, month Per£tz"os 9th , z"nd£ctz"on Iotlt, 

of tlte S6s t1t year. (F ebruary, 517 A. D.) 

The first part of the first line is evidently derived from P s. XLVI, 6: ' v{~"I] d 8£.3; 
EV rJAaAa,,/p.ij>, Kvpw; EV rpwv~ adAmnO;. The second part may have been suggested by 

I Published by Saehau in jlfonatsber. d. Bed. Akad. 1881 p. 169 if, and in Z.M.C. X.XXVI, p. 345-352. By aehau 
and Neubauer in Saehau's R eise in Sy rim, p . 125 f. Lidzbarski, H db. d . 1lordsem. Epigr. Il, Tar. XLlIl, 10. Cumont, in 
Bulletin d. Mm. roy. d. Bdgiquc, IV (1 905), p . 58 f. and 2e serie, 1 ( 1908), p. 75 . Dussaud, L es A rabes m Syrie, p . 169 n. 2. 

Kugener in JOltrn. A siat. , IX (1907) p. 509- 524 and R ivista degli Stttdi OruIZt ., 1908, p. 577- 586. A.A.E.S. 1II, 336a. Jala
bert, in Milanges de B eYl-olltlt, Ill, p . 740 ff. Littmann, in Revista degli Studi Or imtali IV, 196-198. 
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verse 8 of this same psalm: crI ~(I.(nAeUs rraay)s "tis "lis 0 0::'0;, tYciA(l.r::. avv::.rc,)s. omething 
very imilar is to be found in the "Liturgy of t. James", a passage which I have 
used in attempting to re tore the mutilated ending of the first line of the inscription: 
('Y' 'e " \ , / 'Cl / ." - \ - (j\ ' !: ) I «(.J, ~' 

If~) Y)n Em "tous OVP(l.VOtl;, 0 oecs, X(l.l Em rr(l.(J(l.v "ti/v TliV "(j U 0",(1. aou, X(I.(·f) /",(l.all'.El(l. aou 

~l(l.plvel eis "tous (l.iwv(l.s "twv (l.iriJv(")v 1. There are other passages, however, in the Psalms 
and elsewhere, which may uggest a somewhat different reading of the inscription, for 
example Ps. CXLIV, 13: 'f] ~(l.a(Ad(l. aou ~(l.al)\ ei(l. rrcl.vrtl)y "twv (l.i~v(,,)v, or Danz'el, VII 18: K(l.i 

1CIXP(l.),·r, IjiQv"t(l.( "t~v . ~(l.alAoi(l.v rhlol 'YtY(arou xr/.i XaeESOtlal "t~v ~(l.alAd(l.v E (,,) S (I. iw YO S "t W 11 (I. iriJ v w 'J. 

ee also Ps. XXI , 29; Ps. CII, 19; Dan£el Il, 44; IJI, 100 (IV, 3); Jlfattizew VI, 13, etc. 
In the main, th meaning of the first line is clear in any case. 

In the second line the phrase Kupws rw'J cJUVcl.p.E(,,)'J is common enough. It occurs 
often in the Psalms 2 : it occurs also in the Greek liturgies 3. I have found it three 
times on Syrian lintels, in each case in a quotation from Psalms XLV, 8 and 12 4. 

Doubtless, like many stereotyped phrases, it had lost much of its original significance, 
long before the present inscription was written. At the same time, unless the author 
of this inscription was merely using common phrases without any clear idea of what 
they meant, the addition of the word rriv"tov (i. e. 1C'.('J"t(,,)v) deserves consideration. I have 
not found the phrase with this addition elsewhere. It seems to me certain that the 
rriv"to'J here is merely a grammatical mistake for rr(l.aw'J, for I find no instance wher 
4vvcl.p.els is treated as masculine, even when it obviously means the hosts of heaven. Yet 
in this inscription the rra'J"to'J can hardly be construed except with ~VVip.E(")V. Moreover 
the spelling, throughout the inscription, indicates that the author was far from being 
a master of the Greek language. 

In the ... ew Testament the word cJUV(l.p.lS has certain meanings which do not appear 
111 strictly classical usage. In particular, it often means the supernatural power displayed 
111 performing miracles 0, and then, transferred from the cause to the effect, the miracles 
th mselves u. It also signifies, in the plural, supernatural beings, mentioned a if associated 
with angels and the like, but nowhere · sharply defined. Perhaps the phrase (1.( cJvvap.w; 

-wv OUp(l.VWV (a(l.AEUe~aOVr(l.l) 7 refers, as some commentators think, merely to the stars. 
But there can be no mistake about the meanin o' of this word in I Peter III, 22: cJl' 

r:/.')(l.arr/.aec,JS '1Y)ao0 Xplcroi) , cs EartY E'J cJeSlq. r00 GEOU, rropEueeis eiS OUP(l.'Jo'J, urro-(l."IE'Jr(,,)y (l.urij> 

d'''I''IEAWV x(l.i €SOUalWv x(l.i cJUVr/.p.EWV • This is plainly the meaning of ~vyap.ElsinPsalms CXLVIII, If: 
Ai''JErE "t~V Kupwv €X "tW'J OUp(l.VWV, (l.i'vn. (I.l)"t~V EV "('ai's utYiarOlS, Ai'v::.re (l.i;rov, rrivw; oi anEAOl 

auro0' (l.i'VEH (l.urov, rrda(l.l d cJuvap.ElS (l.uroi), etc. 9 I believe this is the meaning of the 
word in the present inscription: I believe the author mean to invoke the lord and 
master of all the invisible, supernatural beings, the good and especially the evil spirits, 
which, according to the prevailing superstition of the times, were thought to be continually 

I Swainson, p. 317 Cb). 
2 P salms, XX!lI, 10; XLVII, 9; L XV llI, 7 ; LXXIX, 5, 8 and 20 ; LXXXlll, 2, 4, 9 and 13 ; LXXXV!1I, 9 ; etc. 
:1 E . g. wain on, pp. 282, 306, etc. Cr. also pp. 77 , 89, etc. 
4 A .A.E.S. lll , p. 16, ros. 199 and 260. P.A.E.S. 111, ' 0. 928. 
S il£att/t. X lll, 54 ; Acts. VI, . 

6 Matt/t. Xl , 20; A cts. Il, 22 ; VlII , 13; XL"\{ I I ; II Cor. XlI 12; H eb. II, 4. 
7 M attlt. XXIV 29 ; iltfark XllI, 25; Lttke XXI, 26. 
8 See also Romans Vlll, 38 f. In I Corittt/tians Xll, 28-31, JtJV&I~E/~ occupies a position in termediate between &:1l'o".,.6AotJ~ , 

.".poq,~.,."~ and J/J""K&l\otJ~ . on the one side, and X"plU'I~""'" ;"I~&'TC<JV, &:vTlA~'l!El~ etc. on the other. In verse 29 I~~ 1l'&V"'E~ 
JtJV&I~f/ ~ C unless EXOtJU'IV is to be supplied from the verse following) must be translated: AI'e all wonder-workers? And this 
meaning would suit very well in verse 28. 

9 ee also P salms Cll, 21, and CXXX IV, 5. 
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thronging about human habitations, ready and able to affect human life for good or evil. 
The whole of this inscription, in each of its three lines, eems to me to be informed 
with this superstition. And, with many other inscriptions of the same sort, it throws 
a good deal light upon the ideas and beliefs of people in the fifth and sixth centuries, 
in such communities as this. 

The second line as a whole is one form of a text which is perhaps the common
est of all on these yrian lintels. See, for examples, os. 8 I 6, 822, 9 10, 933, 943, 
1038 f., !05I, !O63: also A.A.E .S. III, 12, 119,184,19 2-94,220,297. Some
times the verb used is EUAO"lEill, sometimes ~o'l]eEiy , but generally ~vAd.!'CEtll. The closest 
parallel to the present inscription was foun d at Kefr A mbil in the Djebel Rll;a 1: 

+ '0 Bd:; '!WlI ~ty6P.EIJJlI rp tAd.;t XC1.( EAE~at 'dv ei(]W~OV YlP_W lI XC1.( '~1I £;W~Oll +. The text, of 
course, is originally from Psalms cxx, 8. It appears alo in the Greek Liturg ies and 
in St. Chrysostom's account of the service in his day 2. But, as I have said elsewhere , 
I believe that this text, like many others, was carved above these doorways chiefly 
because it was believed to have a magic power to ward off the evil spirits , which 
might otherwise enter the building or beset those passing out. See A .A.E.S. Ill, 

pages 17-25, where this matter is discussed at so me length, and particularly p. 25. 
The formula E'i (o'i)6fLC1." Kvp{ov, in the third line, is also common among these 

inscriptions: it has a variety of forms, such as iv o1l6p.C1."Ct K(vp{o)v 'I'I]aou (p tO'ro)iJ s, 8(eo)iJ 
XC1. i '1('1]0'0)0 ' (ptejLo):J XC1. i 'A1iov llll(EUp.C1.,O:;) 4, IIC1.rp6:;, 1/00 XC1.( 'A',/{ov IIlI€Up.C1. 0:; 6, ,1,:; ' k,/!C1.:; 
Tp,d~o~ G, ,1,:; Beo[,6xov] 7. Of course such formulae were interwoven with the church 
service, the rite of baptism, doubtless with the marriage ceremony as in the modern 
Greek service, and probably with the burial of the dead. For Christians, these words 
were not inappropriate anywhere, even upon tombs. It seems to me curious, however, 
to find iv avap.C1.!'J Tp'Ja-:00 and the letters X M r , without any other word, on the side 
of a sepulchral monument in the form of a sarcophagus 8 . Moreover, of the sixteen 
inscriptions in this collection and in the A .A .E. . III, containing this formula, no one 
belongs with certainty to a private dwelling. Three or four are on tombs 9, two 
belonged to churches 10, three are altogether uncertain . T hree others are upon towers 11, 

designed, I think , to overlook the towns in which they were situated, for the mainte
nance of ord r and safety. Three others are each upon a building called a x,[ap.a, a 
word which I am inclined to believe may mean , in some cases, an z'nst£tutz'on 12. T o 
the same class as these last three belongs also, in my opinion, .lIo. 1029, which seems 
to me to show quite plainly its superstitious or magical character. 

I I 10. LINTEL. An ancient lintel, used as a jamb-stone in a medieval building, 
about 150 yards southwest of the mosque. The left end of the block is down, and 
the beginning of the inscription is covered by heavy stones, which have fall n against 
it and can not easily be moved. The visible portion is 1. 34 m. in length . The letters 
are of all sizes, from J to . IS cm. in height: the average height of the upper line, 

I A.A.E .S. Ill, 148. 2 A .A .E.S. Ill, p. 14. 3 No. 1002 . 4 '0. 996. 
~ ' 0. 1029. T he same, with the addition of ... lj ~ 0 EO ... O"OV, o. 860 i also A .A.E.S. Ill , 17. 
6 o. 10!! 7 i A .A .E.S. Ill, 300. ' A .A.E.S. Ill, 287 . 8 A.A .E.S. JII, 216. 
9 ' 0. 994 and probably 1002' A .A .E.S. 2 16 and 232. 10 No. 1099' A.A.E.S. 17. 
11 Nos. 860. 992, 1087: Compare also No. 1016. 
12 A .A .E.S. Ill, 300: "'0 al.[~8}~py~ ... ov " ... fO' [ ft"' ] <""',) "'0 ev ""J'rt~ EVJ<T-1P'OV J<Tl.. A .A .E.S 287: ... 0 " ... fO'(4'" ... oU ... o. No. 996 

above : "'0 y. ... fO'(4'" (M",)pxEl.;>.{VOV. Compare TOS . 881,971 i A .A .E .S. Ill, 437a. 
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however, is 10, of the lower line 8 cm. The copy IS by Professor Littmann, who 
judged from the stone itself that the right end i probably complete. From the appear
ance of the inscriptIOn, however, it seems to me more probable that the right end 
ha been lost. 

VP / E08EO[_ WhB\ 

N [ 0 v r .J; I k'v V/ O 1'/1 wAN 

In ·cr. I I 10. Scale I: 20. 

I. + I l~pt£ 6 8£0£, [~lW~et [TOll O'OU-
2. AO],) cr01) - - - x - ~O~ '!wall [1101) . + 

+ Lord God Izelp tlty servant, . ..... .. , (son) of .loattnes .' +. 

Th re is nothing noteworthy in this inscription except the form of the letter H : the 
same form is found e. g. in I o. 1086, above. 

The accusative with ~o;,e€t occurs often e. g. in I os. 970, lO53 1089, 1095, 1201 ff. 

I I 11. SRtR. TEMPLE, I 16 A . D . Fragments, probably of an architrave carried 
across the front wall of the cella of a temple. See DIV. Il, B, p . 236 ff. Fragment 
( ) was on the top of pile of blocks near the north-east corner of the building, just 
east of the doorway. This was obviously the end of the inscription. The total length 
of the block is 731

/2 cm., its height 671
/2 cm. The in cription i 541

/ 2 cm. long: at the 
right of it a rectangular hole has been cut, I I cm . wide and 19 cm. high: thi hole 
has cut off the end of lines 2 and 3' but between the end of the first line and the 
hole is a blank space sufticient for three or four letters. Doubtle s this hole was made 
to support the end of a beam , at some comparatively late time, when the temple was 
converted to som other u e. At the right of the hole is a blank space, 8 cm. wide . 
Obviously the ending of the first line is complete, while from the other lines three 
letters at most have been lost. The height of the block is made up of three parts. 
The uppermost, 171/2 cm. high , probably contained an overhanging cornice which has 
been broken off. The second part is 26 cm . hig h, and had always a plain surface . 
The lowest part, now 22 cm., originally probably about 24 cm. high, contain the inscrip
tion. The letters are 4 cm. high , and are re~:;ular and well cut: below the inscription 
is a blank space now about SI/'}, cm. high. 

Fragments (B), (c) and (D) were found were found ten or fifteen feet to the east 
of Frag. (A), where someone had recently been breaking up the ancient blocks for new 
building material. These three pieces fit together: the maximum length of the block 
so formed is about 75 cm., its g reatest heig ht is 2 I cm. Fragment (B) by itself is 
41

/ 2 cm. long, (c) 14 cm., (D) about 57 cm. The letters are of the same height and 
form as in Frag. (A): below the inscription is the sam blank space, 51/2 cm. high. 
When copying the inscription I e timated that, in the first line, between KT H and 0 K P 

the space suited three letters rather better than four. At the end of the second line, 
after K A, there are traces of a N. 

Publications of the Prince ton University Archaeological Expedi tions to Syria, Div. Ill, Sec. B, Pt. 5. 19 
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B C D 

Inscr. 1l1I . Scale I : 20. 

A 

kl kovn AP91KoV 
I rAloCNEI KAN6 FO 

I\H8ENTECAq:.IE PW 

1. .. ErouS"] X' r¥i ts" Au]roxpa[TopoS" 
IIapetxo:), 

ipoua T pa,avoLi KaLl1apoS" 2:E~al1r00 repp.av,xou t1] ax,x00 

2. "E-rouS" )7x]u', p.)7V ~S" t1€LOU ax' , Ndxa~[O'poS" and about 27 letters In addition to the 
5 up plied x]a! ra,~S" €txavO'pou, 

3· xa! ----]I1Toup~apaxou, TlXy€VTCS" ~t 
A)7e{VUS" , dqn€PWI1[ av. 

about 25 letter and " ] '1..(/,£ E1ttp.€-

In the 20 /!t )Iear of the Emperor Nerva T r ajan Caesar Auguslus Gerl1zanicus 
Daciczts Partlzz"czts, in the year 428, month Dios 2 I st , Nikandros ..... . . . ... . and 
Gaios, son of Nikandros, and . . . . . . son of .... . ... , being appointed . . ..... .. .. . 
and directing ( the work) , dedicated (tlzis building). ( ovemb r, I 16 A . D.) 

The marks above the first letter of the first line and above the first letter of the 
second line, how that the date of this inscription was stated in two ways, first accord
ing to the reig n of the emperor and then according to some era. T he titles, pre
served at the end of the first line, show that this emperor was Trajan. The 20th year 
of Trajan was the year I 16 A. D., counting from 9 7 A. D., when Trajan was adopted 
by N erva and r ceived the tribunicia potestas. In the summer of 1 16 Trajan received 
the title P artlzicus. In August, I 17, he died in Cilicia, while he was still on his way back 
from his successful war against the Parthians and his voyage down the Tigris to the Persian 
Gulf. The date of the inscription then is November, I 16. The hundreds figure, in 
the second statement of the date, shows that the Seleucid era must have been employ d, 
despite the fact that the inscriptions of the Djebel Shekh Berekat \ about ten mil 
distant, belonging to the years between 61 and 1 20 A. D., a nd the inscription of the 
temple at Burdj Ba15.irl)a 2, about five miles distant and belonging to the year 161 A. D., 

a re undoubtedly dated according to the era of Antioch. Consequently, €TOUS" )7'1..] can 
be restored at the beginning of the second line. 

After £'TouS" x' r i,S" , in the first line, 'liy€p.ovLa;, or some such word, must be under
stood before A~roxpaTopo;, unless an unusual word, avroxparp{aS" s, is to be restored. A 
parallel to the present inscription , in this respect , occurs in an inscription found by 
Professor Magie in 1909 at i$-$anamen 4. : "ETOUS" 1ti(p.)itrou -i,S" uroxparopoS" T'~€p{ou K(A)au
O'{ou Ka{vapo; ~E~aI1TO;) npp.l7.v,xou xrA. 

The patronymic at the beginning of the third line may be Bl7.pCl.Xo;, the rama·ic. 
B araklz 5, or some compound, such as Toup~apaxoS" 6 . Consequently the beginning of 
this line may have been [xcxi ____ ]IjTOUp Bapaxou or [xai ---- ]S" Toup~apaxou . The 
Roman name Astur is not long enoug h to fill the lacuna i but some Semitic name 
mig ht well end in -stur . On the other hand xa! f a,oS" Toup~apaxou would suit the 
pace. I suppo e that four persons were mentioned here as having had charge of the 

building of this temple and afterwards having dedicated it. 

t A.A.E.S. 111 , p . 104 fT. 2 A.A.E .S. Ill , no. 4 . 
S See David 1agie : D e R omanorttm ilfris publici vocablllis etc., p. 68 . 
• Published in this se ries, Ill , A, No. 65 5, 2 . 5 A .A.E.5. Ill, 2 47. 

6 Compare E{3 , J{3opouxo~ in No. 948 above, and B"'PEX{3~ AoC in o. 1092 . 
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1112. TELL C ~IBRtN . GRAFFITO, rudely scratched upon a plain block, 97 by 
61 cm., built into a wall on the north side of one of the principal 

r;:: ~ J r;:: ~ street, near the center of the village. The letters are about 5 cm. 
r;: w ty1 B t ~ hig h, and practically all of them are uncertain. 

w ~ <P E: - - I have not been able to make any sense out of this fragmen t. 

I I 13. FRAGMENT. On a block, 103 cm. high and about 62 cm. wide, built into 
a high wall on the west ide of a street, about fifty yards north of the southern most 
mosque. There seems never to have been anything upon the left half of the stone : 

T 

CJ..,\H 
Tl o Y I 

T A <> 
O [ 

the letters, however, reach the right edge. bout the center of the 
right half of the stone is a large' hole. The I ' tters are inci ed and are 
well cut: they are from 4 to 6 cm. high. It i po sible that this is the 
left end of a very large lintel, with a long inscription carved on a plain 
fac . uch a lintel, juda ing by the height, must have been between 
three and four meters long. On the other hand, since there was a 
riot in prog ress in the village while thi inscription and No. I I 1 2 

were being copied, it may be that there is really more on these blocks 
than I was able to read. It is barely possible that the first three 
letters form a date, the figures being arranged in the order of their 
numerical values, instead of in the alphabetical order as usual: if so 

Inscr. 1113 · cale 1 :20. the date is 248 = 199 A. D. 

I I 14. DUR' M A LIr TEL, 579 A . D . F allen in the ruins of a small building, 
perhaps a tower, at the extreme we t end of the town , about So feet south of a small 
church or chapel. See DIV. Il , B, p . 241. The block is complete, and measures 139 by 
53 cm. In the center is a disk, 271

/ 2 cm. in diameter, containing the words q'>io~ , Z(O);,. 
The letters of the first line a re 4 to 5 cm. hig h , those of the second line 6 cm. : they ar 
irregular in form a well as in size; but I believe the reading of all but a very few is certain . 

+~LJEC KAI N~slBt ~ KX 6t 

K AI.6L\J-< I A NO Y 

trrlT WE N.6o ,tLATTOEnAXc 

nAPA~oNAJ 

Inscr. I II4, Scale 1: 10. 

+ M ( , ) (') , ' -~ P,' l", .f ' . (?)' \\ c( , ) , \ ' I 1 ( ) f) YV~ fj, e(J tOV XO:, IYU. It' TOU ,:>XX C"rOV~, em 't'r,1 . €Y00l:> O't'O:-OV O:TCQ £reap X WY , XO:I 

flo:p.10: YO;':; , TCO:PO:,UOyo:pUOV). 

+ Month D esz"os 2Ist, z'ndz"ction I2, of the 627111 year, -under the right Jwnorable 
ex-prefect, and Damianos, warden. (June, 579 A. D.) 

I The P has been omitted by mistake from the drawing reprod uced here. 
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A p ara111,OnarZOs (aeditu'lts, warden) was the custodian of a church building 1. 

From the mention of such a person here, I think it is safe to as ume that the building 
had some close conn ction with the small church which is only 50 feet distant. It 
seems mo t strange that the name of the ex· prefect should be lacking. Perhaps h 
erected both buildinas, and had his name recorded upon the lintel of the more important 
of the two. I do not think the lintel of this, the " W est Church", is in existence. On 
the other hand the letter after bti in the first line looks like T rather than T , and 
over the W which follows appears a small cross, which five letters farther on seems to 
be a sign of abbreviation . Perhaps the ex-prefect's name i really here, after all, and 
perhaps we should read iTI! 'Iw(dYllou), ivrJos(O"rch:ou) aTIa iTIdpX.(wv). 

1 I 15. HUR H. Three pieces <;>f the lintel of the ea t doorway in the south side 
of the larger church, the "East Church", near the western part of the town. See DIV. Il, B, 

p. 240 f. The church is now completely ruined. The pieces lie in the heap of blocks 
just as they fell, (A) and (B) leaning again t each other and almost in a line. The 
inscription is on the uppermost band of a series of mouldings framing the doorway, 
but not extending to the top of the lintel. 

Fragment (A) formed the left end of the original block. From its left end 27 cm. have 
been broken away. The letters which remain measure 46 cm. in length and 61

/ 2 cm. in 
height : the inscribed band is 8 cm. wide. I estimated that 3, or more probably 4, letters had 
b en lost from the b ginning . Fragment (B) is 21 cm. long. The inscription upon fragment 
(c) is 59 cm. long: 34 cm. more have been broken away from the end of this stone. 

Altogether 178 cm. of the original lintel are represented by these frag ment. Con
sequently not much can have been lost. The letters are in false relief, i. e. each stroke 
is formed by two parallel grooves, and all are badly weathered: none are absolutely 
certain, excepting those in (A) which are tolerably clear. 

(A) 
____ -JOYEyCEBIO 

(B) 
/)..l\E L;-

(c) 
~v~l\OC~nIC~ 

I think that (A) and (B) may be read: 'Ex 7t6]vou Eva€~io[u] 'AA€S[dvO'pou. Fragment 
(c) may be what is left of ·A mJ€AO~ iX'ria$Y} (tlze font 'was made) , or of some name, such 
as EvpvaAo~, with iTIi(jxOTIo~ or Exna£ or iTIia£ (for iTIo("f}(j€). Perhaps all three may be read 
together: ['Ex TI6]1I0U EvaE~io [ul 'AAES[dllrJp](o)u (lI)ao~ i(x-r)((j(6)["f)]: From the labor of Eusebz"os 
son of Alexandros ( thz"s) temple (i. e. chttyclz) was bu£lt. 

The phrase ix 7tOllWV (ieJiwll, oix<.(c,)v etc.) occurs often enough in these inscriptions: 
I do not remember, however, to have seen the word used in the singular elsewhere. 
Perhap [ix -rwv rou XOL]V00' was written. 

The names of a Flavios Eusebios and an Alexandra , his wife, occur together in 
an inscription found at Dar I):ita , No. 1075 above, dated 355 A. D .: there may be some 
connection between these persons and those of the present inscription. An undated 
inscription at Djilwan'iyeh, A.A.E.S. 1II, 26, contains the following: KUPL€ ~O~$L !lop.vo 
xaL Evvi~tO xal la(p )w( \I )a (?) xai A A€sa:;rJpav . 

1 I 16. KFER. TOMB (?), 360 A. D. On a lintel, in situ, of a small building about 
the center of the ru ms, facing west. See DIV. Il, B, p. 24 I. The building was perhaps a 

1 A .A.E.S. Ill, No. 85. 
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tomb, orig inally: later it was used as a mosque. The inscription, 10 letters 9 cm. high, 
is incised on the top band of the moulding of the lintel. The whole band measured 
originally 173 by 12 cm. It is broken at the left end. The inscription measures ISO cm. 
in length. On the jambs there are letters, which may be merely meaningless graffiti, 
but which are perfectly legible as far as they go. On the left jamb are the letters 
Mo , 16 1

/ 2 cm. in leng th , 7 and 51
/ 2 cm. in height respectively. Below this are Ao, 

9 cm. long, 7 and 41
/ 2 cm . high respectively. On the right jamb, 1 M 1 TT I , 17 by 81

/ 2 cm. , 
and below, the single letter H, 6 by 7 cm. 

rOYCHYMHNocAw YK ·Elrou~ 'l)U /, f.J.'l)V(;~ Atf> [o]u Xl . 

I n tlte )Iear 4 08, month Loos 2011t. (August, 360 A. D.) 

I I 17. BURDJ 1S- BO. T OWER, 572 A . D . On a plain stone in the wall of a 
tower, on the east side , about 8 feet from the g round. The stone measures 182 by 
87 cm. The letter, 8 cm. high, are incised, 
and are deep and well cut. In the third 
line after t1 E C TT 5 and before H M, there 
is perhaps a cro s instead of the t,vo letters 
shown in the copy : perhaps there is nothing 
here at all , but only a flaw in the stone. 
All else is clear. 

1. + ErENETWWTT'{prOCEfTITOY 

2 . Tk.TTIN O YCYME WNOYB ~CTOY 
H 

.., t1ECTT sTEHMIOCTINOYMt1EC I OY J. 

4 . 1 N t1 ET 0 Y K X H T 0 C + 
+ 'E-y{vm,J ~) 1tUP-Yo; E1t! -ou ,amvou 2:u

.u.~tf>')ou Bao-(a)ou, O'EGlt(6, ou) 'te (?) ·~f.J.(~v) 'IoG;:{vou, 
V'l) (v~~) ~EG{OlJ, lvO'. 0', !OV xx.' ~!O; . + 

+ Tlte tower was (er ected) under tlte 
humble Symeones, son of Bassos, and our 
L ord J ustinus, in tlte M ontlz D esios, in
diction 5, of the 620 year. (June,s 72 A. D.) 

The adjective 'l7.1tet')6~, humble, was 
used by churchmen, even bishops, and 
doubtle s others, when speaking of them- Inser. 1117 . Tower ad Burdj is-Seb'. 

selves. For example, St. Maximus, Con-
fessor , in a letter to Ko mas , writes : -.~ e€oq)(Aca'td!~,) xup{~ KOGp.r1 o\l7.x6v9>, Mds(f.J.o~ 
'Cf.1mvG~ x.17.{pc(v 1. So also the title -.a1tetv6-.'l)~, e. g. i~ ~oneetav ,-;;~ y)f.J.E-{pl7.~ 'ta1t€tv6!'l)!0~ 2. 

The emperor mentioned in this inscription is, of course, Justin H. 

I 11 8. ZERZ!T - . PORTICO, 375- 6 A. D. On an architrave, in situ, in the lower 
tory of the portico of a building of uncertain character, facing west, and about 50 feet 

I Epist. x v. Migne, Patrol. Cr .. xcr, p. 544. 2 Epiphanios, Adv. Elaeres., Migne, P atrol. Cr . XLI , p. 881 c. 
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south of the tower (1 o. 1120). The stone is 2.19 m. long and 40 cm. high. It has a 
pla in face on which the letters, 8 cm. high, are incised in broad lines. 

+ ET 0 Y C Ll K Y e E A H Cl e Y TT E T P 0 C e Eo T + + "E·tOl.I~ O'xv' , 
K N 0 Y TT E Pl o Ll E Y T H C + E K T I C A ee)..~ 'jt 8(ev)ij n f.rpos 8en(e)xvov , mpwO'E\JT~s,+EXnl1a. 

+ I n tlze year 424, by the w£ll of God, I , Petros son of T heoteknos, p en:odeutes, 
built ( this). (375-6 A. D.) 

A p erz"odeutes was a visit ing presbyter, whose rank was intermediate between tha t 
of ordinary presbyters and the bishop : see A .A .E .S. III, I os. 7 and 288. The form 
eEA~ l1t is doubtless for eEA~I1E ' . It is possible that the author of this inscription believed 
tha t his composition was metrical. 

1119. D OORWAY, 423 A. D. On the lintel of a doorway, facing south, immedi
a tely east of the tow r (No. 1120). See D IV. Il , B, p. 246- 8, Ill. 250 and 25 2. Before 
the doorway is a vestibule, formed by two columns supporting an architrave, a nd 
roofed by two slabs stretching from this architrave to the lintel. A ll the rest of the 
building has been destroyed. 

In the center of the lintel is a disk, 62 cm. in diameter, enclosed by a semicircle 
in relief, the radius of which is 67 cm. The inscription is in two parts, one on each 
side of thi semicircle. The first is 41 cm. long, a nd 131/2 cm. high: it begins 141/2 
cm. from the left end of the lintel, and is 10 cm. from the bottom of the stone . The 
second part is 471/ 2 cm. long and 181/ 2 cm. high : it extends to a point 51

/ 2 cm. from the 
right end of the block, and is 81

/ 2 cm. from the bottom of the stone. T he letters are 
incised, and are 4 to 7 cm. high : they are somewhat irregular, but perfectly leaible. 

ETOYCBOY 
H 

HYTTEPBf 

ETT I I-I A PA TTPEC B 

KA I NoNNoY Ll IA K 

ANENE o e H 

"ETOVS ~ov' , P:IJ(V DS) 'Y7tEp~(EpETa[ov) 7' , Em' Mapa, 7tpEI1~(vdpov) , xai N awov, oLax( ovov) , 
dvmo8"1) . 

I n the year 472, month Hyperberetaios 3r d , under Maras, presby ter , and Non1Zos, 
deacon, ( thz"s) was r ebuZ"lt. (October, 4 23 A. D.) 

T he names apas (or Mapa) 1 and lapLS 2 are Greek forms of the Syriac name 
Mara or Mar £, meaning orig inally lord, master, and so the equivalent of the Greek (?) 
names I VPLS 3 and 1 iJpos 4 . The forms lapwv 5, Mapc,Svas 6 and Map{w') 7 are diminu tives 
with the yriac suffix -on. Probably the name L(vp{wv or Kvptc,Svas, in o. I 172 below, 
IS also a dimunitive, equivalent to lIIaronas a nd formed with the same ( yriac) suffix. 

Concerning the persons mentioned in this inscription see below, under I o. I 124. 

I This form occurs in the tr ilingual inscription from Zebed, certaiuly in the Syriac part, and possibly in the Greek 
also . For this inscript ion see the references given above, p . 140, n. I. Compare also the form M«pf«~, which appear to be 
the genitive of a man's name in Wad. 1988, 2067, and perhaps 190 1. 

2 Nos. 1146 and 11 99 . 3 Nos. 1095 1096: also Kupl[<!I?] in A .A .E.S. Ill , 76. 
4 Nos. 1076, 1159 and A.A.E.S.!II, 288 = Wad. 2633. 6 A .A .E .S. Ill , 26. 
6 A .A.E.S. Ill , 51 and 336 ; IV, Syr. 7 and 22. 1 No. 1070 and 1124 ; A. A .E.S. 111, 48. 
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1120. T OWER, 500 A. D. On the lowe t member of the rriouldings of the string 
course, on the south and east sides of the tow r. ee DIV. Il, B, p. :;'47 f., Ill. 250-252 . 
The whole of the inscription is in it original place i but the second stone in this 
course on the east side of th tower, has fallen to the ground. I find no record in 
my field notes as to whether this second block was inscribed or not. It may have 
been lying on its [ace in such a way that it was impos ible to move it in the time 
at my disposal. I believe, however , that it was not inscribed, and that the inscription 

complete, ending with the first , i. . the corner, block of the tring course on the 
east side. The ea t face of this block is 43 cm. long, the upright stroke of the K 
being 15 cm. from the left end or corner. The inscribed band of the mouldings IS 

91/1 cm., high, the 1 tter 6 cm. 

PEClk'EKTICEN~l1EC 10YToyRA ETOYC EYCE BICTEXNI5I WANNNCI·IAP-

In er. 1120. 

+ IXGY~, ~O~et. ~up.E6vY]£ repEG~({rcEpo£) €'xnGEV P:Ii(V~£) ~EGi(;), ,0;) YWpl r,ljUS. EUG{~'S 

, oxvi(,Yj;) (Xo.:IJ ' IwavvYjS i\Jo.:p. .. - - I (Up')", ~o~e[' l . 

+ J (esus) Clz(rist) tlte (on) of G(od) (our) S(aviour), Itelp (us).' Symeones, pres
b'yter, built (this) in (the) montlz of D esios, of tlte 54-8th year. Eusebis (was tlze) arclzitect, 
and I oam-zes Mar - . - Lord help (us) .' (June, 500 A. D.) 

The la t three letters on the south side , together with the first three on the east, 
suggest the word p.d.ptup. But because of the ign between T€xv{bl£) and 'lwavvy]s, 
becau e there appears to be a mark of abbr viation after 1-1 A P, and because the upright 
troke of the third letter on the east side has, at the bottom, the cros stroke which 

commonly marks an abbreviation, I do not believe that the reading p.aprup is probable. 
It i perhaps possible that the sign before '!c,)avvYjS and the cro s stroke through the 
P before K E may be intended for punctuation marks, and that Eua{~,£ TExvi(nl£) . 'Iwavv)')£, 
p.aprup, (~o~et). K(upt )€, ~O~et may be read. I am inclined, however to see in ' lwavvy]s 
'lap. a son of the 'lap[{]ovo£ mentioned in o. I I 24, and to read the first letters on the 
ast side as rep. = rep€a~UT€pO£ , i. e . Eusebis ( was tlze) arckdect and Ioannes, son of Marion, 

p1~esbyter. Ioanne, then , a presbyter, was an architect or builder by profession: there 
are other cases in which a presbyter appears to have been al 0 a -Exv{rl)£, e. g . Kupt£ 
in Nos. 1095 and 10961. At the same time, for the letters on the east side, the 
reading I (w)r(E)p, 1 (upt)€, ~onet is possible, and a little closer to my copy. 

The name of ymeon was, of course, very common in orthern yna from the 
middle of the fifth century on. A presbyter of that name is mentioned in os. 815 
and 96 3, both without date, and at some distance from Zerzlta. Twelve or fourteen 
miles south·we t of ZerZlta, at Ba~irba , a L.Up.EcfJVy]S repEG~(uT€PO~) i mentioned in an 
in cription 2 over a gateway opening into the courtyard of a cloi ter and a church: 
thi inscription is dated 49 I or 501 A. D., and ymeon of Ba~irb.a may be the same a the 
presbyter of the present inscription . gain, three inscriptions, o. 1154, 1156 and 
I 159, from D~r Simcan, four or five miles south-west of Zerzita, mention a ymeon or 

1 Compare Sergios in os. 12II-1213, and persons named ymeon in the present commentary. 
2 A.A.E.S. 1Il, 5 r. 
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Symeones who may be identical with the presbyter of Ba1>.irQa, or of Zerzita, or both. 
If so, the Dh Si mean inscriptions perhaps contained the ancient name of the town to 
which this person belonged, probably Ba1>.irl)a. But unfortunately the text of two of 
these latter inscriptions is uncertain. In No. 1154, dated 479 A. D., the reading s ems 

o 
to be CVMEWNHCTOVH APII;-1H(l: in I o. 11 56, [ VMEWNATTM~P!MH0 [ . In the firs t 

of these ymeon i said to have built (ino{y}aEv) an inn (no:vd'0XEi'oV): in the second, Symeon 's 
connection with the building, apparently a private house, is not stated. Th third 
inscri ption from D~r Sim e~n, No. I 159, also undated, mentions a J.vp.£~vy} s [oixod'o]f1.os. 
It eems probable that the three inscriptions at Der imean refer to the same person i 
but I think it is not very probable that this is the person mentioned elsewhere. An 
inscription at Brad 2, dated 496 A. D., mentions a !.vp.£rj)vy}s, a 'r£Xv{!y}s, and another, at 
Refadeh 3, dated 510 A. D., mentions a ~VP.Et>VY}S with a certain 'A(~)pdf1'Y}s, eviden tly as 
builders of a (reo d.. 

A certain Eusebios, a 'rE XV{!y}S, is mentioned in o. 1089, at Dar I}:ita, ten or 
twelve miles south-west of Zerzita over rather rough country. The date of the Dar I}:ita 
inscription is lost i but it seems more probable that this Eusebios was the same as the 
EuaE~tS 'rEXV{'ry); of No. 1094, dated 389 A. D., at Babis1>.a, close to D~r r>:ita, and perhaps 
also the Euai~t; d'td.xovo; of No. 1096, found at Babis1>.a and dated 401 A. D . 4. certain 
Eua{~wv , io:p[{]ovo; vio;, is mentioned without a date, in another inscription atZerzita, I o. 1124. 

The fo rm of the letter B, used in the word npEa~., occurs elsewhere. S e the 
commentary on No. 1142 below. 

I 121. H OUSE (?), 538 A . D. On the architrave of the second story of a colonnade 
of rectangular piers, in the southern part of the town. There were about five of these 
piers: it did not seem possible to determine certainly the character of the building to 
which the colonnade belonged. DIV. Il, B, p . 248 and Ill. 256. The letter themselves 
varied from 5 to 10 cm. in height: they were read only with great difficulty, from a 
ladde:r placed against the piers on each side of the inscription. Consequently some of 
the letters were perhaps misread. T he copy was made by Profes or Littmann. 

+ W9EA ETOVC ZTT<t> HHNOC iO PTTIEOV Z 
O! I T H N E K TIC E N I A K 0 g 0 C POX I 0 C K A I b. W ~ A C 
yA KAIEYOIEICEANoN NOK b.I A KK AI<I>IAITTOV 

KAIABPAHloYYOV 

+ n 8EO; A . • £!Ov; /;;nr/, p.y}ve; ropmiov SI. (J.ri"l )Y}v €x'r(aEv ' I d.xo~o; 'PQXtO; xo:t (8)wp.a;, 
[a1to]v(d')[~ XO:A'~ (?)) xo:t Ev(eP"/Ea[)0 _ QVVOV, d'!o:x(OVOV) , xo:l <J>t).{1tOV, xo:i 'A~pO:f1.tov 000. 

+ Q God A. In tlze year 587, the 7tlt of the m01zth Gorpz"eos. ( Thz"s upper) story 
was bu£lt by I akobos Roclzios and Thomas, tlzrough the efforts a1zd kindness of Nonnos, 
deaco7Z, and Philzpos, and Abramz"os (Izis) son. (September, 538 A. D.) 

The restoration of the beginning of lines 2 and 3 is, of course, very uncertain. 
Professor Littmann's copy refers to the space after yA in the third line as "uninscribed". 

I V.I.: 'i:. 1 /~EI~V~ ~ TouI4lwa~, Waddington: M. de Vogue, however, read - PlfL~~ at the end of the second name. 
2 No. 1177. A TExvfTlg 'i:.u/~6v~~ is mentioned in No. 1080, a t Dar J5.ita, dated 452 A. D. See also o. 1167, dated 487 A. D. 

3 TO . 1148 . 
• No. 980, Kerratin , 455- 6 A. D., mentions Ka)."'67rlo~ >ca, 'Aypl7rivo~ , ulo, Elllu(3fou. 
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It does not seem possible, however, that this was so originally: probably the letters 
have disappeared for some reason . The words GrO!)cf'~ X(7.A{! may find a parallel in 
A.A .E . . III, 288 = Byz. Zedschr. XIV, p. 27, o. I!. I understand the inscription to mean 
that Iacobos Rochios and a certain Thomas, otherwise unknown, paid fo r the construction 
of the upper story of thi building: that the work was done under the direction of a 
deacon and two other persons, who, if the reading G1iouO"~ X(7.A~ X(7.i €uop,,/£v£q. is correct, 
are thanked for their service as if they received no other compensation. Perhaps this 
building belonged to the church: it might well have been a shop or a row of shops, 
the rents of which provided income for the church. 

onnos was a common name in thi region at this period. ee os. I I 19, I 122, 

1142 and A .A.E.S Ill, 93 f. In the first of these, another deacon Nonnos is mentioned· 
but the date is 423 A. D. In o. 1122, dated 539 A. D . , Ioannes son of onnos appears 
to have erected a building similar to that of the present inscril tion . I assume that 
Abramios was the son of Philip, not of onnos. See also below under o. 1124. 

In this region, during the sixth century, the year s ems to have begun on eptember 
1 St, corresponding thus to the indiction year. Consequently the present inscription belongs 
to the eptember of 538 . D. and not of 539. ee o. 1108 and its commentary. 

1 122. HOUSE (?), 539 A. D. A t the west end of the architrave of the second story 
of a long portico, facing south, in the northern part of the town. DIv. Il, B, p. 248 
and Ill. 255 . Th inscribed block is about 7 feet long. In the center is a disk, above 
which are marks which were probably letters. They appear to have formed two lines 
one above the other, consisting of six or more letters each, the letters being about 
4 cm. high. I thought I could read I W K 0 B 0 and below this -- Co N I N : perhaps 
'ld.xo~oc; 6wou was meant, or '1(')d.vvl)C; owov: perhaps these marks are not letters at 
all. The rest of the inscription is incised in letters 6 cm. high, half on one side, half 
on the other side of the disk. Copy by Professor Littmann. 

+ X P I CT H B 0 Eel l o A N N 0 Y N o N N 0 Y + 
di k + r 1p' le' I 

.L ptv-11 !"O€ t IoCl.wou 
" y I (' ) , <TOUe; ,",1iIf, fl.l) vac; Lll)vtou. 

I " owou • eX\tGe'.l 

EKTICENET 
H 

o VCZrrq,I-ILlHCloY 

o Clwz'st help Ioamzes son of Nonnos: he built ( thz's) £n the year 587, month 
Des£os. (June, 539 A. D.) 

The second half of the first line may be read: ( thz's £s the lzottse) of Ioannes S0 1t 

of Nonnos. But I am inclined to think 'Ioc(vvou merely a mi take for 'Iwd.vv;7. 
Concerning the persons mentioned here see under o. 1124 below. 

I 123 . HOUSE (?). On a lintel, in situ, of a 
facing west in the north-ea t corner of the town. 
another doorway in the southern side. 

building, probably a private dwelling, 
Within the doorway i a room with 

In the c nter of the lintel is a disk. On the left of the disk appear the three 
lines of in cription given here. There seemed to be an inscription on the right of 
the disk also i but, if so, I was unable to read it. The lines copied measured together 
48 cm. in length, and 16 cm. in height. The letters themselves are 4 cm. high, and 
all are badly cut and badly weathered, so that the whole reading is uncertain. 

I am inclined to believe that this inscription was continued on the right side of 
the disk, so that the copy contains only half of each line. 

Publications of the Princeton University Archaeological Expeditions to yria, Div. Ill, Sec. B, Pt. 5. 20 
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+ KY U. O H9 ICO 
~OYCO YA rI O C 
A X PI CTE o~ ETovc 

l ose r. I 123. Seale I: 10. 

I. + KG(p/€) ~o~e/vo[lI . ... . .... . . .. . 
2. ~OiJ veil). • k,/wr; [ ..... . . . ... ... . 
3· - ----- -- z,.ou r;, [ . . . ... .. .. . .. . 

One is tempted to read {vei~Oll in line 1 f. Perhaps £x:rivey) may be 10 the third 
line, or ' (00) eo(<p)' k',our;, i. e. in tlze year 575 = 526- 7 A. D . 

I 124. HOUSE (?) . O n an architrave in situ 10 a colonnade of rectangular piers, 
belonging to a small house in the southern part of the town, south of the tower. 
The block is badly broken at the top and somewhat damaged at the ends, but the 
inscription appears to be complete. The stone itself measures 1.7 I m. by 43 cm. : it 
was never smoothly fin ished, and the letters are very crude in for m and badly ut. 
They vary from 5 to 10 cm. in heig ht. Copied by Professor Littmann. 

EUv{~WlI , Map[{jollor; uior; . 

Eusebon, son of Mar ion: 

l oser. I 124. Seale I : 20 . 

On the nam e Eud~WlI see above under No. I 120, and on 1ap[{jwlI under o. I I 19. 
The inscriptions from Zerzlta, seven in number, Nos. 11 18- 1 12 4, contain name, 

which, in their imple or their diminutive form, occur in more than one of these 
inscriptions, and in such relationships that they suggest the possibility of arranaem nt 
in some sort of a family tree . These names are Mara, M arion, l oannes, Eusebon, 
l / o1Z1zos and l akobos. Such names are common enough, and any arrangement must be 
considered purely hypothetical , especially in view of the fact that in most case not even 
the father's name is g iven to distinguish the person. Howev 1', assuming that it is 
natural for a father to name a son after his own father, the following table is offered , 
mainly to show the chronological order in which these per ons lived. 

Mara, presbyter, 4 2 3 A. D . (No. 1119). 

I 
(Ioannes) 

I 
Marion, fa ther of Ioannes (?), ( o. 1 I 20) : father of Eusebon (No. II 2 4 ). 

I . I 
Ioannes, presbyter and techllltes (?), 5 00 A. D . (_ o. 11 2 0 : cf. No. II77) Eusebon, no date ( o. II 2 4 ) . 

I 
on nos, deacon, 538 A. D . ( o. II 2I): father of Ioannes, and of Iakobos (?), 539 A. D. (r o. 11 2 2 ). 

I 
Ioannes, 539 A. D. (No. II 22) Iakobo , 539 A. D. ( o. 1I22). 

1125. KH RAB SHEKH BEREKAT. HOUSE, 236 A. D . On the lintel of a 
house, in situ, in the north-western part of the town. T he doorway is near the eastern 
end of the house wall. On the south side of the wall a re nine tall monolithic piers 
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Zerzita. Kharab Shekh Berekat. Z:atura. I ' ~ ).) 

upporting an architrave, as if for a portico or a trellis. outh of thes monoliths is 
an open space, about IS yards square, p rhaps a court. 

The lintel is 1.89 m. long and 49 cm. high. On it face is a dovetail plate in 
relief, 79 cm. long and 23 cm. high , having at each nd a rosette in relief. The xa! 
ao{ is on the face of the plate, incised in broad lines, the letters 15 cm. high. The rest 
i below the pI at , incised, in letters 7 cm. high: thi part of the inscription is 76 cm. 
lono·. The reading IS certain . 

K A I C Ol 

ETOYC~TTCTTAN 

I Cl. t a ° t • 
.. E'!ov~ ~1tal, IICl.li(},p.ov ). 

To tlzee also.' In the year 284, 
(month) Panemos. (July, 236 A. D.) 

The words Xo.l GOL I take to be an abridged form of the phrase, common on these 
lintels: GaCl. A{'l£L~, qn'AE, XCl.! aoi T~ ~mAii. or xo.t' ao! -o.U,o.. ee Nos. 1073 and 970 above. 
The purpose of the formula was, I believe, to avert the curses of enemies and to invite 
the blessings of fri nds. ee the discussion of this particular phrase in A.A .E.S Ill, 

p. 25 and Nos. 10, 114, 116, 186, 235, 262; also os. 42 and 89. 

1 I 26. HOUSE, 407 (?) A. D. On the lintel of a hou e, facing south, in the northern 
part of the town. The house-wall is of polyg onal masonry. The lintel measures 2.5 I m. 
by 90 cm. In the center is a semicircle, sunk b low the surface, and containing a 
disk and -t- in reli f below the surface of the semicircle. On each side of the emicircle 
is another disk, executed in relief below th main surface. 

The first line of the inscription is above the semicircle, and measures 2.29 m. in 
length by 7 cm. in height. The letters, incised in rather broad lines, are well cut, but 
now badly weathered. The second line is within the semicircle and below the central 
disk: it is I. 14 m. long , 5 cm. hig h. I believe that the readin ~:; is certain , with the 
exception of the hundreds figure in the date. 

El C eEOCK A I 0 X P I CTOCA VTOVETOV CEN YHA PT 

PO Y <I> I N I A NO C TT P EC B V T E P 0 C E TT 0 I H ( EN 

E'~ eE6~, xo.i 13 pLa,c~ o.u'!ou. "E,ov~ c\lv', 
(p:I}\lC~) l\ICl.p'([ov) , 'PovqnliLo.li6~, 1tpEa~Vnpo;, 
E1tO{/Jue\l . 

One God and lz-is Clw-ist/ In the year -155, -in the month of Marclt, Rouph-in-ianos, 
jJ1l'esbyter, bu-ilt ( th-is). (March, 407 A. D. ?) 

The formula is a very common one, especially in this neighborhood. ee No . 1049, 
1074, 1076, IOn, 1080- 1086 inclusive, 1095. The phrase E(~ eE6~ or E,~ ed~ p.6\1o~, 
which is doubtless pre-Christian in origin, appears for example, in os. 8 75 959, 968, 
971, 1045, 1070, 1075, 1089, 1090. The Roman names for months are seldom found 
111 Northern Syria: there are, however, a few examples, such as Nos. 908, 9 I 5 etc. 

1127. I):.ATURA. T OMB. In the vestibule of a rock-hewn tomb, on the south 
side of the wadi which runs east and west through the ancient town. This tomb is 
the farthest west of those in the wadi: others, nearer to the town, bear I os. I 128- I 134. 

The floor of the vestibule is about ten feet above the level of the road through 
the wadi, and before it the rock has been scarped away, leaving a little platform. 
The ve tibule itself is almost cubical in form, measuring about 7 feet each way: the 
front is open, and has an engao-ed column hewn on the rock at each side. Above 
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the vestibule IS a niche, ll1 which is carved in relief on the rock a fia-ure r clining on 

Inscr. 1127 . Rock-hewn T omb at l~ii\\1ra. 

a couch, and above the figure an 
eagle 1 with wings outspread. The door
way of the tomb is very small, and 
was closed both by a door, and also 
by a stone, of the cart-wheel sort, which 
rolled across it from a slot at the right: 
within the tomb a re three arcosolia, 
each containing a single sarcophagus. 
See D IV. I1, E, p. 249 ff. 

The inscription is in the vesti
bule, incised on the face of the rock 
above the rloorway of the tomb. The 
photog raph reproduced here shows a 
squeez in place upon the inscription. 
The whole inscription is 1-40 m. long 
by 59 cm. high: the letter of the first 
line are 6 1

/ 2, of the other lines 3 to 
4 cm. high: the letters of the words 
x.rLi (j~ are a little larger than those 
adjacent to them, and are slightly 
separated from the rest. 

Published in C.I.G. 4452. Wad. 2699. 
C.I.L. , III, o. 191 and p. 973. Cagnat, £.G.R., 
III, J o. 1007. . de Ricci (from a copy by 0 che) 
in R . A rc/dol. 1907 , 2 p. 286 and 292 f. A .A .E.S. 
Ill, No. I I 1. 

I. T FLA VIV IVLIA VSVETERANv 
2. LEGVIIIAVGDEDICAVITMONVMENTVMSVVMIN 
3. SEMPITER VMDIISMANIBVSSVISETfLTITIAEVXORI SV AE 
4. I FERISQVEETHEREDIBVSSVISPOSTERISQVEEOR VMVT 
S· JELICERETVLLIEORVMABALIE AREVLL MODOIDMO V 
6. ME TVM 
7. T <Pt\AOYIO CIOYt\IANOCOYETPANOCt\Ei E W NOCH 
8. CEBACTH CA<PI EP W CEN I-l N H I-lEION A YTOYfl l H N EKE( 
9. eEOI CK A T A xe o N I 0 I CK A I flAll-lOCI A YTO Y T EK A I 

10. THCrYN A I KO CA YTOY K!\ H PON O N O I-l 01 CA YT OYK A I T OI CEriO 
1 I. N 01 CA YTW N OIT WCMH flEN I ErON H A IT At\t\ OT P I WCA I K ATO Y 
12. flENATPOITON TOAYTOI-lNHMEIO N 

KAIC Y 

T. Flavius Iulianus, veteranus leg(ionis) VIII A ug(ustae), dedicavit monumentum 
suum in sempiternum diis manibus suis et Fl. Titiae, uxoris suae, inferisque, et heredibus 
suis, posterisque eorum, ut ne liceret ulli eorum abalienare ullo modo id monumentum. 

I ee Cumont, L'Aig le j llJleraire des S)'1'ims, in R. de !'Hist . des R eligions, T . 62 (1910), p. 119-164 (C. R. de l' A carl. 
1910, p. 44 1). Ronzevalle, in Melanges de Bqroutll , v, 2, p. 1*-62*'. 



------------------.......... .......... 
X(I."W.x$o') {O tq, x(l.i ~(I.{{J.oat (I. ),OU ,E X (1.( r;;q, '}'VliCaXOq, (l.U,OU, XAY}pOli<OY>~P.O(q, (1..',00 X(l. t ,oi"q, inGyot; 
'- rI 1\ ' 'c I '1" ')) - ., 1\' , • , . I -

(l.l.J'rC.JY, G1!Wq, {J.y} UeYI .'00'1 ~ (l.TC(l.A 10'pu.Jaw X(I.' OUuEY(I. 'prmoY ,0 (l.U'rO {J.YY]{J.EtOY. 

K(I.£ vu. 
Tz'tus .Flavius J ulz'anus, veteran of ( the) 8Hz legz'on, (called) Attgztsta, has dedz'cated 

Izis monument forever to Izis manes and ( those) of Flavz'a Tz'tia, Ms wzje, and to tlzose 
in the world below, to hz's heirs also and to the descendants of tlzese, so tlzat none of 
tlzem may dispose of this 77Z0mt77Zent zn any way. Tlwu also (farewell).' 

At the end of line 9 there i room for six or eight letter more . The stone is 
mutilated here, and it is p~ssible that van Egmond and H eyman were nearly right in 
reading ElT I A C, that is (T)t,{aq,. The inscription belongs probably to the end of the 
second, or the first half of the third century: compare, for example, A .A .E. . Ill, 

O. I 12, from this same town, and dated 195 A. D. 

I 128. SCULPTURES 0 LIVING ROCK. On the south wall of the same wadi as o. I 127 

but farther east, towards the town, are fio'ures sculptured in relief upon the rock, most 
of them in rude n iches. Below some of them are inscriptions which show that the 
sculptures were monuments to the dead. ee DIV. Il, B, p. 249 f., Ill. 257 f. The 
present inscription, the first one to the east of o. 1127, is below a niche containing 
a group of three figures, with a single figure on each side. The figures are about 
half life-size. The inscription is at the right of the cen ter. The fir t line is 64, the 
second 80 cm. long : th letters a re 7 to 9 cm . high . 

Published in A .A.E.S. III, IIS, E . 

The first word may be read fA f::" E 10 C or PEA f::" E I 0 C or as in the drawing. 

A ll these three forms have Semitic equivalents : ~'';'il, 1J and ~1Yi . ~A f::" EIOC 
Consequently I am unable to determine which name was written here. A A Y n E X A! PE 
Probably A A f::" E I 0 C is correct, judg ing by the following inscription. If 
so, the text is as follows: 'AAO'eWq" aAU1!e, x.aipE: Haldeios, care-fne, farewell.' 

1 129. SCULPTURES ON RO K, 122 (?) A. D. Below the same niche as o . I 128, at 
the left of the center. The fi rst line is 62 cm. long, the fourth 39. The total height 
of the inscription is 17 cm. The letters a re about 3 cm. hig h , and badly weathered. 

Published in A.A.E.S. I1I, I J 5, F . 

E ___ Q~f.:t I:iN QC A WQY~ 

r;:EA ~QN DCC-~~ ~ IO Y 

D:;J _ __ _ Hf YN H 

BAP C ! MCH C A 

"E[,ov£] oal(?) , {J.Y]Yoq, ArlJou 

(1.1, (r )WYOV (,cv?) . A (),~){OV 1 
[i]1!O[{Y]VE ] , -t1 '}'VV~, Bapatp.

aY]aa. 

ht (the) year 270(?), on (the) Ist 
of (the) 7nont/~ Loos, ( this portrait) 
of Geanos the son of I-Ialdios was 
made 6)1 his wzje Barsz'711,sesa. 

(Aug ust, 122 A.Do.) 

The reading of this inscription is most uncertain , and this is particularly unfortunate, 
because otherwise it would furnish a definite date for these mo t interesting sculptures. 
In the second line I am not at all sure that there is any letter between the second 
C and the followin g A. Probably Barsi711,sesa is a feminine name formed from the Syriac 
Bar-Shz'771.sha = Son-of-the-Sun. Names compounded of rt'TJrt' are common in Hebrew 

1 In my former publication I preferred ~e&yoyo~ r",d(e}fov. Compare also 'A dd"''/', 'Ad"7o~, 'Ade7o~: Lidzbar k i, Semitischc 
Kosenalltm, in Epl,. j. sellt. Epigraphik, II (19°3-1 9°7), p. 1-23. 
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(cf. 11it't)tl' = Samson) , in Palmyrene (cf. jl,'t) tl'~ = At(](l.p..(]o~ = L £samsos), and In A rabic. 
Compare also Samsigeramos (Wad. 2564 and 2 5 6 7) . 

I 130 . CULPTURES ON ROCK. East of Nos. I 1 28 and I I 29 . Below a niche, in 
which a single male figure is sculptured . 

Published by Waddington, No. 2703. a, from copies made by himself and by M. de Vogue. Also by 
J .-B. Chabot, from his own copy, in JOlt1'1t. Asiat., ge Serie, T. XVI ( I 900), p. 274 f. Also A .A .E .S. Ill, IIS D. 

The inscription measures 45 by 8 cm. This 
BAP 1\ A A [ B(l.pA(I.(I.~: Barlaas. is the yn ac name Barlaha. M. Chabot cites 

Assemani , Bibl . 01/ ., I , 4 0 1 ., 4 061; III, 2 I 3 . 

113 I . CULPTURES o~ ROCK. East of ~ o. I ] 30. Below a niche in which 1 a 
single male figure. The whole inscription measure 69 by 16 cm. , th letters being 
6 to 7 cm. high. 

Published by Waddington, 1 o. 2703 b. Chabot, J our1l. Asiat. XVI (I 900), p. 274. A .A .E.S. III , IIS, C. 

BAPA8HCA 
I\VnEXAIPE Barathes, car e-free, f arewell.' 

T h name Barathes appears in the Palmyrene inscriptions in the form B ar 'Athe. 
M. Chabot quotes a Palmyrene-Latin inscription fou nd at outh hields, England, and 
published by Wright in Transact. Soc. Bib!. A 1/c!z., VI, p . 43 8, in which th name has 
In Palmyrene the form iirl>'1:J, in Latin the form Barates. 

1 132 . S CULPTURE 

figu res within a niche. 

AYfA 
IEAI\ PAAloCAI\Y 
Y IT E X_ IT E X A I PE 

o ROCK. East of 
One of the figures 

A~"I(I./c, aA1J1t€, X[ (l.lpe ]. 
'P(I.(l.io;, a),1J1t€, X(l.ipz. 

O. 113 T • On the base of a g roup of two 
is that of a man , the other of a woman. 

T he male fig ure, on the right as one 
faces the g roup , is much larger than the 
female: on his left arm the man i 

holding something, 
and all three lines 

perhaps a child. The second line of the inscription is 69 cm. long, 
together are 24 cm. in height. 

Published by Waddington, No. 2703 c. Chabot, J 0 1tr1t . Asiat. XVI, p. 273 f. A ,A .E.S. Ill, lIS, B. 

vVaddington's reading is A YCA 1\ A PA P A I OC A 1\ Y 1 _ _ _ _ CTEX A I PE : M. de Vog Ue read 
EAI\OAAIO CAI\Y : Chabot read PAAIO C Al\ y n E XAI PE on the right, and on the left , 
AY fA I--A 1\ 1-ITEX A I p . Combining his own copy with that of Wadding ton, M. Chabot 
reads at the left AY C A 1\ A or A Y CA 1\ E A 1\ Y n E. Of the form A Y CA 1\ A Chabot writes: 
"L nom AVv(l.A(I. serait le correspondant tres exact du nom semitique ii~Ntl' K On 
s'attendrait neanmoins a le voir ecrit avec deux A. Je ne sera is point surpris qu 'il fall Ctt 
le reconnaltre dans un fragment d'inscription grecque tres fruste, copie a Palmyre par 
M. Mordtmann (Neue B eitrage, p . 23) ou on lit, d'apres ce dernier : AICAI\I\AT, c'est-a-dire 
probablement: Uv(l.AA(I. '(00)" . On the other hand M. Clermont.Ganneau , R ecueil, 11, p. 1 6, 

finds Au(](I., as genitive of a name Au(](I.~, in an inscription from Djerash: "Quant a Auv(l. , 

ce serait le g ' ni tif de A U(](I.; , forme congenere du nom nabateo-grec, Au(]o~ = tl' N." 
Compare also Wad. 2 064, where Clermont-Ganneau propo es to read 1. d(]zxo~ 'Ao~'7(1. , 
instead of 'A ol)vd [O'01J 2. In the present inscription , however, I believe that the reading 

I Page 416(' ). 
2 R u ueil ", p. 16 D. 2. 
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l.J''1aie is certain, and would therefore translate as follows : Aztgaios care-/1l"ee fa1l"ewell .' 
Raaios, care-/ree, farewell.' 

Concerning the second name M. Chabot ays: Le nom propre' Paaio~ se trouve 
dans une inscription bilingue de Palmyre (Vogu ' P. no. 16) ou il repond au palmy
rel1len ~>'i. Ce meme nom Yi, dans une autre inscription (VogUe, P . o. 22), est 
traduit en gr c par CHAtGd'wpO~". Both names have the masculine form. Po ibly one 
is the name of the man who i represented in this relief, and the other the name of 
the child which the man seems to be holding on his arm. The wife 's name, then, is 
not given, perhap because she had thi monument made during her lifetime, in memory 
of her dead, her husband and her infant son. 

I 133 ULPTURES 0 RO K. East of No. I 132. On the base of a group of four 
fig ures within a niche. The two figures at the right seem to be women, if one may 
judg e by the curls at the sides of the neck of each. The fig ure at the extreme right, 
however, has draperies which cover the feet, while the other ha not. The two figures 
at the left of the group appear to be men. The in cription i in two parts, divided 
by a perpendicular line. The first part measure SO by I I cm. , the letters being 2 1/~ 
to 3 cm. high: the second part measures 56 by 11 1/ 2 cm. 

Published in A.A.E.S. Ill, IIS, A. Waddington, under No. 2703 d, published ix letters from the end of 
the fi rst line of the second part, and seven letters from the end of the second line. 

A AOYA A IOCETIQ(fj NIK A NWPETIDIK A Tt+Jr:r~ , ),ovAaio; br6aY) [-]0 'ltarpei xai rfi "IvY(J.ooi. 
WTI A TPEIK A ITH TPIKAITHrYNAKEIMl;: I " - • • - ' l 1 txavwp 81iOtXa r~ 'It(J.'P! xat ''('i "IuyaXet fl.o V , 

rYNAIKEI EYflHMW , .lI ' 
EUO"ljfl-~' 

Alulaz'os made ( thz's) for his father and hz's wzj e. 
I Nikanor, made thz's for m)1 fatlzer and my (?) 'lvzj e, E udemos. 

I suppose £1i6aY) to be for £'ltO{y)O'e, and E1iGixa for 1imo[y)xa 1. The letters 0 C H of the 
first form, however, are uncertain, and perhaps E1i6txa should be read in both cases. 
Alulaz'os i perhaps a "birthday name , from ' A lul = Sep tember . 

In my former publication I translated the second part of the inscription as follows: 
I , Nikanor, made thz's for 17Zy father , Eudemos, and hz's wz/ e. Professor Robinson, in 
his review 2, says: "The translation is extraordinary. It should be 'Alulaios made this 
for his father and' his own (not his father 's) wife. I, Nikanor made this for my father 
and my (not his) wife, Eudemo' (r~ "Ivv(J.txd [1.ou ). For Eud'~fl'~) read Evd'Y){J_oi. A £ mi
nine, not a masculine is wanted, and Evd'Y)fl-~ would be a good Kosename". Perhaps 
Profe sor Robinson did not wholly appreciate the rea ons which led me to reject this 
perfectly obvious translation. The inscription, divided into two parts, is carved below 
a 'fOUp of four per ons sculptured on the rock. Undoubtedly the four persons mentioned 
in the inscription are the same as those represented together in the sculptured group. 
Consequently I believed that the sculptur d g roup and both parts of the inscription were 
executed at the sam time. ow that one man had occasion to make a monument 
for his father and hi wife together seems possible enough i but that two men, at the 
same time had such occasion, so that two fathers, each without his wife but with a 
daughter-in-law instead, appear in the same memorial, seemed to me, not impossible 
perhaps, but at least extraordinary. n the other hand it eemed to me quite natural 

1 So also Professor Biller von Gaertringen, in B .P. W . 1909 Sp . 17 . 2 A.Y.P. 1909 p. 206. 
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that two men should unite in making a memorial of th 11' parents . Furthermore, it 
may be observed that the second part of the inscription occupies a somewhat longer 
space than the first : it is also true that its letters are slightly smaller than those of 
the first. Such irregularities are characteristic of these yrian inscriptions, and appear 
to be due to the fact that the tone-cutters did not draw the inscriptions upon the 
stone before executing them with the chisel. Consequently, if the second inscription 
had ended with ,,/u'H/..tx:d, as the first did, it would have formed less than two lines 
instead of three, and would not have balanced the first part. Therefore I believed 
that the words p.o [u] Eu(J';,fLC:J were added to fill up space, and belonged in thought to 
,ijJ 7tlz'pi. Finally I am inclined to trust the evidence of my copy that Eua-~P'9) is on 
the stone, and not E~r3'"f)fLoi. 

Of course it may properly be objected that if the dedicators intended to refer to 
their mothers, they should have used the word p-"f),pi, instead of ,,/ulICl.txi (TOU 7'iC1.'p6~) . 
And to reply that perhaps these dedicators were adopted sons, or that the women 
referred to were their step-mothers, is not very satisfactory. 

Perhap the whole difficulty lies in a misreading of the letters after "/ulICl.txei, in the 
second part of the inscription. If XCl.£ should be read here, then lulaios and Nikanor 
may have been brothers, who united to make a memorial to the father of them both, 
to the wife of each, and to Eudemos, a son of one of them. 

In view of these considerations I have adopted here a translation which leaves 
the meaning of the inscription still uncertain. 

1134· T Ol\lB, 240 A. D. East of No. 1133 , in the south side of the same wadi 
as os. 1127-1133, and nearest of all to the town. The inscription is incised on a 
dovetail plate above ·the entrance to a rock-hewn tomb. The tomb consists of a broad 
dromos like an open fore-court, a vestibule with two column upporting three arches, 
and a chamber, about twelve feet square, containing three arcosolia, all hewn in the 
living rock. On the face of the tomb, opposite the columns of the vestibule, are 
pilasters. On the face of each pilaster is what appears to be a bucranium: beyond each 
pilaster, on the tomb wall, is a large wreath, with a knot of ribbon at the bottom, in relief. 

The inscribed plate measures 85 by 27 cm. inside. The first line of the inscription 
extends to the full length of the plate : the other three lines occupy only about half 
the length, leaving a blank space of about 40 cm. at the right of each. The letters 
are well carved and perfectly distinct. 

Published by Waddington, o. 2701. By Seymour de Ricci (from a copy by Go che) in R. A rc/teol., 
190 7, 2, pp. 286 and 293 · Frohner in Melanges cl' Epigrapllie et d'Archeologie, XI- XXV, p. 3 2. Jalabert, in 
R. A rc/teo!. , 190 3, 2, p. 236: al 0 M elanges de la FaclttM Orientate de B eyrolttlt Tome Ill, p. 736. A.A.E.S. Ill, 

I O. 113· Briess, in Ktio, XII, p. 259. Jalabert, Klio, XII, p. 499. 

In my former publication I adopted the reading and explanation g iven by Wadding ton , 
although this explanation seemed to me unsatisfactory, as indeed I think it must have 

. seemed to its author. This reading is as follows: 

loser. I 134. Seale I : 20. 

"E't'ou~ Y}Tt(/, llCl.lI;7p.OU. 'Ep6lTCI. )W,Cl.X6[oll{ous] . "Par 
une bizarrerie singuliere, au lieu d'inscrire le nom 
du defunt, on invite le passant a interroger les 
dieux infernaux, s' ils desirent savoir son nom". 
Frohner proposed to read 'Epw,i xCl.'t'Cl.X6(olliou), 

and this reading is approved by Jalabert, who says: "Erotas serait le nom propre que 
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ne peut guere manquer a une epitaphe . Both the e readings, however, ignore the 
strang arrangement of the letters of the last three lines. To me it seems obviou 
that this ins ription i incomplet : after carving the first line the stone-cutter cho e to 
carve the first half of lines 2, 3 and 4 in turn , before carving the second half of 
line 2 etc., and, for some unknown reason, n ver finished the inscription. If so, the 
mis ing letter may be restored here with a much confidence as in any incomplete 
document. I would therefore read as follows : 

I. 

2 . 
.., 
J' 

4· 

"'ETOV~ I IIIZ-Y)1!(j , 
/ I [drpt ]-Yilp.OV - - , 

{pw-rlZ[t eeoi£] 
xaTCI.xe [oY{Ot£ ] . 

zn 
I n ( the) year 288, Panemos - , consecrated to the sp£rz"ts 

tlte 1. 011"ld below. (July, 240 A. D.) 

The phrases eeoi£ XIZTIZXeOY{Ot~, eeoi£ rJa{p.oGt'J, eeoi~ ';;pw(jtY are common equivalents of 
the Latin d£s man£bus, a the indices of I G. XIV, or of almo t any collection of Greek 
inscriptions of the Roman p riod show. A very good xample will be found under 
I o. I 127 above. The Roman influence, to which such expressions were due, is shown 
also in the bucrania with which the front of the tomb is decorated. 

This text, then, is not an epitaph, a has been suppo ed, but the inscription upon 
a tomb, which may well have been constructed b fore the actual need of it had ari en . 

I 135. 
hill 111 the 
letters are 

H OUSE (?), 39 I A . D. On the lintel of a door-frame, tanding alone on the 
northern part of the town. Lintel and jambs have simple mouldings. The 
irregular and not very clear. Copied by Professor Littmann. 

ET 0 V CH Y H H NO C I IT E P B E PET E 0 Y K <I> A <I> I A EO N 
"'E . \ C P. I ' , , / 

TOV~ p.v, p.i')YO~ Jmpt-'EpcTeov x, CPA. 4>tAEOY. 

I 1z the y ear 440, month H £perber eteos 20tlt, Flav£us PMleon. ( ctober, 391 A. D.) 

I suppo e g}tA€o'J to be for 4>tAaiwy or CPt),EWY : this was doubtless the owner of the hou e. 

I 136. H OUSE (?), 466-7 A. D . lintel fallen in the rull1S of what appears to 
have been a private house, in the part of the town which is directly east of the mouth 
of the wadi where the rock-hewn tombs are. The lintel measures 1.95 m. by 46 cm. : 
the first half of the inscription i 68 by 16 cm., the second half 86 by 15 cm. In the 
center is a disk 18 cm. in d iameter. The letters are 4 to 6 cm. high. The whole 
face of the stone was cov red with plaster, half a centimeter thick, which had to be 
hacked off with a mankCtsh before 'writing could be seen. I do not think, however, 
that any letters were overlook d. 

ETOYC 
El<I>EnlTOY 

di k 
KEBOH81CONTWN 
l1oyl\O N COYBAPA\fJA 

I 1z the y ear 5 I 5 ( tlz£s was buzlt). Lord heljJ those under ( the care of) tlzy servant 
Barapsas. (466-7 A. D.) 

The inscription is full of mistakes· but its meaning is fairly clear. I have a sumed 
that the figures of the date were omitted by mistake, and afterward added a t the 

Publicat ions of the Princeton Cniversity Archaeological Expeditions to yria, Div. IIl , ec. B, Pt. 5. 2 1 
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beginning of the second line: also that 't"c3v is a grammatical mistake for 't"ol;, ~oC)\ov 
for d'ouAou the result of carelessness. Perhaps, however, 't"C;w is for 't"cv, and 't"~v d'ouAev 
(Jou the obj ect of ~O~e!(Jov. Perhaps ~OUAO'i was meant to serve a the object of both 
~o;,e!(Jov and hri. Or perhaps the author intended to write, at the left of the disk: 
"'.E't"01J; mp', (fLlJv~;) IIopm'ou . 

The name BlZplZlj; or BlZplZ\¥lZ~~lZ; occurs in an inscription found at Mucalla~ in 1900 1 : 

both there and here I have been tempted to read BaplZX. According to Professor Litt
mann BlZplZlj;lZ is a short from of BlZPlZflZ~~lZ;. The latter is the Syriac nam Bar-Izad
oe-shabba (sometimes Barf;abslzabba), "Sunday-son", in Greek KUplZ!lZXe;, in Latin Dominicus. 

I 137. 
tower: it is 
a mosque. 

M HT "" 

A 5/\)"'\t 

; \ DK ~ .j: 
I\f) 0 Y 
Inscr. 1137. 
Scale 1: 20. 

FRAGMENT, built into the wall of a ruined Mohammedan structure near the 
called by the modern natives the Djami C

, and seems to have been in fact 
The block at present is 39 cm. wide and 56 cm. high. The letters , 5 to 
9 cm. high, are irregular in size and form, and badly cut. At the same 
time the inscription has not the a ppearance of a g raffito . Copied by 
Profes or Littmann. 

I have not been able to find any reading for this fragment, suffici ntly 
probable to suggest. Of course one naturally thinks of [l.IJ't"p[6; or ~lJjf1'~'t"p [! jo; 2, 

rcpjo; ee~'), xi = XlZ{, . .•. j ~voC . 

I 138. FIDREH. DOOR-FRA IE, 4 I I A. D. A lintel on it jambs, standing alone 
in the south-we tern part of the town. DIV. Il, B, p. 253 . The block is 1. 32 m. long: 
its height varies from 42 to 47 cm. Jear the center is a disk with a cross, in relief, 
23 cm . in diameter. The inscription is below the disk: it is 83 cm . long, its letter 
41/2 to 7cm. hig h. fter the fi rst A of Af::.I N AY an Y, 31/2 cm. high, has been insert d, 
above th line of the other letters evidently to correct a mistake. Th whole inscrip
tion is very poorly scratched on the stone, rather than carved, and is now badly 
weathered. Pro~ ssor Littmann, who copied the inscription, noted upon his COl y that 
there may have been more letters, but that he could not be sure of this, and certainly 
could not rea 1 them. 

EToYC8NYA4 1NAY f:. 

In tlte year 459, Audinaios IS/. (January, 41 I A. D.) 

Perhaps instead of Audinaios a person's name hould be read. T he last letter 
may be A : between it and the preceding Y is a space (in the copy) sufficient for I 6 1' 

perhaps some other letter. Perhaps w' should be read. 

I 139· D OOR-FRAME, 42 I (?) A. D. A lintel on its jamb, standing alone but near a 
large house, in the north-western part of the town. See DIV. Il, B, p. 253, Ill. 26 3. 
The block is 1·73 m. long and 56 cm. high. On its face is a dovetail plate, form d 
by incised lines. In the dovetails are the letters A and .n., the former in the dovetail 
on th left, th latter in that on the right. The plate it elf i 53 cm. long and 36 cm. 
high. It is not quite in the center of the lintel, but is placed omewhat too Iow and 

1 A .A .E .S., 111, 33 2 • 

2 Compare the in cription from .EI-AI" (in Djolan), published by M. Fossey in B .C.H. XX I (I 97), p. 42, No. 13: 
n~/J.wrpf", X",7pE . 
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too near the right end. The letters, 5 to 61
/ 2 cm. high , are also incised. The whole 

design and in cription are badly executed. Copied by Profes or Littmann . 

09 EO CKE 

ox Pi CETO Xpt(cr,6);. ¥E,ou; 
y ~ E? z: Y f1 H N esu', P:f)Y( 0;) 
ILlJl!J1I lL NO Y ET [IIIXY~l(p.)ou Et'. 

God and (!lis) Chrz'st.t .In tlze year 469, month 
Panemos (?) I511t . (July, 42 I (?) A. D.) 

The units fig ure in the date is uncertain. Professor Littmann noted on hi copy that 
in what appears to be the name of the month the N before the final 0 Y seemed to be 
certain. The name Panemos, however, fits the lacuna, and may be regarded as hig hly 
probable at least. The dots, one at each ide of the final I, are to be noticed. uch dots 
occur with 1 in a good many Syrian inscriptions, most of which are comparatively late . 

1140 . H OUSE, 424 A . D. On a lintel lying upside down in front of its jambs, 
111 the ruins of a private house a little w st of the center of the town. DIV. Il, B, 

p. 254, Ill. 264. The inscribed fascia is at the bottom of the lintel, below the mouldings. 
It is 1.20 m. long and 17 cm. hig h. The letters, 3 to 6 cm. hig h, are incised and well 
cut: the inscription practically fills the fascia upon which it is carved. Copied by 

Professor Littmann. 

TTfTFkA 1 YI W KAI Ar l WTINyrEroNEN 
E: N H H N I Y TIE P B E PETEW'N~~r~cyroy 

Inser. I I40. Seale [ : 20. 

(~6sIX) II (IX),p(i) XIXi Yiip XIX! 'k,/{~ II:;(e)u(p.IXn)· "I€"I0YeY 
EY p.y)Y! 'Y7tEp~EPed~), {Y~. y)', ,QV "IOU' ETou;. 

Glory to Father, and Son and H oly Spz'rzl: (this) 'Was buzit z'n the month Hyper
bereteos, £ndzdz'on 8, of the 473rd year. (October, 424 A. D.) 

The Gloria Patri a ppears elsewhere on lint Is, i. e. os. 984, 1031, 1146, II73 i 
A .A.E . . Ill, 34,156, 198 B, 321. The form "IE"I0YEV is used in this sense in A.A.E.S m, 
288 = Wad. 2633. 

1141. H OUSE (.), 453 (?) . . D. On the lintel, in situ, of a building with a portico 
within a courtyard, in the north-western part of the town. ee DIV. Il , B, p. 253 , 
Ill. 263. The block measures 1.94 m. by about 40 cm . In the center is a small disk, 
20 cm. in diameter, containing a cro s in r lief below the surface. The letters are 
from 4 to 8 cm. high . Those at the left of the disk are 14 cm. from the bottom of 
the stone' the second line , at the right of the disk , i 9 cm. from the bottom. Professor 
Littmann, who made the copy, ays that the lintel is complete at the left end : that the 
first two letters, however, KY, ar altogether uncertain . The other letters are at best 

indistinct. 

l oser. I141. Seale I : 20. 

( + ) ¥ E -0; IX~/, <; (?) + p.eVO; IIIXvE
p.(ov) EXI, 'Idxo~(o;), 'rEX(v{'y);). 

+ Year 5DI + 1ltontlz Panemos 25tlt , .Ialeobos, buzider. (July, 453 (?) A. D.) 
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I do not understand the meaning of the character after the A Cl> of the dat . 
form it is not exactly a z. It may be intended for S" = 6 and, if so, may be 
number of the indiction; for the 50 I st year of the era of Antioch corresponds to 
6th year of the indiction senes. Or it may be a [ , and the date may th n be 
1. e. 561 = 5 I 2- 3 A. D. 

In 
the 
the 

1-' cupc; , 

I 142. H OUSE, 489 A. D . On the architrave of the second story of a portico, 
before a building which appeared to be a private house, facing west, about the center 
of the town. The block is 2.13 m. long, and 41 cm. high. The letters, 31/2 to 7 cm. 
high, are scarcely more than scratched on the surface of the stone, and are now 1 adly 
weather d. opied by Professor Littmann. 

+ En1IvIEAIA! XE u 0 H81ToNONNo C K A 
To y bel 0 Y4 To YZACP E To '(cA TT A NE M oy &l 

KoC }-1A 

1 nscr. 1142. Scale I : 20. 

'ErctflS) [0 "Cov oa[ou . . . .. . 
Eoaf"(/.' l' (ptar)E, ~o·~et r? ov-
vo£(?). To0 1;ACP' Erov£, f':I}( VQ£) 
IT

, , 
(I. V C f'.ov xo.. 

Under direction of the lzo!;I ...... Iiosmas. Clwist help Nonnos(?). I n tlte 
537111 yea?", 1Jtontlt Panemos 2 IS!. Ouly, 489 A. D.) 

Pro£ ssor Littmann has given me the following information about the inscription, 
lI1 addition to his drawing. There was pos ibly one letter after 0 C 10 Y, like a " , but 
apparently eras d. Pos ibly there were letters before KO ( f.1 A , and, if so, these may 
hav be n g O ( 0 Y. There was also a letter, like " , after IT A N E f.1 0 Y ; but apparently 
this wa erased and K A, in larger size, written above it . Perhaps we should read here: 
'Emf'.EAt0 'tou oa[ov ' ~oaov \ Koaf'.ri, Under directi01z of tlze lzoly Abosos, son of I(osmas. 
Or perhaps some title followed oa(01) , such as d~~ri, abbot, or btiaxo1tov, bishoP. The 
adjective gaw£ is not infrequent with names of church officers or monks. 

I\ oaf'.ri£ rExviry}£ is mentioned in two inscriptions at Brad 2, dated 49 I and 496 A. D. : 

a Koaf'.ri£ also in an inscription at Burdj il·I. as 3, dated 493 A . D. : also probably in 
an in cription at Kefr Nabu \ on a building which bears, elsewhere, the date 504 A. D. 

In the econd part of the inscription the letters TON 0 N NO ( may, of curse, stand 
for r~) JOI)I)~, or perhaps r~ OV\lOV (orX~»), tlte IZ01tSe of onnos. But I am inclined 
to believe that ray OLXOV, for ";rj> otx~, should be read: Clwist Izelp (i. e. bles) this 
ItOuse.' The accusative with ~oY}e€iv is common enough in these inscriptions . The name 

61)1)0£, how ver, is not infrequent in this region. A certain I onnos, a builder, is 
mentioned in two inscriptions from Serdjibleh 5, dated 471 A. D . ee also above, 
under o. 1124. 

The letters K A are doubtless a correction for A, representing the day of the month. 
The form of ~ in ~O~et may be seen in other inscriptions, for example Nos. 1085, 

1086, 1099, I I 20 etc. 

I 143. LINTEL (?) . Stone , probably a lintel, built into the south wall of a house, 

I See above, o . 874,87 5 and 881. 2 ·os. 1176 and ll77. ~ TO. 11 90. 
4 Published by Chapot in B.C.H. XXVI, p. 181, No. 25, and in the commentary to No. 1174 below. 
~ A .A .E.5. Ill, Nos. 93 and 94. 
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abou t the center of the town. The house appears to have been ancient, but, in Pro
fessor Littmann ' opinion, may have been rebuilt after the Mohammedan occupation. 

The whole block is 1.7 8 m. long, by 37 cm. high. The inscription is 1.27 m. 111 

length , the letters 31/2 to 5 cm. high: it is well cut and perfectly legible. Copied by 
Professor Littmann. 

+ ITETf'OCA N ToN I N 01 AK o NoC TH KTo N H C 

+ Petros, son of Antoninos, deacon, (was tlze) buzlder. 

The word . Ti7x:r6Vi7; seem to be a combination of TEX:tW'l and TeXV[Ti7;: it 
haps invented by Deacon Peter, for I have not found the word elsewhere. 
however, nirp?;, ' vwvivo;, ' Idxo~o;, TEXTOVe; was meant. 

was per
Perhaps, 

I 144. REF A DEH. F ragm nt, 73- 4 A . D. On the left end of a moulded block, 
like part of a lintel or architrave or of the cap of a pier or pede tal, lying in a pile of ruins 
immediately north of the house wi th th yriac graffito 1 and about 50 yards south-east 
of a colonnade 2 with its roof-slabs intact, near th center of the town. t the top is 
a large projecting cornice, 14 cm. high , and projecting 9 cm. Below thi is a plain band, 
14 cm. wide, and below this again a band 25 cm. wide, which bear the in cription . 
The whole frao'ment is 67 cm. long at the top, and about 52 cm. high. See DIV. Il, 
B, p. 254, Ill. 265. The inscription is inci ed, the letters bein O' 41/ 2 to 6 cm. high. 
At the left of the inscription is a space, 19 cm. wide , where the surface l}as been 
destroyed: doubtless there was some symbol here, which has been erased. I believe 
the beginnings of the three lines have been preserved practically intact. I believe, 
however, that the lines may be incomplete at the right, and that the inscription may have 
been longer. Copied by Professor Littmann and the editor. 

w xat 1£0.: _ _ _ 

loser. I 144. Seale I : 2 0. 

Th date of this in cription is the year 122, i. e. 73- 74 A . D . The fragment is 
very similar to the fragm ents found at Ba:bi l>.a: and published under o. 1092 above. 
The Ba:bisl>.a: fragments are dated 143 A. D ., and are believed by Professor Butler and 
myself to be parts of the cap of the cheek-piece of steps leading to some ancient 
building, probably a temple. 

A t the beginning of the second line there are marks before /::,. W N I C which may 
be the remains of a A· but I have not felt warranted in reading ~ d'v),.n; or 'Ad'wYt;. 

1145. T OMB, 341 - 2 A. D. On a block above two rock-hewn arches, forming the 
far;,:ade of the vestibule of a rock-h wn tomb, facing south, about 30 yards south-ea t 

of the tower. The main chamber of the tomb is at the end of the dromos. It con
tains three arcosolia, each containing two sarcophagi. The arches with their supports 
and the whole vestibule, as well as the chamber, are hewn in living rock i but above 
the arches are five blocks, without moulding, in position like the frieze above an 
arch itrave. The central one of the e blocks bears the inscription. In the west side 

I Dlv. IV, Syr. No. 25. 2 House IV: ee Dlv. Il, B, p. 257 f. 
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of the dro mos is the entrance to a second chamber, having three arcosolia, each with a 
sing le sarcophagus. DIV. Il, B, p. 258, Ill. 27 3. 

Th in cription is incised on a dovetail plate formed by a plain moulding, 4 cm. 
broad, in relief. T he plate, within the moulding, is 50 cm. long and 44 cm. high. 
T he letters a re from 8 to IS cm. high. Copied by P rofessor Littmann. 

ETOY C 
'iT 

In the yea?" 390. (341-2 A. D.) 

1146. PA EL OF A BALUSTRADE, 427 (?) A. D. A block, like the double panels often 
found in the econd story of the portico of a private dwelling, now built into a late 
cross-wall, just inside of an interior doorway of an ancient house which faces south, 
in the north center of the town. The stone is 1.80 m. by 9 5 cm. It contains two 
rectangular plates, sunk into the surface, and bordered by simple mouldings: the on 
on the left is blank, the one on the right bars the incription. The inscription i 
50 cm. long, 3 I cm. bigb a t the left end, 25 cm. a t the right. The letters are 4 cm . 
high: th y a re incised a nd fairly well cut. The figures of the date are badly damaged i 
but the number of the indiction makes th date fairly sure. Copied by Professor 
Littma nn und the editor. 

+ flwzAnATPIKH 

'V lwKAIAilwnN V 

MApl [ TEXNITJ 
H __ 

MnANEM o 'V INfl 

TT o llllll/ON ET 0 'V [ + 

+ ~~C;cr. IIcr.rpi xh Yi~) Xcr.1 'A"I{~) llv(£)u(p.cr.rl) . Md.pt~ r£xvir(Y)~). 
MY)(vo~) IIcr.v /p.ov, iv~. t

/
, ro [u £ ]?V l £'rou~. + 

+ Gl077 to Father and Son and Holy Spirit. Maris, arcltitect. [n the 77Zontlz 
Panemos, indictio7Z IO, of the ~f75tlt (?) )Iear. + (July, 427(?) A. D.) 

Compare No. 1140. The iota with two dots appears al o in Io. 1139 and else
where . T he name l\Jd.pt~ is another form of the name Mcr.pcr.~ or Mcr.pcr., the yriac having 
both the fo rms M a11"Z and lI:fara: see under o. 1 I 19 above. 

1147. H OUSE, 439 A. D. On a lintel in situ, 10 a small house in the north· 
western corner of the town, fac ing southwa rd. The stone is without mouldings, and 
measures 2.65 m. by 80 cm. The inscription IS 1.42 m. long, and the letter ar 
8 cm. high . 

Published by Waddington, No. 2695. A .A.E.S. Ill, No. II8. 

I X8Y [TA P X HTO Y N EW KTI [TOY 
__ H _ 

ETOY[ZnYf-H:ANflI KOYA 

J(eslts) Ch(r zst), (the) (on) of G(od, (tlte) S(avior). Cltr(ist), beginning of the new
cr eated(?).. In (tlte) year 487, on (tlte) ISt of (the) montlz Xandikos. (April, 439 A. D.) 

On the letters I X 8 Y L see the commentary to N o. I 188 below. The word y£c,)xria-ou, 

or vy)wx,iarou (\IV addington), is obviously for VeOX,[arou: in my former publ ication I suggested 
that it might refer specifically to one admitted into the church, and quoted Colossians I, 

18 and Revelation If I, 14. Dolger, Das Fisclzsyrnbol, 1910, p. 251 f., regards this 
interpretation as "ausgeschlossen": he connects vcw,niarov with trou~, and suggests that 
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here the era of Bostra was employed. In view of the uniform practice 111 this regIOn 
of datitw according to the " ra of ntioch, this suggestion seems to me impossible. 

ee also] alabert, in Melanges de Beyrozttlt, v, I, p. XXVII. 

I 148. H OUSE, 5 lOA. D . «ur le parapet de la galerie exterieure d'une malson 
antique. Bien conserv '" , vVaddington. ee alo . de VogUe, s.e. PI. 110, and 
Butler, A .A.E.S IT p. 252. The inscription was discovered and copied by vVaddington 
and also by Go che: it was not found by the Princeton Expedition of 1905 or by the 
American Expedition of 1899-1900. 

Published by Waddington No. 2696. . de Ricci tfrom the copy by Go che) in R . Archeol. 1907, 2, 
'pp. 287 and 294. A.A.E .S. III TO . II9. 

"I + I '( ) " I \ ~ .l\ ' \";.-.l\ (- " 'E' 'e " £"1Jp.E'»YfJ~ . U ptE WA()''1fJ(JOY 't'iJY E((JOoOY XO:I -iJY E<;OOOY Yi{J-'»Y, o:p.i/Y . 'TtAYJpO fJ G't'Ofl. EY 

p.(fJyi) A~01J (~' (?), iYO'(tX-t~YO~) 't'p{'t"Il~, -00 YJvrp' E-01J~ . ' YJpap.YJ~. 

Symeones. + Lord bless our coming in and our going' out, amen. (Tlzis) stoa 
was completed on (the) I6t/; (?) of ( tile) 17Zontiz Loos, indiction thz"rd, -in the 558t1t y ear. 
Aerames. ( ugust, 5 10 A. D.) 

vVaddington, in hi commentary on this inscription, sa) s: "2.Up.E~YYJ~ et 'AYJpap.YJ~ 

sont le proprietaires de la maison. On remarquera combien le nom propre ~1Jp.E~VfJ~ 
est frequent dans ce district". Profe SOl' Littmann and M. de Ricci both propose to 
read AB P A M H C for A H P A M H C, and probably this correction should be made in 
Waddington's text, although the latt r receive some support from Gosche's copy . 
. ~pap.YJ~, and kindred form of the name Ab1/'aham, are very common in Syria. 

The word GWd., in the present inscription, doubtless means a bazaar, in which the 
goods for sale w re exposed in the lower story of the portico before the building, very 
much as in the modern Syrian bazaars. ee A.A .E . . IT, p. 127 f. and 167 f.: also 
A .A .E.S IV, Syriac 14 and IS. 

On the sentence K ~(ptE) Eu),6,,/YJGOY xrA. see the commentary to o. I 109 above. 

1149. HousE. On the lint 1 of a house with a portico still standing, near the 
tower, in the south-western part of the town . DIV. IT, B, p. 257 f., Ill. 271 f. The 
inscription , in letters 4 to 5 cm. high, is incised upon the outer rim of a disk of 
unusual form . Thi nm is about 6 cm. broad. Within it is a ring, perhaps 21/2 cm. 
broad, ornamented ·with a rope pattern . 'Within the ring is a circular space, 36 cm. 
in diameter, which may have contained a head in relief. If so, the head has been 
completely destroyed, for the surface is now rough as if some ornament had been rudely 
hacked away. The cro s with which the inscription begins, is directly above the center 
of the disk. The remaining letters occupy about one quarter of the rim the la t two 
letters being V ry nearly oblitterat d. After these five letters, a space of about the 
same length is mutilat 1 so that no letters can be read. The rest of the rim seems never 
to have been inscribed . Copied by Profe or Littmann . 

This may be + 'A,,/{r7. M[fl.p{o:]· but since only the letters A r I are clear , 
such a reading is most uncertain . 

I I 50. ROCK-HEW~ CHAMBER. ver the entrance of a large, rock· hewn chamber, 
used at one tim for making olive oil, and perhaps designed for thi purpose originally. 

------------------------.............. 
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It is in the western part of the town, facing south. T he doorway is approached through 
a rather long dromos, with steps: in the wall at each side of the dromo i the month 
of a cistern. The chamber itself is roomy and well cut. In the roof near the en trance, 
i a hole, through which I suppose the fruit was poured in from above. At the back 
of th chamber, near the left-hand corner, is a large circular basin, appar ntly part 
of the solid rock, similar to the basin of a mill fo r crushing olives. Thi basin was 
filled to the rim by the soil which covered the floor of the chamber, so that it was 
not possible in the time at my disposal to examine it thoroughly. 

The inscription is rudely incised. The whole, including the crosses, measures 54 cm. 
in breadth by 18 cm. in height. Some of the lett rs are very dim and uncerta in : in 
fact , the fi rst C of th fourth line is the only letter after the X P H C T O C of \V hich I feel 
absolutely sure. 

I X 8 YCIH 

CO Y CX PH CT+ 

+ OCE?~OYY ! 

Qq WT f:iJ:> Jesus Ch rz'st, ( the) Son of God, (the) Savz'or. 

ee below, under No. 118 8. 

1151. H OUSE, 516-7 A. D. On the lin tel of a window in the north waU of the 
second story of a house, which faces west, in the north-eastern part of the town. The 
window is divided in two by a smaU pier, the face of wh ich i ornamented with an 

ngaged column and capital. See DIV. Il, B, p. 2 S6 f. , Ill. 269 f. 
On the left of the inscription is an ornamental disk, on the right an ornamental 

square. The first line is 57 cm. long, the height of the five lines together 28 cm.: th 
fifth line projects 2 I cm. to the right of the others. The fi rst part of this fifth line 
has been broken away. Most of the letter are from 31/2 to S cm. high: th y are 
perfectly distinct . Copied by Professor Littmann. 

Published by Waddington, o. 2697. A.A.E.S. 1II, No. 120. 

+ iH[DN A ZwPEw[ 

DEKMAP IA [ r ENNE 

81[DY[TDYBYEN8A 

KAT 0 I K I M l E [T WO 11 E 

_ ____ E T EAfTE~ (t:>ETO VC + 

+ 'I~a(oiJs) C NCI./;e.>p€e.>s, 0 EX MCl.p(Cl.S 1evy€8(€){s, c. Y(io)s 
TO:; 0( EO ):;, rVeCl. XCl.TOtXi· (1. / r aTe.> OrJ€. • • • • . . • 'E T€-
'A({a8~) T00 e';cp' [TOUS. + 

+ J esus of Alazaretlz, (he) that was bor1l of lVEary, tlte on of God, dwells Izere . 
Let not - - - - - - - . Thz's was jinz'slted z'n the S6Sth year. + SI 6-7 A. D.) 

vVaddington's reading of the fifth line is [MY)v~s 'A]m'A()"Cl.tou) s', e4rp' £'-rous· + 
This inscription, with others of similar character, is discussed in A .A .E. . Ill, 

pp. 19-2 S. ee also o. 1029 above, and 1 o. 1154 below. 

lIS 2. SITT II -RUM. TOMB, 152 A. D. n an architrave supported by two 
ta ll shafts of rectangular section, set above the entrance to a rock-hewn tomb , a couple 
of minute' walk south-east of the chapel and cluster of buildings called " itt ir-Rum" 
(Tlf.e L ady of R zt1lt, i. e. of the Greeks), and perhaps fifteen minutes north of I>.att:tra . 

• 
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The monument stands facing northward, on the outh side of a small wadi . The two 
shafts are monoliths, about I 6 feet high, 7 I cm. broad at the face, and 68 cm. apart. 
About 9 feet up on the face of each is a socket as if for a tablet or a relief, about 
21/2 feet high , and a fo ot or foot and a half broad 1. The whol architrav is about 
1.80 m. in length. The first line of the inscription i upon the low frieze, above the 
architrave proper, and originally b low the heavy cornice, which has fallen from the 
monum ent and was found by Profes or Butler in the dromos of the tomb below. The 
other three lines are upon the three bands of 
the architrave, below a cymatium. The letters 
are large, and were originally most handsomely 
carved, but are now somewhat weathered. 

The tomb itself i almo t directly below 
the monument : the entrance is some yards 
towards the north, but the dromos, cut down 
into the loping hillside, leads toward the 
south . Within the tomb is a large chamber , 
having in ach ide two arcosolia: the first, 
third and sixth of the e, beginning at the right 
of the entrance, contain each three sarcophagi, 
side by side and with their ends towards the 
center of the chamber. The other arco olia 
contain ach two sarcophagi. ee DIV. Il, B, 

P·25 9 f. 

Published by Waddington, IO. 2698. ee also M. 
de VogUe: S. c. PI. 94. . de Ricci (from a copy by 
Gosche) in R . ArcMol. 1907, 2, pp. 286 and 293 f. A.A.E.S. 
Ill, o. 110. Dlv. II, B, p. 259 f. and PI. XXII . 

The inscription 'was copied by Gosche, 
Belgian consul at leppo, about the year 
I 702. Afterw~rds it wa copied by MM. vVad
dington and de VogUe. pparently none of 
these gentlemen had the use of a ladder, 
and for this reason were unable to make 
more complete copies. The copy by Gosche 
is far bett r than th others: this is probably 
due, not so much to the fact that he visited 
the monument some two centuries before the Monument bearing. loscr. 1I52. 

others, as to a difference in th liO'ht upon 
the inscription . If M. Gosche was able to visit this place very early in the morning, 
he might have had a little sun-light hining across the letter , and so have been able 
to read easily from th ground much more than is visible from below at ordinary 
times. Standing on a lev 1 with the inscription, however, I judged all the letters, except 
those pecially marked in my copy, absolutely certain. I believe there is practically no 
doubt about any of them, except a t the v ry end of the la t line. For this reason I 

1 I think it possible that one of these tablets has been discovered by MM. To elli at Antioch, and published by 
M. Victor Chapot in R. des El. Anc. VI ( 1904), p . 31. It bear the in cription 0EOC017IE ' 117lco7'oU i:<).U'T.E XaipE. 

~----------------------...... -........ 
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have not thought it necessary to give here the variant readings of the other copies. 
Perhaps it should be stated, however, that all the other copies give the more common 
name EiairJ'wpoe; instead of Ela{rJ'OTOe;. The date, (7.(;', is confirmed by Gosche. 

1. ETOYCA CYTTE PBEPETAIOY E 

2 . El (I t.0T ° (TT T 0 A E M A 1 OYY _0 N EA Y T W E TT 01 H (E N r A TT ANT ~ 

3. K A 1 M APKI AKOt.PA TOYTH r y N A IKI A YTOY KE I ~ ~T A 1 t. ~ E~ 

4. MAKPATP 1 TH 1 t.1 A TH (Er t.Erl W N 't' A A 1 t.OCTTP l!JT ~ ~ E I Cl 0 N I:i 

In the fourth line, after TT P, there may 
A round the corner to the right are marks 
tion: these are ~ ~ l t:.J . 

.. E'roue; (7.(;', ·Y7!E.p~£pET(7.iou £' . ElarrJ'OTOe; , 
Mapx{c:-: KorJ'paTou, T~ -yuv(7.Dd (7.UTOU· X£{(;ST(7.t 
7tpr:n('t]e;) e!C1tcv( Tt). 

be 0 instead of W : after E 1 (, T instead of I. 
which may be letters, continuing the ins.crip-

IhoAe[L(7.{Ou u[i]6v, Eau-if E7tO{'t](;EV Ta 7taVT(7. , xat 
rJ's EV [Ld..xpc:-: Tp{TV i~{q T~e; E-y rJ'e';tWV tjJ(7.A{~Oe; 

In ( the) year 20I, Hyperberetaios 5,11. Eisidotos, son of Ptolemaios, made all for 
Jzimself and for Ma1,-kia, (da·ztghter) of I(odratos, Izis wife: and Ize slzall he in Ms OW1Z 

sarcophagus, the tltird in tlze first arcosoliu11t on tlze right as one mters. (October , 
152 A. D.). 

The last two ,,~ords are uncertain; but the meanmg of the whole document is 
perfectly clear in view of the arrangement of the sarcophagi in the tomb, de cribed 
above. Th form ui6y, in the second line, is doubtless m rely a mistake for vice;. 
1axpa, a late form of {J.d..XTP(7., in the sense of a coffin or sarcophagu , is met with 

elsewhere: fo r example, in an inscription on a sarcophagus standing alone in the open 
country, near Burda~lI: 1 'Ap{vcwv ~€A€UXOu T~V f'.axp(7.v (;UY "if 7t~[L [(7.- 1 ( xaTaaxwd..aa~ aqn«() i
pwaa eeoie; X(7.TXeOV{O(; ... . . €TOu~ ~t(;', {J:f)YO~ II(7.V~fl'ou ex' (July, 164 A. D.). See also Per
drizet, in B .C.H. XXIV (1900), p. 289 f. Dittenberger, Syl. 2 Il, o. 6531. 107 and 
note 62 . temler, Grieclz. Grabschrr. Kleinasiens, 1909, p. 18. In general, the present 
in cription may be compared with A.A .E.S. Ill, os. 157-164. 

1 No. Ilo6 above. 
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THE DJEBEL HALAKAH, 

It is more difficult to define the limits of th Dj ebel Hala~ah than those of the 
three other groups of hills which compo e the mountain country of orthern yria , 
for the reason that this di trict lies between two large, and better defin d, groups of 
hills, in such close proximity to both, that it is almo t impo sible definitely to deter
mine where the one n Is and the other begins. Even the natives, who are perfectly 
famil iar with the name , seem to have a very hazy notion of the actual limits of the 
country to which the name should be applied when they are questioned about tho e 
portions of the hills which border upon the nei/:;hbouring mountains. The name, sig ni
fying "Ring Mountain", doubtless was given to the hills which encircle the plain of 

ermeda: ( ee Map of I orthern yria); yet it is quite apparent that the Djebel Ba:rlsha: 
touches this plain, forming its northwestern boundary, thus breaking the continuity of 
the ring . native on the I>:-ubbit Babuna:, the slopes of which extend down to the 
plain, would tell one that that mountain i a part of the Dj ebel Ba:rlsha:, and yet the 
ame native, if taken down to Sermeda: would probably say that all the hills surround

ing the plain are called Dj ebel Halal~ah, showing that one cannot depend upon native 
nomenclature for clear geographical definition. A similar difficulty is encountered at 
the northeast where the splendi i dome of the Djebel h~kh Berekat seems to have 
its foundations laid in the Sermeda: plain, and the hills lying to the north of that moun
tain, like the mountain it elf, eem to be almo t as closely connected with the Djebel 

imcan on the east as they are with the Djebel Hala~ah on the we t . H ere again 
the native usage i inconsistent. The hills on the southern boundary of the plain of 

ermeda: are ometimes called the Djebel K ammuneh by natives living on the southern 
side of the range, but there is no difficulty in defining them as part of the "Ring 
Mountain". 

F or purposes of clearness in these publications it become necessary to deliminate 
the borders of the Dj bel Ijala~ah , and, though the limits given herewith may be 
arbitrary in a few minor details, they must serve in fixing the geographical position 
of places described in this Pa rt , since no more definite data for d liminating the region 
are obtainable. 'V\T e may begin at the northwest of the plain of Sermeda: where the 
defile thr ugh which the Roman road passes affords a well mark d boundary between 
the northern foot-hill s of the Dj ebel Barlsha: and the "ve ternmost hills of the Djebel 
Ijala~ah. From this point our mountains extend eastward to the foot of hekh Berekat, 
and northward to the low, marshy borders of il_c ml~, the lowlands surrounding the 
Lake of A ntioch. To the northeast a more or le s arbitrary line must be drawn to 

Publications of the Princetoll Univer ity Archaeological Expeditions to Syria, Div. Il, ·ec. B, P t. 5. 
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divide our mountains from the Djebe1 S imcan, and the most natural feature for this 
boundary i a valley extending northwards fr om th foot of the Djebe1 hekh Berekat 
and opening out toward i1 _c m15.. This dividing line will 1 ave I):atura, Sitt ir-Rum, 
and Ref~deh in the Djebel Bala15.ah, and will make D er Simcan the western most town 
in the Djeb 1 Simcan. The Djebel Sh~kh Berekat, the hig hest and mo t imposing 
mountain in all this part of orth rn Syria, we may name as a part of th Dj ebel 
Balal::.:ah ; for, though a native of the Djebel Simc~n would probably claim it as a pur 
of his mountains, it is in reality cut off from them by deep valley, and is tructur
ally, and to all appearances, more closely connected with the ring of hills that en
circles the ermeda plain . There is no question about the low hills that bound the 
plain on the east, except as to how far the name might be applied to th rolling 
country that stretches farther to the eastward · for that country, with the exception of 
the edges of th road to Aleppo, remains still to be explor d. The southern rang 
of the jeb 1 Balal::.:ah is crossed by the Roman road, and mounts up to a con ider
able altitude at rir, to fall again toward a slight depression where it joins the Djebel 
Barlsha which clo es th e western side of th "ring". Few of the ancient ites in the 
Djebel Bala15.ah have been reached by travell rs. The four or five buildings, at I>.a tura 
and Ref~deh, published by M. de VogUe, and the eig ht or ten, from I>'a~r il·Benat, 

erdjibleh and Mshabbak, mentioned by the American Expedition, are the only ones 
that have been published thus far from this mountain region. 

The region as defined above embraces at the same time some of the loftiest points 
and the lowest hills in these mountains of :N orthern Central Syria, some of the boldest 
and most rugged scenery and some of the most gently rollin g', peaceful landscape in 
all the hill country. In its gen ra1 conformations, as in its ruin , the region is clos 1)' 
allied with the Djebe1 Barl'sha and the Djebe1 i1-Acla. The civilization represented by 
it ruins began to flourish at least as early as the first century of our era, and was 
probably in existence a century or more earlier, though the earliest inscription, which 
was discover d at Ref~deh, is dated in the year 73 A.D . There are dated in criptions 
to prove that an important shrine had been e tablished on the summit of hekh Berek~t 
before the end of the first century, and there are other lated inscriptions, and monu
ments, which show that a high state of civilization was in existence in the plain of 

ermeda early in the second century. I think it highly probable that settl ments were 
establish d in the hills on either side of the great highway that led eastward from 
A ntioch, in the days of that city's wealth and power, under the Diadochi, though it 
is evident that th custom of placing inscriptions upon buildings, or at least of dating 
in criptions, did not come in vogue before the period of Roman domination in the 
region. It is probable that, in the plain, the houses and other Ol-dinar) building of 
the earlier p riod were built of sun-dried brick, and have long ince perished · but, in 
the mountains, ston e only seems to have been used. and there are buildings in the 
Djebel J:Iala15.ah built of polygonal masonry, which may belong to a period more re
mote by two or thr e hundred years than the earliest dated inscriptions. It is to be 
borne in mind, however, that polygonal masonry continued in u e as a m thod of wall 
building in all these regions of orthern Syria, well through the fourth century after 
Christ, unless it can be shown that, in every case where this sort of masonry appears 
in a dated building of the later centuries, the inscription containing the date repre ents 
the restoration of a much older structure, or the use of sections of ancient walls in 
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buildings otherwi e new' but I think this wo uld be hard to prove. The earliest pri
vate house with a definitely dated inscription in all this cou ntry is constructed almost 
entirely in polygonal style. Its date is 207 A.D .: the inscription appears upon the 
lintel of a doorway in the upper storey, with polygonal ma onry on both sid s of it . 
This is of course only prima Jade evidence that the walls were built in the early 
years of the third century i but it seems almost incontestable. There is another form 
of polygonal work, to be seen in a great number of houses, which has the look of 
being more primitive t han that of the dated houses, and, thoug h this work may be 
only coarser and poorer examples of wall building of the same p dod, I am inclined 
to believe that it is more ancient, and may not impossibly represent the civilization of 
from two to four hundred years earlier. 

What has been said of the ruined towns and the monuments of the Dj bel Ba
rlsha 1 is equally true of those in the Djebel :tlalal~ah, the ame people, following the 
the same pursuits, inhabited both regions, and left imilar records of their civilization . 
There are only a few fe atures here that would b unfamiliar to a traveller coming 
from the hills which li immediately to the westward. Th rock sculpture of the 
valley of tombs at I}.atura a re unique in Central Syria, and they l' pre ent an un
do ubtedly early epoch in the history of art for this 1 art of the world· for, while 
there are rock sculptures of religious character, a nd rock-hewn tombs with sculptured 
fig ures, in the Djebel Rll)a, the funeral sculptures which fill this valley of tombs 
exist as the only examples of their kind known thus far in the region. Among 
the monument of later periods the great monasteries of the Dj ebel Halal~ah stand 
out as peculiar to the country that bordered upon the greatest of Christian mona tic 
institutions and th most revered of Christian shrines in Northern yria , and it is worthy 
of particular remark that most of these monasteries, with their large dormitories and 
spacious inns for pilg rim s, lie on, or near, the roads which led toward the shrine of 

t. Simeon Stylites at I}.al'at Sim '~n. 

It will not be necessary to discus again the subjects of architecture eccles tiastical 
civil , domestic and fun erary, under separate general heads i for these topics have been 
con idered at some leng th in the introductory paragraphs in Part 4. The churches 
her present the same general types, both in plan and construction , they a r of about 
the same date , and afford only minor features that are to be taken as individual 
characteristics. The bazaars or shops, and the inns, which are the only civil build
ings represented, are precisely similar to those of the Djebel Barlsha . The majority 
of private houses too are of the same general types; thoug h the private residences of 
R efadeh wer built on an unusually sumptuous scale which remind one of the villa 
towns of the Djebel Riba, and the tower-house, a residence of four to five storeys, of 
which there are numerous examples in ruin and one remarkable example in an alm ost 
perfect state of preservation , gives the Djebel I-:Iala~ah a type of domestic architecture 
that is not elsewhere represen ted in Northern yria . Again , the paucity of monumental 
tombs, and the rarity of built tombs or rock-hewn tombs of any kind, draws attention 
to the contrast in this particular between the monuments of these groups of northern 
hills and those of the Djebel Rlba . 

I Il, B, A. pp. 150-157 . 
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63. I>:A$R IL-BE AT. 

This deserted rum, one of the most im posing in Ol, thern yna, must have evoked 
the admiration of many a European traveller on the old route from Antioch to leppo, 
before the new carriao'e road was built to carry voyager by ales rugO'ed, thouO'h 
som what longer, way far to the north· yet I have been able to find nly the briefe t 
I'd rences to it earlier than the imperfect description, g iven with photograph and a 
ground plan of the church, in the Publication of the American Archaeological Expe
dition to yria in 1899- 1900.1 

It is a rare experience, in these days, to journey over . an ancient road, built by 
the Romans, and unimproved since the sixth century, and unexpectedly to come ulon 
an imposing group of buildings, untenanted for upwards of thirteen hundr d years, and 
untouched, save by time, in all those centu ries· yet such is the experience of one who 
passes over the ancient road from A 'ntz'oc!z£a and Beroea. Thi g reat ruined pil , with its 
lofty tower and several other tall buildings almost intact, is the first ruin of importance 

ncounter d on the way, a fter the road leaves the monotonous wa tes of the plain and 
enters th deep defile which divides the precipitous fro ntier of the Djebel Barisha from 
the rocky slopes of the Djebel I:Iala~ah. After passing the ruins of C in Dilfeh, 
the major part of which is on the right, or south , of the road , th pass narrows at 
once, and hig h cliff rise on either hand; then, after a very short distance, the 
road turns slig htly, and on the left looms up a convent tower with ruin ed and half 
ruined buildings clustering about it, all set a little above the highway in an amphi
theatre among the grey rock-ribbed hills. The sight is impo ing in the extr me, and 
most picturesque withal ; but, to the hurried traveller who must reach leppo before 
night, it is but a brief vision; for the defi le naHOWS aO'ain, and the hills shut out 
almost at once the scene they have just di closed. 

The name, I>:a$r il-Benat , the Arabic equivalent of Maidens' astle, is one quite 
often given by the Arabs to small ruins , or ruins of single buildings . It usually carries 
with it a traditi n that the place was formerly occupied by virgins, i. e., nun , was a 
convent in short, and the tradition, as in the present case, is usually correct in all 
probability. There could be no mistaking the monastic character of the building on 
this particular spot; bu t the name i the only suggestion we have that the convent 
was for worn n ; n ver-the-Iess, in this case, as in many others, I should not hesitate 
to accept the old native tradition as true until something to the contrary is definitely 
proven. 

The plan of the convent (Ill. 2 18) is qu ite regularly disposed, and admirably fitted 
to the narrow space which it occupies. On the side toward the road stands the church, 
one of the largest in orthern Syria, to the west of it extend the conventual building, 
a tower of seven storeys, set on the transverse axis of the church, and directly north 
of it, dominatin O' the g roup. On the west side of the open space beyond the tower, 
and adjoining th main ntrance to the close, is a tall building, with a three-storey 
portico of pi rs set outside the enclosing wall on the w st, and a large square 
apartment within, op n, except for a row of piers, on the south and ea t, and closed 
on the two other ides. This seems to have been a ort of ntrance hall or r ception 

I .4.A .E.5. Il, pp. 140-142. 
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building . Next to it, on the north, is a domestic, or residential building three storey 
high, and having a three-storey portico on the court. The building contiguous to this 
at its north ast angle, and closing the north side of the court, i another three-storey 
inn or do rmitory, and a structure of the same general type, but more than t" ice the 
length of any of the others, bounds the east side of the clo e, ext nding from the 
northern dormitory to the tower. This is connected with the church by a covered 
portico. F rom this portico, just beside the long building, a flight of steps leads up 
from a doorway on the level of the court, to a higher level which extends all along 
the east side of the group of buildings. Indeed, the east end of the church and the 
lower storey of the long building were partly hewn out of the solid rock, and the 
g reater part of the higher level was scarped out of the rock of the mountain side. 
The st ps just mentioned conduct one to a small enclosure the east side of which is 
compos d of a portico of three openings with two square piers which i the front of 
a rock-hewn tomb chamber with six deep arcosolia, two on a side, ·with a ceilin; and 
an upper storey built in the ordinary manner. The plan outlined above is not difficult 
to trace in the ruins i for many of the buildings are exceptionally well preserved. 

The church has suffered rather more than the other buildings i for , although it 
east end is preserved to the height of several courses above the springing of the 
half-dome of the apse, and the west end still boasts about half of its original height, 
the whole columna r structure of the interior , owing to the more lelicate construction 
of its lofty arch s, has collapsed, bringing the clearstorey with it, and crushing th 
side walls, excepting a small fragment containing a doorway, on the south side near 
the east end. The tower has been rent asunder, its western half being preserved to 
it full height of seven storeys, and its eastern half having been reduced to a ingle 
storey. Both of these buildings are shown in Ill. 2 I 9, a photograph which was r -
produced in the Publications of the American Expedition.l At the extreme left stand 
the west wall of the nave, with its portal and two windows in the storey above it, its 
two p iers sti ll carrying the springers of the arches of the arcades, and the bases ot 
two colonettes on the top of the wall. In the foreground, on the same side of the 
picture, is the one prc;served side portal, - the easternmo!>t on the south side. To the 
right of the middle of the photograph stands the tower showing five of its ven 
storey on the broken side. 1 ext to this, on the right, one can catch a glimpse 
of the cap of the pier on the north side of the apse, with some vaulting stones 
above it, and then comes the long flat east wall with its curious sino·le buttre ses, 
and, on the extreme right, the ruins of the long building . The two buildings on 
the west si le of the close have two storeys almost intact, and both have suffici nt 
remains of th ir uppermost porticos or loggias to prove that they were three-storey 
buildings. The northern building is almost perfectly preserved in its thre storeys 
(Ill. 220), and th long building on the west side of the close has one storey in tact, 
and parts of its walls and porticos three storeys high. The rock-hewn tomb-chamber 
and the building above it, are in an almost complete state, but for the wooden 
roof of the latter. \ iVith the sole exception of the convent at I):.al'at imcan ther IS 

nowhere in yria so complete a group of religious buildings. 
The restorations herewith presented are naturally based upon mea urements of 

I A.A.E .S. Il, p. 156. 
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the extant portions of the buildings and the careful observation and measurement of 
the fallen details. The standing parts of the church are to be een in the photo
graphs (Ill . 2 19 and 22 I ) i the results of pi cing th s part together with fallen details 
are given in Ill. 222 and in Plate XX. The lower part of the west facade (Ill. 222) 

is still stan ling, th restoration of th upper parts i not purely conjectural i for the 
ba es of the two colonettes are in place the colonettes are lying in the ruins and 
the marks of the beds of the two pilaster 1 iers and of th balustrade, or parapet, ar 
still to be seen on the upper faces of the stones which form the cornice of the lower 
storey. The height of the clearstorey can be determined approximately. The gable 
is of cour e conjectural, and is supplied by analogy with preserved gable of the same 
date in the local ity. The longitudinal section ( ect. A-B in Ill. 22 2) has been restor d, 
for the most part, from Cl. study of fallen details. The bases of the interior columns 

Ill. 21 9 . J):a~r il-Benat. Convent. General View from the Southeast. 

are in itu, the shafts and capitals of several columns li unbroken in the ruins, so 
that the heia ht and span of the arches of the nave are determinable. There are also 
a number of arcuated lintels from the windows of the clearstorey among the ruins, 
from which the height of the window is to be found since the proportions of the 
opening below the arch are about con tanto The heia ht of the aisle walls is known, 
and the position of the portals, but the number and placing of the aisle windows must 
be conj ctur d from the number and po ition of the fallen arcuated lintels which may, 
111 many cases, be confused with those fallen from the clear torey. The timbering of 
the roof of course ntirely conjectural. The restoration of the east end, with its 
ap e, imple and conclusive, but for its gable. One view of it is shown in Section 
A - B Ill. 222, and another in Plate XX. In the former the pres rved portions are 
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ndicated. in the latter the general disposition of levels IS shown, while the photoaraph 
(Ill. 22 I ) serves to corroborate both. It will be noticed in the photograph that the 
base of the northern pier of the apse is set jut below the level of the lintel of the 
doorway leading .into the side-chamber. The figure beside the pier is standing on a 
solid floor of stone. We were unable to excavate at this point, and I am therefore 
unable to say definitely wh ther this floor i natural rock or a pav ment; but, in any 
event, we have the h ight of the bema above the floor of the nave, and this necessi
tates a long flight of steps as I have shown in Plate XX. The arch of the apse, 
with its fascias, its ca vettos and ovolo mouldings, all under a fine, deep, cymatium en
riched with anthemions and honeysuckles, recall the arched architrav s of Roman 
buildings in yria, and spans one of the broadest chancels in all this reg ion. In the 
cross section, as in the longitudinal, the height of the clear torey, the design of the 
gable end, and the timb ring of the roof, ar conjectural, and, though the measure
meats of the arcuated lintels, and of oth r details of the clearstorey, give the results 
presented in these drawings, I am inclined to believe that the proportion of height 
to width was greater in the original building than these measurements suggest. The 
ornament of the church is restrained and beautiful, and strictly within the rules that 
seem to have obtained throughout Northern yria during the first quarter of the fifth 
century, and which characterize the work of the architect of this building. The caps 
of the pier of the apse are adorned with ri hly carved, and crisp, rect acanthus 
leaves, with curling tops; the moulding that marks the springing of the semi-dome is 
plain by contrast, being made up f two narrow bands surmounted by a heavy cy
matium. The same motive, enriched by the addition of an ovolo below the cymatium, 
is employed for the responds of the nave arcades. The mouldings of the apse arch 
have been described above. The six capital on the north ide of the nave, and five 
of those on the south, are all apparently of one kind, the type illustrated in Ill . 222 x, 
a somewhat severe style of uncarved Corinthian, with small angle volutes and an extra 
leaf under each volute caught up, together with the regular leaf below it, by a 
garland of delicate leaves which is hung from the middle of each face of the capital, 
just below the thin abacus. The twelfth capital, that next to the apse on the south 
side, is a more faithful reproduction of the Classic Corinthian type, though, like all 
capitals of this style in the Christian architecture of yria, its h ight is out of pro
portion to its width, giving a squat effect. But thi capital was wrouCTht with special 
car (Ill. 222 v), and on one of its face is a large circular placque, or medallion, 
framed in a double row of beading and containing a memorial inscription 1 of Kyrio , 
the architect of the church, whose tomb, so the inscription says, is in the apsis. 
photograph of this capital appears in A .A.E. . III, p. 93. The sol rema1l11l1g or
naTT\ental features of the church are the doorw~ys. The main 'west portal is plainer 
than the other, being framed in simple mouldings, and crown d with a heavy, plain, 
ovolo door-cap, and wa probably added after the completion of the edifice i the door
ways on the south sid are set with more elaborate frame mouldings, and are capped 
with a heavy cymatium carved with erect acanthus leaves· but the north portals, 
opening upon the court, which were the chief eptrances to the basilica, are richly de
corated (Ill. 223), like the finest portals in the Djebel Barlsha. The lowest, or in-

1 A .A.E.S. 111, insc. 76. 
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mo t, fascia is enriched with a crenellation executed by means of a narrow fill t in 
relief, outside of this is a cyma reversa, the next band is carved with delicate pointed 
leaves , like laurel, plaited as a garland, this is bounded by a bead-and-reel. Above 
this come an ovolo and a deep cavetto, the former carved to resembl a twist d rope, 
the latte r plain with a bevelled fillet . Out ide of all is a broad band adorned with 
a delicate interlacing fillet. The fillet itself is beaded, and the outer, triang ular , spaces 
are owen a small boss, while the interior spaces contain a little hook-shaped fillet, 
also beaded. Across the top of the lintel is a heavy, salient cavetto richly carved 
with upright acanthus leav s alternating with a variation of th Greek honeysuckle. 
The whole design is a slig htly enriched reproduction of portals in the -< ast Church at 
Ks~djbeh, th East hurch at Babis~a, and the Church of t. Paul and Moses at Dar 
I>:ita all of which, I believe, were designed by Kyrios, the architect of the present 
building. 

The tower, although half destroyed, looms up maj ecticaIly from any point of view· 
for the reason th at the earthquake divided it vertically instead of horizontally as was 

KASR Il-BLNAT LINTELAT K· 
Ill. 223. 

u uaIly the case, and SI ared about 22 of its 23 odd metr s of height. I regret that 
I find a discr pancy between my notes and the photographs as to the number of 
storeys into which the tower was divided; for, while the notes give six as the number 
of horizontal division , I remember that th re are two floors below th fiv shown in 
Ill. 2 19, and I am persuaded that I was counting the floor levels above the g round 
when I made my note, and that the four ro\\" of loop-holes shown in Plate XX should 
be re-spaced to g ive room for five: the two upper storeys are correctly drawn accord
ing to two photographs. Each storey was divided into three reoms, one large and 
two small, one of the smaller apartments seeming to have accommodated the 
staircas which was of wood. On the grou nd floor (see plan, Ill. 2 I 8) th _ other small 
room provided a vestibule for the entrance, and the large room wa spanned by a 
transverse arch which carried a stone ceiling. Above this the next three floors were 
v ry much alike, but the two upper floors were much higher than the others, and 
were reached from alternating landings in the stairs. The large room on the upper
most floor was spanned by two transverse arches (See Ill. 224 Section H- G) which 

• 
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sprang from piers which were bonded in with the walls, and were carried down to 
the middle of the storey below, where they rested on huge corbels. These arches 
probably carried a roof of stone, and there is little doubt that the other rooms in the 
top of the tow r were tone roofed; but it i un usual to find so small a SI ace spann d 
by two transverse arche, and one cannot but wonder if these two arches had not 
some other purpose beside that of carrying the roof of stone labs. It s ems worth
while to suggest, at least, that each of these arches wa intented to have a log suspended 
from it, which, with some simple mechanism for winging th logs until they struck 
achother, made a semanterz·u17Z in the top of this lofty tower, anticipating the use 

of bells. The tower would have b en unsatisfactory as a watchtower, for the reason 
that the hills about it are so hig h that an increased elevation of 23 m. above the 
ground adds little to the view, and the top of the tower is vi ible from few points 111 
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the surrounding hills from which the other buildings are not equally plain to view. 
The large floor pace in each storey, and the division into separate rooms suggest 
other possible use for the tall structure; but they ar not easy to determine. The 
interior of the walls of the smaller chambers, wherever th y are preserv d and well 
protected, shows a lining of plaster and remains of painted wall decorations, such as 
intricate discs and cros es, in green and red, on a ground of buff. The buildin o- appears 
to have been used for other purposes than those of a lookout and a bell tower. 

It seems hardly necessary to discu s in d tail the archit cture of the domestic 
buildings of the convent; for they are of a style already familiar to us in a large 
number of buildings discussed in Part 4. It is quite evident that they were used a 
dormitories for th inmates of the conv nt and as inns for pilgrims on the road to 
the shrine of t. imeon at I>.al'at imc~n. The photograph given her with (Ill. 220) 

will serve for one as well as another of these structures, and illu trates the mas ive, 
lithic, simplicity of buildings of thi class . It may be of interest to call attention to 
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the fact tha t the main walls of these buildings are neither of fine coursed masonry, 
like the tower and the wall shown at the end of the porticos in Ill. 220, nor of crude 
rubble, like the walls of most inns a nd shops in this country i but are made up of 
narrow irregular, courses fitted around monolithic door and window frames, a sort of 
comprom ise between the two xtremes of wall building in orthern Syria . 

nly one feature more remains to be discussed i that is the tomb adjoin ing th 
convent . long narrow lane, scarped out of the natural rock, as I have said above 
ext nds a ll a long the astern side of the group of conve nt buildings, under the steep 
s ide of the mounta in. This passage is interrupted by the two parall 1 walls which 
fo rm a little court before the tomb. T he side walls of the tomb itself a re cut out 
o f the rock on both sides ( ee plan, Ill. 2 18), so that they stand free, proj ecting to 
meet the built walls of the little court. T hree sides of the rock-hewn cha mber have 
two arcosolia each (Ill. 224 Sect. E-F), a nd every arcosolium mbraces a sarcophagus 
also hewn out of t he rock. The front , or west , side of the chamber has three broad 
openings between square piers which carry an a rchitrave . The upper torey, carr ied 
on the rock·hewn walls and the p iers, is a plain building of one storey, with gabl 
e nds to the north and south. It was a pproach d from the outsid on the outh. 

I ot the lea st interesting piece of information that we hav about this convent is 
the fact t ha t the architect Kyrios built th church here in fullfi lm en t of a vow, a nd 
was g iven burial within its walls - as a reward perhaps for his labou r as designer , 
a nd I robably builder, of this a nd a number of other important relig iou edi fices in the 
neighbourhood. I have discussed this architect, and the various fo rms in which hi 
na me is written in the inscriptions of the churches which h built , in an earlier pu
blication 1, a nd have referred to the subject again in Part 4 2. I have nothing to add 
to the subj ect here, and would only reiterate my conviction that one man, whatever 
variants in the spell ing of h is name appear in the five differe nt inscriptions,S built a t 
least four of the churches in which these inscriptions appear, and probably one other. • 
T he dat s g iven in four of these inscriptions range from 390 to 4 18 A .D., a 'space of 
twe nty-eio-ht year. The names 1arkianos I yris and M. K yri s at Babi s~a , K yros a t 
D~r I>.ita , Kyri llas at Ks~djbeh, and Kyr ios here at I>'a~ r il·Benat, a re all admitted 
by Mr. Prentice and other epigraphists to be possible variants of the same name i two of 
the three forms, K yri , Kyros and Kyrios, must be mi takes in pelling for one form 
which was correct i but which that one was we cannot know. But this discussion of 
the inscriptio ns is not within my province i I wish to confine myself to the material 
evidence, of which there is so much, and, in this final reference to Markianos Kyris 
K yros or K yrios to assemble that material. Passing over the resemblances in g round 
pla n a mong the four churches,4 resemblances which might be due to the fact tha t a ll 
were built within eventeen years, a nd in the same locality, I desire to call att ntion 
to the more important r semblances which exist in the minor details i for these details 
are unique in Northern yria. 

One has only to compare the capital (x) in Ill. 222 with capital (B) Il l. 170, a t 
Ksedjbeh , and th capital shown in Ill. 186, at Dar I>'lta, or to place the drawing of 
capita l (D) beside that of the capital shown in Ill. 177, to appreciate their similarity · 

I A .A.E.5. II pp. 133-7, 136-7, 138, 142. 
3 AA .E.5. Il l , inscs. 57 , 67 , 73, 76. Ill , B, 4, insc. 1096. 

2 Il, B, 4 pp . 160, 169, 178- 9. 
4 Ills. 170, 177 ane! 186. 
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but even still more striking is the resemblance between the portal ornament shown in 
the illustrations of the lintel at N in Babis~a (Ill. 177), the lintel at A in Ks~djbeh 
(Ill. 170) and the portal from Delr I~1ta represented in Ill. 189. But the similarity is 
perhaps best appreciated by comparing three photographs in three different book , 
viz ., H, B. 4, Ill. 189., A.A.E.S Il, p. 736, and A.A.E.S. HI, p. 77. These three 
portals might have been executed from th ame model, and a fourth, - our lintel at 
I. a~r il-Benat - shows only slight enrichments of the same design. It cannot have 
been po sible that names 0 similar, written in inscriptions upon four similar churches, 
were the names of four different men especially since we know how near together they 
are, and that they were built 'within seventeen years . These yrian of the fifth cen
tury were ever better architects than they were scholars of Greek. They may not 
have been able to inscribe their names in Greek upon the buildino·s which they erected; 
or to read them after they had been inscrib d by others. This man's name is a 
very unusual one in the region, and it is not surprising, after all, that the clerk of 
each of these churches should have spelled the name in a different manner, or that 
one should have 1 nown only his "pet nam ", I yrilla. For my own purposes I have 
Latinized the name and giv n it our modern English form: for me, it is Marcian 
Cyrus who lie in his tomb under the ruined apse of the OTeate t of his creations 
which was, and is, one of the fine t monument of early Christianity in Northern yria. 
His work shows that he was not only a good architect, but a man of originality and 
independent genius; his doorways and capitals are unique, and, while they were not 
derived from older de igns, so far as we can judge, they were copie 1 a century and 
more later by less competent architects. 

64. KFELL D 1 T 

It seems unWIse to take up the ancient sites of the Djebel ljala~ah in the order 
in which we visited them; for that order was largely conditioned by force of circum
stances in connection with moving our camp; nor shall I follow th order which would 
seem most logical according to the natural di position of the country, or the direction 
of paths, or other conditions of accessibility; but shall take them up in the order which 
seem most logical upon the flat surface of our map, and the next site is to be Kfel
lusln, which lies directly over a high mountain to the northea t of I~a~r il-Benat, 
though it could be reached from that place only by passing around by way of Ser
djibleh, or by retracing the Roman road westward, and swinging around northeastwards 
by the plain; for Kfellusln . is the most northerly ruin in this particular group, and is 
not far from the great plain of iV m~. 

The ruined town occupies two sides of a sequestered valley among the hills. A 
few families of Turkman nomads have built temporary abodes, half tent and half 
house, among the ruins. The ancient architectural remains which are scattered over 
both slopes, consist of extensive groups of building, too much ruined for profitable 
study, and, among the better preserved buildings, a chapel on the west side of the 
valley, and a completely ruined church, a high tower, a number of good houses, and 
a row of rock-hewn tombs on the east side. The three building published herewith 
are very well preserved, and their situation, overlooking the valley, adds to their charm. 
It is a pity that the church is too completely ruined fo r one to be able to trace even 
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its g round plan; for it was of the plainest type and was probably early in date. 
H .\PEL. The chapel is a building which may be dated, by comparison with 

buildings the dates of which are known, between the years 500 a nd 550 A. D. Its 
side walls are quite well preserved, and show the characteristic yrian motive of 
decoration that flourished in the first half of the sixth century. Its ground plan (Ill. 225) 
is oblong, with a space at the east end dividend fro m the rest of the interior by an 
arch, for a sanctuary, and with a side-chamber on the north of the sanctuary, which 
was added after the rectangular chapel had been completed. Th re are two entrances 
on the north side, which was the side more directly approachable from the town, and 
one on the south. T he west end was et into the hill-side, and there was no entranc 
at that point, but a doorway was cut through to the chamber which was add d on 
the north of the sanctuary, and this chambe r itself had a doorway on th west. The 
photograph (IlL 226) shows the treatment of the exterior, and Section A- B (Ill. 225) 

KfELLvsIN · 
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gIves an interior view. The exterior was divided into two storeys by a heavy strina 
moulding . The upper storey, having the effect of a clearstorey and containing eight 
windows on each side, was about half the height of the lower which was unbroken 
save by the three portals. The doorways were framed in richly wrought mouldings, 
some of which were carved with barbs. The mouldings were broken by discs in the 
middle of each lintel, and those of the eastern doorway on the north side were turned 
up in spirals on either side of the thre hold. This portal is crowned by a high ca
vetto doorcap carved with plain erect acanthus leaves; the other has a imple torus 
dOOl-cap surmounted by a low cavetto. Both doorways have segmental lun ttes above 
them, adorned with incised mouldings. The string moulding is profiled in a fashion 
common at the period, and the mouldings of the windows, rather heavy and in high 
reli ef, were curv d up in semicircles between the openings, and terminated in spiral loops, 
all very characteristic of the region . The side chapel, or vestry, had two practicable 
storeys, and may have been carried up for a third to form a sort of tower. It is provide 1 
with a alient base moulding; but the mouldings of the narrow little window on the 
g round floor, and of the coupled windows on the floor above, are executed in the 
form of incised lines cut upon the stones which form the jambs a nd lintels of the windows. 
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TOWER. Date: 492 A.D. The tower which is almost perfectly preserved, tand 
on ground rather too low for a watchtower (Ill. 227), though it ha a height of about 
15 m tr s and was divided into four storey . 
The ground floo r (Ill. 228) was spanned 
by two transv rse arche carrying a stone 
ceiling, and had a taircase of tone in 
its northwest angle i the entrance is on 
the east side, the windows on this floor are 
loop-hole. The floor above consists of 
one large room lighted also by loop-holes, 
and by one large window toward the east· 
but the two upper storeys had windows of 
normal width and height, two in each face. 
The top floor wa provided with a large 
latrina corbelled out from the west wall, 
as is hown in Ill. 227. These double 
corbels, the lower half of one of which 
is a pyramidal bracket, carry a large flat 
stone which constituted the floor of the 
latrina, pierced with two holes. Upon thi 
floor were built the walls con istinCT of 
three high courses of stone only 12 cm . 
thick. The structure was covered by a 
slightly slanting roof of ston slabs which 
were carried under the main cornice of the 
building. The inscription,l carved upon the 
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othenvi e plain lint I of the ntrance, give a date which may be read 522 or 492 A.D.; 
but the profile of the cornice of the building seems to confirm the earlier of the two dates. 

HOUSE. Dates: 473 and 486 A .D. The most interesting of all the private houses 
stands high on th slope, to the southeast of the tower. distant vi w of it is shown 
in the photograph (Ill. 227), at the rig ht of the tower, and drawing of it are presented 
in Ill. 229. The site of this house was prepared 1 y cutting back the face of the 
natural rock of the hill-side to the height of one storey gainst this smooth per
pendicular wall one end of the house was set, and a portico of square monolithic piers 
was set up in front of it extending northwards from the house. The house proper 
consisted of thr e storeys of two rooms each. The uppermost floor had coupled arched 
windows under a doubl , arcuated, lintel with incised mouldings (Ill. '229). The portico 
that extended along in front of the wall of natural rock wa given an upper storey 
of Ionic columns, and a solid back wall was built upon the natural wall of rock. This 
loggia was reached from the second floor of the house. This independent two-storey 
portico, extending out away from the house and not in front of it i the first example 
of its kind noted in these publications · and the first of which I have any record in 
these mountains, though it is a feature common enough in the houses of R efcldeh, and 
of the towns of the Djebel imcan. I t is an interesting proof of the semi-out-of-door 

I Ill, B. 5, insc. 1105. 
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existence of the ancient inhabitants that the most arti tic, and most costly, part of 
these residences should be open air porticos and loggias. These features added greatly 
to the beauty of these little cities in ancien t times. Two inscriptions 1 Q'ive definite 
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dates to this house, dates which are thirteen years apart. The loggia has the date 
pril 473; the easternmost doorway of the house, which must have received its 111-

scription after the house had been in use for some time, is dated pril 486 A. D . 

65. ERDJIBLEH . 

Our map of orthern yria gives the name Kfelludin to a ruin a short distance 
to the east of K fellusin . The place was never a large one, and now con ist only 
of a much ruined tower of small dimensions and a mas of scattered building material 
at the top of a fine slope rising to the northward from a deep and picturesque valley. 
It is not important to give a special and separate description to these ruins, and we 
shall now take up the ruins of erdjibleh, an ancient site, visi ted for the first time, 
by the American Expedition. The place is situated in the midst of high open country, 
and is visible fo r miles around, especially from the northern slopes of the Djebel Ba:
rlsha:, its lofty tower standing out as a conspicuous landmark, and two other well pre
served buildings and numerous standing porticos giving the site the look of an inhabited 
place. A distant view of the ruin is given in A .A.E.S. Il, p. 6, a plan and two 
photographs of its church are represented in the same publication 2 where there also 
appear a plan and two photographs of its well preserved chapel 3, plans and a photo
graph of its tower \ and thr e photographs illustrating its stoae 6 and a small , but well
preserved , oblong building .G Fuller measurements taken in 1905 have made it possible 
to present a more complete set of restored elevations and sections of three of these 

1 Ill. B. 5, inscs. Il03 , 1104. 

4 Ibid. p. 254. 
2 A.A.E .S. p. 147. 

5 Ibid. pp. 170-2 . 

3 Ibid. p . 15 I. 
G Ibid. Il , p . 166. 
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buildings which are of more than usual importance, and these are given below. The 
ancient town, now completely deserted, was among the larger settl ments of the region, 
and its architecture is of a high class. Two buildings here, both of them stoae are 
dated in the third quarter of the fifth century. The well preserved condition of the 
ruins adds much to the beauty and interest of the place. 

tr-r RCH. The church stand a little apart in the southea tern quarter of the 
town. Littl of it remains now but the lower two-thirds of its fa<;ade and a portion 
of its apse wall up to the height of the springing of the dome, and the walls of one 
of its side chambers. The buildings on the west side of its cloister court are in a 
better state of preservation, having their two storeys still intact. The ground plan, 
the west fa<;ade, a cross section, and a longitudinal section of the church, together with 
the north end of the cloister building are giv n in Ill. 230. The plan belongs to a 
type common in churche of the early fifth century; it has a broad nave of five bays, 
a deep semi-circular ap e between side chambers, and a flat east wall. The details 
which are important to note are the greatly elongated responds at the east end of 
the nave arcades which embrace a projecting bema between them, and the windows 
of the apse of which there are three, two of them breaking through the wall at an 
angle. The fa<;ade i re tored to a certainty, it i one of the implest in Northern 
Syria, havino- no windows in the end of th ide ai les. The portal framed in good 
mouldings, and crowned by a door-cap which is a imple trapezoid adorned with discs 
in flat relief and capped by a broad fascia, belongs to a type common in the earlier 
churches of the Djebel imcan. Th coupled windows, separated by an Ionic half 
colonette, were placed over the portal on the level of the interior arches. n interest
ing feature is the size of the stone employed in the lower storey of the fa<;ade which 
is only three courses high . The 1:\;vo sections, - B and C-D, peak for themselves ; in 
general arrangement and proportion they are correct, and only the number of windows 
is conjectural. The only ornaments of the interior are the moulding of the apse arch 
which are very simple and flat in profile and the capitals of the columns of the nave 
arcades, which are the plainest type of uncarved Corinthian. The long building on 
the west side of th cloister is a two-stor y tructure, with two rows of square mono
lithic piers in front of the wall, on the ground floor, making a deep double portico 
open to the east, and with a ceiling of stone labs. The upper floor has ide walls with 
a row of pier between them to carry a roof of stone . The whole structure is a 
capital example of the lithic construction of yria wall, upports, intermediate floor 
and roof all beinCT of cut stone, so well fitted that the building has with tood the earth
quake shocks of fifteen hundred years. 

CHAPEL. Of a somewhat different style, and of a little later date, is the chapel 
on the southwestern outskirts of the town, called Srir, or "little erdjibleh by the 
natives of to-day. It is one -of the larg st of the undivided churches of the region, 
and is among the best preserved buildings in yria. The broad oblong nave (Ill. 23 r) 
had a roofed colonnade along its south wall, like so many of these undivided chapels 
which seem to have a ide aisle outside instead of inside the building. The anctuary, 
separated from the nave by an arch between two rectangular openings, is now an un
divided oblong apartment, with its major axis at right angles to that of the nave, 
and protruding to the south far beyond the wall of the nave so as to gain a I ortal 
in the end of the portico . The walls of the sanctuary proper are only half as high 
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as the nave walls, and carried a lean-to roof; but the extension at the south end was 
built up a storey higher and roofed in gable form, as may be s en in the south ele
vation (Ill. 23 I), from which it must be argued that an arch originally divided the 
extension from the sanctuary proper and carried the corresponding upper wall and gable; 
but this is the only mis ing part of the walls of the building which is otherwise com
plete so far as its stone portions are concerned, excepting the four columns in the south 
portico. row of hol s for the ends of the timber , which appear in the west wall, 
just below the windows, suggest that an open porch, without end walls, was carried 
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across the west fal;ade . The western doorway is unadorned save by a disc carved 
upon a square placque in relief upon its lintel· but the western most of the two south 
portals is framed in good fifth-century mouldings, and crowned by a bevel faced door
cap carved with flat lace-like geometrical patterns. The windows are all round-topped 
and unadorned. The car itals of th columns of the portico are of Ionic form, and 
the pier caps at the ends of the portico, and the architraves, are composed of good 
fifth-century mouldings . The interior ornament consists of the mouldings of the chancel 
arch - two fascias and a cymatium crowned with cuspings - which are carried over 
the high arch and horizontally to the wall on either side, the caps of the chancel 
piers, composed of plain erect acanthus leaves , and, perhaps one might include, the 
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brackets, - simple inverted half pyramids -, which supported the timbering of the 
roof. T he date of this charming little structure should be placed at about 470 .D.· 
for its mo uldings and its capitals are precisely similar to corresponding details in the 
immediate vicinity, which are dated between 470 and 472 of our era. 

TOWER HOUSE. I venture to publish this most con picuous of Serdjibleh's anti
quities, on larger scale, and from a different point of view to that of the former pub 
lication; for the reason that this building remains unique, even after the whole extent 
of the Djebel imc~n has been explored. The ground plan, elevation, and longitudinal 
sections presented herewith (Ill. 232) require no elaborate description beyond that g iven 

SE~DJIBLEH' .B TOWLR-HOVSL· 

./ .... -.. 

SOVTH ELEVATION· .sECTION A-B 
Ill. 232. 

in the earlier publication \ but I shall once more discuss the purpose of the structure. 
I have called it a tower-house because I believe that, whether it served as a watch
tower or not , it was inhabited by one or more families, or by anum b l' of soldiers, 
according as we consider it a private or a public building. The important fact is that 
it wa planned and constructed for domestic residential purposes. Its g round plan 
seems to have provided a stable, separated from the upper floors by a stone ceiling, 
and an entrance hall with a stairway. The floor next above the ground has a rather 
military, dd nsive look, owing to the use of deeply splayed loop-hole windows· but 
the three torey above this, lighted by numerous large windows, fitted with cupboards 
and niches cut into the walls, a:nd, one of them, provided with a double latrina, were 
living apart m nts offering more than usual spaciousness and convenience. T he build
ing is quite intact, lacking only its 'V ooden floors and roof plaster on its walls and 
doors for its doorways , to make it habitable to-day. It must be considered as a five-

1 A.A.E.S. n. p. 254. 
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torey hou e, because it must have been lived in by a family or other g roup of persons. 
I have not attempted to restore the roof· it is impossible to say whether this was 
flat or pyramidal i though the great overhang of its cornice would sugge t the latter. 
If this were the case, the usefulness of the building as a watchtower would be some
what diminished . But if it was a watchtower it was inhabited either by a public, 
official, watchman who lived in the builling with his family, like a light-house keep r, 
or by a detachment of solli rs, con tabulary let us say, who had the ame domestic 
arrangements that a family would have. In either case it was more than the ordinary 
watchtower, and should be classed wfth residential buildings. It i altogether to be 
considered as one of the most interestino· buildings in Northern yna. 

66. KEFR IjA WAR. 

ituated about half an hour's ride to th east of erdjibl h, on the crest of a 
hill rising steeply from a deer cultivated valley, are the ruins of this small town which 
can never have been a place of great importance. The site is absolutely deserted 
though it looks down upon a road much frequented by native, a a direct route from 
the plain of ermeda to the villages on the shores of the lake of Antioch. The 

Ill. 233. K efr I.Iauwar, Ruins of Church and T ower. \'i e w from the \Vest. 

site IS an imposing one (Ill. 233) with a glorious view of the Djebel Shekh Berekat 
directly to the east, and of the wide expanse of barren, rocky, rolling country to the 
southeast and south· but the ruins ar few and almost completely overthrown, the only 
building which are distinguishable among the ruined houses being a small church of 
which the chancel piers of a rectangular sanctuary are standing, and four small towers, 
one of the latter in a fair state of preservation. We found th church too much 
destroyed to measure its plan when w vi ited the place in 1900, and I only noted 
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the fact that its fa llen details were of the plainest sort i but I found interest in the 
towers on account of their number , and because each of them was supplied with what 
seemed to be a latrina. Careful measurements were taken of this detail, and I pro
pose to publish them herewith, taking this occasion to discuss the subject of these, 
and similar, structures in general i for, in spite of their frequent app arance in the 
ancient architecture of Syria, r can find no detailed publi ation of them. The accom
panying photograph (Ill. 233) shows the ruins of the church on the left, one of the 
more ruined towers in the middle, and one of the better preserved towers on the 
right. The detail in question, the latrin a is presented in a complete set of drawings 
111 Ill. 234. 

This feature, so common in the architecture of Southern and orthern yria, and 

'"--______ ........ , M· 

KEfP HAVWAp· 
LATRINA· 

Ill. 234. 

so often found as a detail 
of towers and tower-like 
structures, is a very im
portant one, not only in 
connexion with the history 
of civilized anitat ion, but 
also, as a po sibl aid 
in determining the use of 
these tall buildings. ost 
of the examples which 
appear in the towers of 
the little town of Kefr 
I:Iauwar are of the ordin
a ry rectangular type sup
ported on corbels, that 
have been illustrated re
cently in this Part, at 

erdjibleh 1 and at Kfellu
sln.2 The example which 
I have chosen to describe 
in detail, is of curved 
fo rm, a nd has no real 
corbels. Its floor is com
posed of a single slab 
(Ill. 234) which projects 
outside the wall in a 
semi-circle, and is carried 

through the wall, to project within, as a rectangle bounded by the end of the semi
circle produced in straight lines . The projecting semicircle which is pierced with a 
hole, a the drawing shows, and rests partly upon two blocks which are not true corbels, 
carries two thin semi-circular courses, each 12 cm . thick and 83 cm. high, one course 
composed of a single stone, the other of two sto nes, both, of course, cut to convex 
form without and concave form within, and both bonded well into the wall. The roof 

I Ill. 232. 2 Ills. 227 , 228. 
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is composed of a ingle stone, semi-circular, and almost fiat, but slightly convex above 
and concave below, also well bonded with the wall and projecting beyond the curved 
walls. The weight of the cour e above the roof, and of the cornice above that, is 
sufficient to hold the whole structure in place upon the bottom ston which in its turn 
is held rigid by the pressure of the wall which overlap it on either side of its door
way This structure, and each of the corresponding tructures in the other towers at 
this plac , is placed on the outh side of the tower, the side away from the entrance, 
and above th slope. The form, dimensions, and position of all are such that they 
could bave been notbing lse than latrinae i but wbo shall give a satisfactory expla
nation of the purpose of four such towers, each with its latrina, set in a row on the 
edge of a little town like Kefr l:lauwar? n explanation may be read in the discussion 
which follows i but I am not fully persuaded in my own mind. 

Various theories have long existed for the explanation of the use of this feature 
in ancient and Mediaeval architecture. The construction of all of them is on the same 
principle a that of the bay window, or oriel· but not one of them can be found that 
served as a window ither for looking in thre directions, which is the osten ible pur
po e of the bay window, or for admitting an extra amount of light. The oldest theory, 
which mayor may not be true of tbis detail as it appears in Mediaeval castles, that 
it served as a place from which boiling oil, liquid pitch, or moulten lead, could be 
conveniently dropped upon the heads of assailants of an entrance below must be 
abandon d in the case of almost everyone of these structures as they apI ear in yria· 
for the simple rea on that very few of them are placed over an entrance. The fact 
that some of them are found in the middle of the highest storey of towers has suggested 
th theory that ropes, or chains, for the ringing of the senzanteriu7n were suspen led 
through the orifice, so that an alarm could b sounded, or a summons given, without 
entering the tower. This is not an impos ible theory in certain cases. It has also 
been suggested, in cases in which this detail occur over an ntrance, that it was in 
some way connected with the opening of the door from without, by som one who 
dropped a latch chain from above and within. But, as I have said above, there are 
many xamples in which the position, dimensions, and form are uch that they could 
have. been only latrinae. The presence of broken terra-cotta pipes below the example 
at Djer~deh, in the Dj ebel Riba, gives further support to this belief i for, taking these 
into consideration as the probable accompaniments of all such structures, we have 
proof of an advanced tate of what mio·ht be called sanitary plumbing at this early 
date i for such pipes unquestionably conducted to sewers or reservoirs of some sort. 
The latrinae of many houses in the I:-Iauran have niches or brackets for water jars 
in their side walls, and a similar feature xists in th tower at Djer~deh 1 in Northern 

yna. Certain other latrinae have wash-hand-basins 2 corbelled out from their walls. 
If the degree of advance in these particulars which have to do with sanitation 
and personal cleanliness, is to be taken as an index of progress in civilization, we 
must infer that the civilization of Syria in the fourth and fifth centuries, was consider
ably in advance of that of large parts of Europe at the present day. 

uch structures then, as they appear in the examples here at Kefr l:lauw~r, in 
the towns of rdjibleh, Kfellusin and Djeradeh, referred to above, and in the two 

1 A .A .E.S. Il, p. 129. ~ Il. A. 3. p. 204. 
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exam pIes a t R ef~deh to be d iscllssed later in this Part,I are to be taken a latrinae; 
other forms of the same feature are to be foul1d within the hou es , and on the g round 
floor, in many houses a t U mm idj-Djimfll 2 in Southern Syria and in houses at Tafl)a, 
a lso in the Bauran , where a structure on the second floor of a house, essentially like 
tho e of Northern Syria, overhangs the town wall. But there are other examples, 
similar in form to those cited above, which, owing to their dimension and to th ir 
positions, a nd for other reasons, cannot be regarded as latrinae_ The projecting 
tructures corbelled out from all four walls of the top sto rey of th tower of the 

barracks at Umm idj-Djimal 3 is bottomless, and never had a bottom, a nd it is im
possible to d termine the use of it. This feature, as it appears in the two· storey 
tower published by M. de VogUe,4 is placed above th entrance to a tower, ana IS 

by a ll means too small to have been a latrina, and other examples of very small, 
semi-circular overhang ing structures of this kind might be quoted which, fro m their 
position over doorways . and from their small dimensions, might be considered as a 
means of defence by dropping missiles, or as in some way connected with the opening 
of the door. It is rather difficult, however, to understand the reasons for placing such 
a means of defense above the entrance to small and insig nificant buildings such as 
most of these towers are, while no such provision was made fo r the protection of the 
entrances of any of the great villas, or the public buildings, which probably contained 
objects of value, li k I)' to inspire piratical greed, and well worthy of defense. 

But as y t no very definite reason has suggested itself fo r the existence of such 
a group of small towers as this one in Kefr Bauwar. In the basalt region to the 
south, east of the Djebel Ril)a:, we found small towers, only two storeys high, one in 
each town i which I assumed to be military in character, or in some way connected 
with the government administration in the e ancient villages. 6 Most of them have 
inscriptions which add to their dignity and importance. The numerous towers that 
existed in the Southern Baur~n,G often four or five in a ing le town, were situated in 
a comparatively flat country, and were high enough to have served as practicable 
lookouts fo r the watching of the fields and flocks. Other towers in this border region, 
isolated structur erected between the fro ntier fortresses, were unquestionably ignal 
towers, and purely military in purpose.7 imilar purposes are hardly to be assigned 
for th existence of the small towers in orthern yria, especially in cases like thi 
at Kefr Hau\V~r where there is a group of them. T hese were certainly not hous s 
to be lived in, as some of the larger towers undoubtedly were. Their construction i 
not for defense, like the towers of Kerratin 8, il-Burdj 9, and many of the other town 
further east, some of which have inscriptions 10 of militalY character. They are too 
low, a nd situated in too mountainous a coun try to have been watch towers i for they 
are not so hig h as many of the private residences. T hey vV re not signal towers for 
they ar not in a region of fortresses and barracks, like the g reat eastern frontier 
country that tretches along the edge of the deser t fro m a little south of A leppo to 
far south of BO$ra. Indeed there is no self evident purpose for which they seem to 
have been designed. It has been suggested that they may have had a religious onglI1, 

1 l1ls . 269, 275. 2 11. A. 3. pp. 194-205. 
4 S.C. PI. 58 . s n. B. I, pp. 12, 18, 21. 2. pp. 65, 75, 103. 
1 n . A. 2. p. 143. 8 n. B. 2 p. 75. 
10 Il l. H. inse. 1057, lII. A . iose. 177. 

3 n. A ., 3. p. 170. 
o n. A. 2. pp. 115, 127, 129, 137. 
9 n. B. 2 . , p. 103. 
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as a substitute for the isolated columns of the Syrian «Pillar aints, like that upon 
which t. imeon Stylites sp nt the greater part of his long life. The e towers would 
have afforded isolation complete as that of the single column, and even g reater se
clusion· they could g ive the anchorite absolute apartness from the world without in
volving the id a of self-inflicted martyrdom. Dr. Littmann has referred me to the 
poems of Imruull):ais, an Arab poet of the ixth century, who sings of the Christian 
monk whose night lamp shines afar out over the de ert. This night lamp is in one 
case called menaralt, a word which originally means «a place of fire.» But menaralz 
also means «lighthouse" and "minaret', and, therefore, may refer to a monk's tower 
lighted by a lamp. It i not out of the que tion that some of the e smaller towers 
in the region made famous by St. Simeon the tylite and his follo wers were the retreats 
of holy men. 

67 . BURDAI. LT. 

The day on which we reached this intere ting site was rain y, and I shall always 
regret that we were unable to return to it. Photography wa impossible under the 
conditions, the weather rendered the use of the measuring tape difficult and unprofi
table, and I stopped taking measurements after I had finished work on the church 
which, of the two on this site, was the most accessible. The ruin is situated north 
of th Roman road , an the far ide of the first range of hills, and is to be reached 
from the road only by a single narrow I ass; but it is easily approached from the 
east, for it overlooks the plain of ermeda from a consid 1'

able elevation . There was a large town here in ancient 
times, built upon the slope that stretches down toward the 
plain. There were two churches, many houses of the better Q

j
8',. 

class, and a number of tombs. The place was inhabited in _._--++--- 14 liS _ 

early Mo lem days, which is not often the case among these 130 

Syrian hill-towns. ruin ed mosque with a minaret is still r 
to be seen, and pointed arches appear in a number of 
ancient houses that were partly rebuilt in the middle ages. 
One of the churches was almost totally destroyed, when the 
mosq ue and other Moslem building were erected, and the 
other was in part demolished; but several of the ancient 
residences near the top of the slope still retain their ancient 
form, with two- torey porticos that have pier below and 
columns above. A few families still make their homes here 
among the ruins in the summer time, but otherwise the 
place is quite deserted. 

The church which was apparently the older of the two 

30VTH CHVPCH' 

BVQDAKLI 
IU. 235. 

has been destroyed beyond the pos ibility of accurate mea uring; it i barely recog
nizable in the midst of a heap of broken building stones' but the other church was ' 
preserved in a peculiar manner. The outer walls are intact (Ill. 235)' but every vestige 
of the interior structure of columns and arches, and every trace of the clearstorey, 
have di appeared. It is plain that the 10slem builder carefully removed all the 
debris of the interior structure, which had fallen, or which they had pulled down, for 
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the construction of other buildings, leaving the space enclosed by the outer walls free 
for other purposes. It has recently served as a cattle pen. The plan shows a broad, 
d eply s t apse, and oblong side chambers, all within a flat east wall, and two en
trances on either side, beside the one in the west wall. The sole ornament, beside 
the cornice of the wall , con ists of mouldings, entirely incised, which frame the I ortals. 
Th church seems to have been built early in the sixth century. 

68. SRtR. 

T EMPLE. Date: I 16 A.D. This site takes us directly across the plain of Sermeda, 
to the summit of the southern range of the Djebel Halal5.ah, a mountain top which 
was undoubtedly, in most distant centuries, a sacred "high-place" of the ancient Syrians, 
held hallowed by the yrians of historical times, and crowned with a beautiful little 
shrine by a Roman Emperor. In making the ascent one may pass two small ruined 
towers, Burdj Na~ir and Burdj C bdallah, both indicated upon our map and the little 
modern village called Burdj Khaler may be s en, a short distance off, at the right. 
This site wa one of three temple-crowned hills in orthern Syria. Burdj Bal5.irba 
on the west, I):at<at Yal6ta on the east, and Sdr on the south, tanding lik sentinels, 
at almost exactly equal distances, about the most revered shrine of all, the sanctuary of 
Zens Madbachos, overtopping all the rest upon the summit of the Djebel hH:h 
Berekat. dr commands a view of all the others, and is a site of imposing beauty. 

Unfortunately very little of the temple survives, hardly more than enough to show 
that it ever existed. Early Christian hands destroyed the temple, and substituted in 

7 3 
490 

its place a rude shelter for some hermit, using 
as much of its beautifully finished stone as was 
necessary for a rude little chapel, and carrying 
most of the rest away. It may be that excavations 
here, at least the removal of the masses of broken 
building stones which cover the site, might reveal 
more of the original building, and other architect
ural detail ; but, as it is, I am able to present 
only an incomplete plan (Ill. 236) without suggest
ions for restoration, and a drawing of the details 
of the entablature and of a doorway (Plate XXI). 

I have endeavored, in drawing the ground 
plan, to show all the walls of the early building 
that can be traced in the ruins; these are g iven 

in solid black, while the later walls are hatched in. The result giv s a nearly square 
cella facing east, with walls, 88 cm., thick preserved to a height of a metre or more, 
having corner pilasters at the west end, and a doorway with moulded jambs, 1.66 m. 
wide, at the east. In fro nt of this, and a little to the north, is a long anta wall of 
which only the bottom course with its mouldings is preserved . This wall is only 
55 cm. thick, it appears to be standing upon the angle of a podium; but it is difficult 
to connect it with the cella; for it is neither a prolongation of the cella wall nor the 
prolongation of a possible outer cella wall (which might be conjectured from ,outh 
Syrian analog ies) because its inner face is only 83 cm. distant from the outer face of 
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the thick cella wall, and 83 cm. would not allow for a passage of sufficient width be
tween the walls. 0 corresponding anta is visible on the outh where a later wall 
and the accumulation of debris rendered investigation impossible. A few metres to the 
south of th temple, and below the crest of the hill, stands a complete doorway, of 
Classic design (P on the plan), that has been moved from some other place and set 
up anew, and, some twelve metres to the west of this, stand two column-shafts, 92 cm. 
in diameter, also manifestly not in situ . The present position of the doorway i mean
ingle s, either with reference to the temple or the later, Christian, building. The column
shafts wer taken from the ruins of the temple and set up on end perhaps for the 
use of pillar hermit. The destroyers of the temple could not have been more thor
ough in their work if they had set out intentionally to obliterate the plan of the 
ancient building. In the ruins directly below the south wall , under a wild fig tree 
lies a fragmentary building in cription 1 of the emperor Trajan, and on all sides, are 
fragments of architectural details. 0 remnant of a capital was found i but all three 
members of the entablature are represented in numerous pieces (Plate XXI). The 
architrave is triple banded, and crowned in good Classic manner, by an ovolo and 
a cavetto without carved ornament. Th frieze, which is of one piece with the archi
trave, is of the pulvinated type· but has the rare, and not ungraceful form of a flat 
cyma recta with a narrow band above it. The cornice, with its dentils somewhat 
broadly spaced for the best Roman work, its cyma-reversa bed mould, its simple con
soles, narrow corona and high cymatium, is unusual in most of its proportions, but 
undenyably sati factory as a d ign. The portal marked (P) on the plan i not the 
upper part of the portal the lower courses of which are still in situ in the temple i 
for its opening is only 1. I 8 m. wide, while that of the other is 1.66 m. wide, and 
the extreme width of its cornice is only 2 m. But its members reproduce, on mall 
scale , and with altered proportions, th members of the entablature: it belongs to the 
same style and the same epoch. The frame mouldings have the form of an archi
trave with three bands, a cyma-reversa and a fascia . The doorcap is composed of 
a section of frieze and cornice, the former lower in proportion than the great frieze, 
but showing a cyma-recta profile, and the latter having a b nd of cons~les , totally 
different in proportions to those of the main entablature, but showing the same ele
ments, less artistically treated. Trajan 's inscription is the earlie t imperial inscription 
that has been found upon a building in yria. It is carved upon a piece of archi
trave of a design wholly unlike that of the main architrave, and much higher, being 
65 cm. in height to the others 34 cm . This wider member seems to have been the 
in ide face of the order, which had no frieze or cornice, and corresponded in height 
to the outer architrave and frieze combined which were car v d upon a single course 
59 cm. high. The inscription probably appeared upon that portion of the interior order 
which was carried across the front wali of the c 11a, directly above the portal. The 
total height of the entablature is only 6 cm. less than the diameter of the column 
shafts, making it clear that the two details do not belong to the same order. There 
are then two orders represented, and this must be explained in one of three ways: a 
single temple was so desi~:;ned a to require a major and a minor order, or two temples, 
one larger than the other, were built successively upon the same site, or there were 

I Ill. insc. I [) I. 
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two temples here at the sam time, the foundations of one of them being hidden tn 

the rUlDS. But it seems most probable that the fragments represen t an interior and 
an exterior order. 

69. TELL c 15]BRl . 

t th foot of th mountain on which the temple of d r stands, on the edge 
of the Sermeda plain, and beside the Roman road at the point \Vh re it en ters the 
plain, is a villag called Tell cA15.ibrin. The houses of the modern settlement cluster 
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about the rums of an ancient town ; some of the ancient walls rise to such a lofty 
height above the surroundings that the village looks like an important town when 
seen from across the plain. The ruined buildings on this site are of more than usual 
interest , and it is unfortunate that the place is inhabited, both for the reason that the 
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old walls ar being con tantly brok n up for building purposes, and that the modern 
hous s conceal much that is important for a thorough examination of the ancient. 
The day chosen for our visit to the place was particularly inopportune· for a feud 
had broken out among the inhabitants, and the village was in an uproar when we 
arrived. The villagers treated us with all courtesy; but it was very apparent that 
they preferred our ab ence to our presence at the moment, so that they might resume 
the function on hand with greater fr edom. Th mor important buildings are at 
least partly inhabited, and some of the hou eholders offered polite excuses for not 
permitting us to enter their domiciles. I measured the most striking of the ancient 
buildings so far as I could und r the circumstances, then betook myself to the ruins 
of a little chapel on the outskirts of the town, to secure measurements of that, 
and then left the place so that the affair of the day might be carried on without 
interruption. 

The building that towers in four storeys above the town is one the purpose of 
which I was unable to determine, partly, p rhaps, because I was unable to ecure a 
complete plan of it. That part of the plan that I could examine and measure is 
presented h rewith (Ill. 237). It fortunately embraces the most conspicuous part of 
the building, the part shown in th photograph (Ill. 238) which was taken from the 
south. The south side of the building is a long narrow apartment one storey high, 
lighted by loop-holes, and onc roofed with flat slabs of stone. Adjoinin~ this is a 
row of square chambers, two storeys high, which was covered with a lean-to roof of 
wood . Doors and windows in the upper torey of this part open out upon a terrace 
made by the stone roof of the long apartment The inside wall of the two eastern
most of the chambers just described rises two storeys higher, and in the uppermost 
storey of this wall are three fine large windows, with rich mouldings, that opened over 
th lean-to roof of the lower part of the structure. On the other side of this wall is 
a complex of modern inhabited houses in the mid t 
of which I was able to discover only that a large 
room equal in width to two of the chamber , and 
10.95 m. long, extended to the north, and that the 
pi r and springers of an arch stood on the line of 
the east wall ( ee Ill. 237, Sect. - B). This larg 
room is still partly covered with a stone ceiling above 
which were three storeys with intermediate floors of 
wood, as may be seen by the holes for timbers still 
visible in the fragment of the east wall. I could not 
discover if the building was symmetrical in having 
another row of chambers and a second long apart
ment on the north of the large main hall, nor could 
I determine with certainty whether the fine ruined 
structure to the northwest, shown at the extreme left 
of the photograph was originally a part of the tall 
structure. The levels of the floors appear to be the 

I" 

TELLAKIBPIN· 
CHAPEL· 

Ill. 240. 

same, the construction and style are similar in both; but I am not ure that the dis
tance from the one to the other g iven as 12.60 m. in my plan is correct, for, as I 
recall the space, it was greater. I trust that some future explorer will have greater 
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success in choosing his day for a visit to this place and will be admitted fo examme 
th e inside walls of the houses and stables that cluster about this building. 

In anoth l' part of the town are the ru ins of a building constructed on a very 
large scale, with coupled windows, 4 m. high, divided by a handsome half-column . I did 
not examine it clos ly, and have no idea of its plan or purpose i but I took a photo
graph of the wall which contains the large windows, and that (Ill. 239) is presented 
herewith . T he chapel in the southeast part of the town is a building of small im
portance but acqu ires interest from the fact that its entire south wall is cut in to the 
natural rock of the mountain-side (Ill. 240). The only entrances to the nave are on 
the north side. A t ransverse arch divides the nave from the sanctuary which is con
nected with the side-chamber on the north. portico of piers extended along the north 
wall , and similar porticos enclosed the other sides of a small dOi ter. A sing le slab from 
a chancel rail, with an inscription 1 in Syriac upon it, was found inside the chapel, near the arch. 

70 . DERA cMA . 

This is a deserted and ruined town, of medium size, perched upon the top of 
the ridge that ri ses from the south-eastern corner of the plain of Sermeda. On the 
way to this ruin we 1 as sed through the inhabited village of Tawami where we saw 
few, or no, remains of ancient civilization. The ruins of Deracm~n include two very 
much dilapidated churches, and scores of houses, all in th simple lithic style which is 
characteristic of so many of the ancient towns in Northern Syria. The two church s 

~I--- " So - -----1 

EAST CHVPCH 

DERAMAN· 

stood in the northwestern section of the town i one appears 
to be of earlier date than the other, and this I have called 
the East Church. In its proportions and details it resem
bles the churches of the early fifth century. Its plan (Ill. 241) 
shows a broad nave of six bays, and a semi-circular apse 
between side-chambers, all hidden 
on the outside by a flat east wall. 
There is a doorway in the we t 
wall, and two in the south wall 
as usual, beside a narrow en
trance from the exterior into the 
prothesis which is on the south 
side of the apse. Comparatively 
little of the church is preserved 
to a height of over three metres; 
but the bases of the columns on 
the south side of the nave are WE ST CH VR CH' 

still in place. T her is a broken inscription 2 on the fallen D -p TlA MA'" N. 
lintel of the eastern doorway in the south wall, but it is LH. 
not dated. T he other church stands only 22 m. to the lll. 2 42. 

west . Vlfe may call it the West Church. It should be 
placed among the churches of the latter part of the sixth century. T he church is a 
little small r, as a glance at the ground plan (Ill. 242) will show. T he nave has only 

1 IV, B. iosc. 14. 2 Ill. ll. 5, insc. IllS. 
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five bays, the sanctuary is rectangular and has two side-chambers. gam we find 
a western portal in addition to two entrances on the south where each had a distyle 
porch. A part of the east end is preserved to a height of five or six metres, the 
south wall stands about three metres high and all the lower courses of the west end 
are standing; but, otherwise the building is badly dilapidated. Enough of the structure 
remains for one to be able to see that deep mouldings adorned the doorways and 
windows, and that a hio'h base moulding was carried all around the church; but the 
stone used, though very white in colour, was of very friable quality, and its surface 
has, in most case, been worn, or washed away, and most of the profiles of the mould
ings are unrecognizable. The ground plan so closely resembles that of the church at 
Khirbit T - zin (Ill. 210) that the two should be compared. 

To the southwest of the Wet Church are the ruins of what appear to have been 
a small tower. A n inscription 1 upon a lintel in its ruins g ive the date, June 579 A.D . 
The great majority of buildings in this place, however, as I have said above, are pri
vate residences, all in one style, and all of about one period. The two photographs 
given herewith (Ills. 243 and 244) illustrate the massive simllicity of the e buildings. 
Many houses have the tall proportions of the house in th first picture, and many 
have the great roofing slabs in the upper storey of the colonnades, while others are 
of the lower proportions of the second picture, which show also the severely plain 
panels of the upper storey still in place, and a single block in the wall of the lower 
torey, of such dimensions as almo t to give the name of "megalithic" to this style 

of building. The sole ornament of these hou es consists of the trapezoidal door·cap 
with horizontal mouldings, and these are a ll of practically one styl . 

7J. KFER. 

Out in the plain of erme la, near its southeastern corner, and in the middle of 
a grove of olive trees is a group of much dilapidated ruin which seem to have been 
inhabited, and built over, in the Middle ges and perhaps later. There are ruined 
houses here which are undoubtedly of Moslem origin 
in the midst of wall s which date from the early cen- ll-KfER 
turies of our era. ot one building is sufficiently well [~;'~' ; ~ :=.~, ", ~=- '. ': ( . .' >~ r,:~j , o I 
preserved to permit full or accurate measurements of '~::::.l~~~=-~. ~~ 

. I' ,,-\ ,..... ~ . ..: ,~ 
it being taken. The only detail which I shall mention "=~ __ :.'"7.":':._? -T, "'".'-:': .. =":("'--'""":"",,,,::::~:5;;«1 

is a moulding upon the li ntel of the doorway of a small 
building which I believe to have been a tomb, and this 
is illustrat d here because it bears a dated inscription 2, 

which g iv s it importance fo r comparison with similar 
mouldings without dates. The date is quite early, 

ugust 360 A.D., and the profile of the moulding (Ill. 245) 
bears traces of Classic influence. Beginning at the 

LINTEL or TOMB· 
DATE: 360A'D C- 1116 

Ill. 245. 

bottom, there are two bands with a narrow cyma reversa above them, and above this 
a cyma reversa terminating in a flat fillet, and capped by a broad fascia. 

, Ill. in se. 1114. 2 Ill, inse . 1 11 6 . 
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72 . TELL C DEH. 

On the north of the Sermeda:. plain and set upon the slope of the first line of 
low hills at the southwest foot of the Djebel Sh~kh Berek~t, is a small inhabited village 
which occupies the site of a n ancient town. The early settlement was not large, its 
buildings covered a confined space· and very little of them remains except in fragments 
of arch itectural details and quadrated blocks which have been built into the walls of 
crude modern habitations. But the little church has escaped total destruction because 
parts of its walls were incorporated with mediaeval and modern structures which all 
but conceal it from view. One dwelling occupies the apse and side-chambers, and an
other was built against tbe west wall, so that the east and west ends are quite well 
preserved. The side walls have disappeared; but traces of their foundations, and the 
bases of the interior columns, are still to be found a mong the crude, half-ruined, walls 
of the modern house. 

The g round plan (Ill. 246) is somewhat unusual fo r this regIOn. The apse and 
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side chambers are such as might have been designed tor the usual basilical church of 
the fifth century; but the nave is wider than it is long, and has but four narrow 
bays; the only entrance seems to have been the west portal. T he a?se is preserved 
up to the springing of its semi-dome, the northern chamber beside it is almost intact, 
and the other preserves about half of its original height, while three sections of the 
west wall are standing about three metres high. The plan and the cross-section both 
show the detail which is the most interesting, and the most important, fe ature of the 
church; I refer to the half-columns which stand, as responds, at both ends of the nave 
arcades. This arrangement is quite unusual, and is of importance to the history of 
church building, as I have endeavored to point out in an article in Revue Arclzeo
log-iqu.e (1906, Juli-Dec. pp. 413-423) in which this church was published for the fi rst 
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time. The resemblance to the Tychaion at i~-. anam~n in the I:Iauran, a late Roman 
temple of the beginning of the third century, will readily be s en by comparing the 
drawing g iven h r with with the fir t and second illustrations in the article mentioned 
above. This church should be compared al 0 with one which formerly existed at D~na 
in the ermeda plain, lated in the year 483 A.D., which wa published long ago by 
Texier and Pullan \ and also with the West Church at Ksedjbeh 2 . for the three were 
separated by only a few miles. 

73. BURDJ IS- EB
c 

Burdj is-Sebc is a small ruin, only ten minutes' walk to the north of the village 
of Tell cAdeh, wh re there seems to have been a monastery i but hardly any of its 
buildings have escaped the stone breakers of the neighbouring village, save a small 
tower of two storeys dated by a Greek inscription 3 of the year 572 A. D. There is 
also a yriac inscription 4 in the ruins, which was first published by M. Pognon 6, who 
g ives a brief description of the site, and which is republished in Part IV of these pub
lications. The important fact contributed by this in cription i that the monastery was 
in existence in the ninth century i for it is dated in the year 858", .D. The monastery 
is referred to in the inscription as the "convent of the Greek " and, together with the 
convent at Der T 11 C Adeh, described below, is one of the only two or three Christian 
buildings in orthern Syria that are known to have been in use after the year 610 A .D. 

74. DER TELL C DEH 

A little to the east of the two sites just described, at the foot of the great moun
tain, are the ruins of the ancient monastery which gave it name to one of them, and 
was the parent of the other. Der Tell C deh, translated the "convent of Tell cAdeh", 
or of Tlteleda as it was called in Greek, was a rel igious retreat famous in olden times 
throughout all this part of the world, and is frequently mentioned in Syriac literature 
as the "Great Convent". 

The ruins here would indicate that the ancient monastery was called "greae, not 
so much by reason of its size, as owing to its fame, its age, or broad influence· for 
the remains on the site, though unmistakably those of a convent, are, by no means, 
so great in extent as the ruins of half a dozen other monasteries in this region about 
I}:al'at Sim can . 

The plan of the rmns (Ill. ~47) tak s the form of the Greek letter 11 with one 
shaft shorter than the other set into the hillside by cutting and filling, and facing 
south. The two wings of the building, or g roup of buildings, consist each of a large 
undivided hall, like those of convents at Dh T ermanin and D 'r imcan, with porticos 
of monolithic piers on three side , the fourth side being set against the hill. The t""o 
wings are connected by a shallow building with a portico in front which connects the 
porticos of the wings. Adjoining the west wing, at the north, on a level one storey 
h igher, is a paved' terrace with a small tower. This terrace may have been continued 

1 Architecture Byzantine. PI. IX, see also A.A .E.S. H, p. 142. o Il, B, 4, p. 160. 
3 Ill, insc. IIq. 4 IV, B, insc. 19. s Imcriptiom Silllitique8 de La Syrit, p. 54. 
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eastward behind the whole building i but, if so, it is now hidden in the rUins. Just 
west of the middle of t he connecting portico , a flight of steps leads downward to a 
large tomb hewn in the natural rock, but having two transverse arches built across it 
and a roof of slabs. 

Beyond the limits of the area covered by the buildings g iven here in ground plan 
there are no ruins to show that the convent was any larger than it is shown to be 
here, and I found no remains of a church or chapel which is, in most cases, an in
di pensable feature of these monasteries i but it is not impossible that a small portion 
of one of the buildings was set apart for a chapel, as was the case in a large convent 
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of similar type a t D ' r Simcin . Very little of the superstructure IS standing, although 
several rows of piers are quite intact. The south wall of the west wing is preserved 
to a sufficient height to indicate that the building (Ill. 248) was at least two storeys 
high, and possibly three, and I imagine, from the g reat masses of fallen walls and 
monolithic piers, that the whole structure was originally at least two storeys high and 
had two storeys of open loggias all around. The tower, called burga in a Syriac 
inscription, is almost wholly destroyed. The west wall of the west wing is preserved 
in one storey with a row of piers carrying architraves outside it. The southern front 
of the same wing shows that the portico here was partly composed of solid walls with 
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practicable doorways the significance of which is difficult to explain. Doorways at the 
north end of the great hall in this wing probably lead into chambers underneath the 
terrace. The whole structure of the east wing has fallen in such confused heaps that 
only the plan could be made out. But the tomb which lies almost on the central 
axi of the g roup of buildings is intact. It is arranged like a chapel, divided by trans
verse arches into three bays, the east end however has two arcosolia, end to end, with 
no suggestion of a place for an altar. In the north and south ends of this bay are 
single arcosolia. The arch, a sing le pan, springs from piers of natural rock faced with 
ashlar. The middle bay has the entrance at the foot of the stairs on the south and 
an arcosolium on the north i this bay is divided from the one next to it on the west 
by two arches carried on a pier in the middle of the chamber. All the arches are 
very wide in the soffit, and one of these also embraces a sarcophagus and gives the 
effect of an arcosolium open on both sides. The western bay has but one arcosolium, 
that on the north. It was probably the intention to make three more arcosolia in the 
rock walls of this bay, as they should be required. The two ections of this tomb, 
pre ented herewith (Ill. 247), will serve to g ive a pretty definite notion of its form and 
arrangement . It will be seen that the chamber was excavated downward in the natural 
rock and not hewn out, like a cave, as was. the case with most rock hewn tombs in 

Torthem yria. The built portions, i.e., the pier, the arches and the roof, were made 
of most carefully worked stone, and the whole finish of the interior is very smooth 
and well executed. To the southeast of the convent are the ruins of a gate at the 
end of a road that led up from the plain. The gate is not shown in the plan and 
its condition is too ruinous to permit the making of a plan of restoration i but an in
scription in Syriac 1 on the broken lintel gives us the word porta and two dates. 

Two of the dates given in the inscriptions of this place, taken together with that 
g iven in the inscription at Burdj is-Sebc furnish material for special reflection. The 
earlier of the two dates mentioned on the portal of D~r Tell C deh is 601 A.D .2 and 
involves no problem i for there are many inscriptions, in various parts of orthern 

yria, that have dates which fall within the first decade of the seventh century. But 
the later date on this same portal 3 907 A.D., the date of the tower inscription 4 94 I, 

and that at Burdj is- ebc 
5 858 .D. , all found within a radius of a mile, and one 

other date, that of an in cription at Kefr Lab in the Djebel imc~n, which falls within 
the latter half of the 8th century, are the only dates among all the inscriptions of 

Ol·thern Syria which indicate that inscriptions were b~ing carved upon buildings in the 
region after the Mohammedan conquest. 11 these inscriptions are in yriac and sug
gest that no Greek was in use at that time. It would seem that the ancient and re
nowned convent of Tell cAdeh, which was Jacobite, and strongly national in its sym
pathies, was able to make terms with the Moslem rulers for the continuance of its 
existance, which other, and larger, religious establishments could not secure. 

Although no inscriptions earlier than the beginning of the seventh century were 
discovered here, there can be no doubt that the buildings of the monastery are ' earlier 
than the inscriptions, as early, at least, as the fifth century. One of the inscriptions 
refers to the convent as "this holy place", and I have no doubt that the fine tomb, 
which occupies the central point of the whole group of buildings, was the sepulchre 

I IV. B. insc. 16 . 2 Ibid. 3 IV. B. insc. 16. 4 Ibid. 17. $ Ibid. 19. 
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of abbots and other dignitaries of the Church, even saints, perhaps, the sanctity of 
whose bones contributed to the religious importance of the place. It seems to me not 
impossible that the convent of Tlzeleda was the mother of other convents in the neigh
bourhood, like Dh Termanin and I~a~r il-Ben ~t, which , though larger in extent and 
possessing extensive and beautiful churches, do not figure so prominently in yriac 
literature and in the lists of abbots, and was the seat of the ecclesiastical head of all. 

75. ZERZ1T -. 

The path from D er Tell <Adeh to Zerzita passes around the western foot of the 
Djebel hekh Berekat, through rough and almost impassable country. Th e ruins of 
Zerzita, which are spread over a large area on the top of a high ridge to the south
west of the g reat mountain, comprise a church, a detached tower, and many stoae in 
two storeys. The place must have been large and important in its day i it is now 
occupi d by a few famili es of Turkman nomads who have built temporary quarters 
among the ruins. 

CHURCH . The church (Ill. 249) is in particularly bad condition, only the walls on 
the north side of the chancel, the lower courses of the north wall of the nave, parts 
of the west and south walls and the portico on the south, are standing. The ground 
plan (Ill. 250) is somewhat unusual, a long narrow nave with one entrance at the 
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west and two in either side wall, with a square presbyterium and oblong side cham
bers i all trace of the number of interior columns and arches is lost. There are no 
piers or responds on either side of the apse or at the west end i the arches of the 
nave arcades sprang from brackets at both ends, as I have shown in ection A- B, 
Ill. 250 . This drawing which is based upon careful measurements of the existing walls 
at the east end, and is conjectured only so far as regards the height of the cIearstorey, 
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glves proportions which are high and narrow 1D companson with those of most of the 
churches in the region, and are almo t Gothic in their effect of slenderness. The piers 
of the portico on th e south ide of the church are short and heavy, with brack t caps 
and heavy architraves which are cut to accommodate the slant of the roof. There is 
a large rock-hewn cistern below the chancel, reached by a flight of steps which de
scends from a long stoa that extends southward fro m the east end of the church. 

T OWER. Date : 500 A.D. The losition of the tower with reference to the church 
is shown on the plan (Ill. 250) where it will be seen to stand at the end of the long 
stoa which extends southwa rd , from the church. t its end near the church this stoa 
faces west, near the tower it faces east i I was unable to find the point at which the 
change was made. A plan on larger cale, and several more detailed drawings of the 
tower are g iven in Ill. 251' a photograph of the tower, and of the little porch near 
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it, is g iven in Ill. 252 . It is a small structure about 4 m. square outside, built in two 
storeys, the upper overhanging the lower by a few centimetres, and separated by an 
intermedia te floor of stone slabs. The high courses and large blocks of stone used 
tend to reduce even more the scale of the building. A moulded belt cour e with a 
dated inscription 1 of the year 500 .D . upon it, and the usual form of corn ice, are 
the only exterior embeli hments of the tower. Its chief importance lies in what it contains 
rather than what it is' for the minute chamber of the ground floor was a chapel, and it 
contains a small ciborium. This consists of two thin walls extending forward from the east 
wall of the chamber, and terminating in half-columns of late Ionic style, wh ich carry a 
slender architrave. This little structure is not centred upon the axi of the chapel, and 
the window in the east wall does not open upon the middle of the ciborium. The plan, 
structure, and details of this feature may be ob erved in the various drawings of it 
presented in Ill. 251. Some doubt as to whether the little structure should be called 
a ciborium has been raised by friends who have seen the e illu trations because there 
is no trace of an altar i yet not one of them has been able to suggest another possible 

I Ill. insc. 1120. 
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purpose. It is certainly not a tomb, for it is not large enough i it could hardly have 
provided a canopy for a throne in so small a room i but a chapel or an oratory might 
be very small and yet have its altar. The altar under this ciborium would, of neces
sity, have been very small, but it could not occupy the position it would have occupied 
in an apse, and I venture to suggest that the ciborium in many of the rectang ular 
sanctuaries of this region were erected, like this one, against the east wall. It would 
still have been possible, even in the case before us, fo r the altar to have stood free 
from the wall, and for the priest to have stood behind it, facing the west . If I am 
right in assuming that this is a ciborium, it is the only example of that feature of 
church furniture that has remained in situ in all Syria, though the four colonettes of 
a ciborium were found in the ruins of the apse of a church at it-T uba .l The in
scription carved upon the stri ng course of this little tower suggests a Christian origin 
for the custom of placing inscriptions in a similar position on the minarets of Moham
medan mosques. The profi le of the moulding itself is typical of the late fifth century 
string mouldings. The doorway with a distyle porch in front of it , shown on the plan 
and in Ill. 252, is all that is left of the building to which it belonged. A n inscription 
dated October 423 A .D . appears in a sunken panel , in imitation of a lunette, above 
the doorway. 

H OUSE . The house of which a photograph is given in Ill. 253, and which is re
presented by a ground plan in Ill. 254, is typical of one class of residences in Zerzita . 
Like all the houses here, its walls were built 
of small irregular pi ces of stone laid in clay, 
and have entirely disintegrated, while its two
storey portico of fine monoliths is perfectly 
preserved. This structure has two nearly equal 
division set at a slight a ngle, and seems to 
represent two different periods of building. The 
western half of the house has one large room 
and one small on e on the g round floor, its 
lower portico is composed of piers and its 
upper portico of Ionic columns; while the eastern 
half has three rooms of nearly equal size on 
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the ground floor, an 1 both storeys of its portico are piers. The panels of the parapet 
are still in place in several bays. 

Two H OUSES. Dates : J une and September 539 A .D. There are many houses in 
this town in the simple rectangular style without cornice or other mouldings. In all 
of them the two-storey porticos a re standing intact , two of them have inscriptions of 
the same year, 539 A.D ., one was completed in June , the other in September, as we 
learn from two inscriptions 2 which probably indicate their completion. The two in
scriptions were carved upon the same place in both houses i.e. the first architrave 
block in the upper storey at the west end of the portico. The stone employed in 
th se porticos is well finished · but there is little of interest in their designs excepting 
111 the low relief carving in the panels of their parapets (Ills. 25 5, 25 6). 

1 11. B. 1, p. 20. 2 Tll . inscs. 1 121-11 22. 
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of the church. It IS quite devoid of architectural interest, both as regards its plan 
(Il l. 260), and its ornament of which there is none save its corn ice. Its only claim 
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to notice IS that it is dated by a yriac in cription 1 of the year 5 I 3 A D. Even if 
it were not dated, one would say that it did not belong to the period in which the 

1 IV, B. insc. 23. 
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simplicity, lik the ancient Greeks. These simple buildings in I>:a~ura are invariably 
fi tted with monolithic door and window frames i there is no trace of ornament or sym
bolism upon them. 

77. FIDREH. 

This is the most inaccessible of all the ancient sites III orthern Syria· though 
it appears to be but a few minutes ride from Ref~deh, the nearest town on the 
east, an hour or more is consumed in crossing the dee p wadi with almost perpendicular 
cliffs that separates the plateau on which the ru ins stand, from the hills to the south 
and east. On the north and west this plateau falls steeply to the plain of il - 'Am~. 

The ruin is absolutely deserted. It was an extensive town, built, for the most part, 
in that styl , common in the Djebel Barlsha and at erdjibleh and Zerzlta in this 
same mountain, in which the stoae were well made and still stand, but in which all 
the walls have dis int grated. Even in the church only the apse wall was built of 
dressed stone, and the jambs and lintels of the portals were monolith . A ll the other 
walls have disappeared completely, leaving the doorways standing to mark their places. 

HURCH . T his is one of the rare examples in the region, of a church in which 
b uilt piers of .square plan and broad arches take the place of columns and narrow 
a rches in the interior arcades, as was common in the churches of the ba.salt region 
fa r to the southeast which are described in n. B. I and 2 of these publications. In 
o ther respects, the plan (Ill. 260) is not unlike that of the early fifth-century churches 
of the neig hbourhood. The apse is rather narrow, and the fla t wall back of it is e,'
tremely thick, the window piercing it being 1.] 7 m. deep. The prothesis, on the south 
sid , opens into the south aisle by a broad arch and has a doorway leading out of 
doors. T he doorways are all in place (Il l. 261), and the piers of t ne interior, though 
crushed by the fall of the arches, have their lower courses in place and their caps 
lying near by. It was perfectly possible to obtain the measurement of their original 
height. T he cross section and longitudinal section (Ill. 260) may be con idered as 
being approximately correct in their proportions i for all the h ights, excepting that of 
t he clearstorey, are determinable. 

T he details of the interior are very interesting i fo r the profiles of the mouldings 
o f the pier-caps and of the apse arch (Ill. 260) are closely allied with mouldings which 
a.re de fi nitely dated in the last quarter of the fourth century. T he flat toru between 
two bevelled fi llets, wh ich appears immediately below the upper fascia in both details , 
occurs in this manner only in the earliest of the dated mouldings of the Christian period 
in Syria, and the ovolo placed directly below a cavetto, is a classical profil that was 
not employed in the later Christian architectu re of this region . I did not make a 
d rawing of the mouldings of the doorways for the reason that they so nearly repro
d uce the profile of the apse arch, in which the middle member is a cyma recta i this 
moulding, in the doorways, is much deeper, with a projecting, outward, lower curve. 
It would be particularly important if this church, which has p iers and broad arches 
in the nave arcade, should prove to be a product of the fourt h century, as its mould
ings indicate i for then we should have both forms of interior arrangement in the 
e arli est Christian basilicas. 

BAPTISTERY. D ate 5 I 3 A.D. The baptistery is a small bui lding to the southeast 
Publicat ions of the Princeton niversity Archaeological Expeditions to Syria, Div. II, Sec. B Pt. 5. 33 
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the men and women named in tho e inscriptions lived and died somewhere in this 
neighbourhood, and many other men and women lived, and died, and were buried, 
about here in the same period though no dated tombs of the period have been dis
covered. I think it not unwise to argue that they were buried in unpretentious g raves, 
and that their memorials were not unlike these relief near I>:atu ra . If such monuments 
were rected as stelae, or as cippi, instead of being carved upon the natural rock, 
their disappearance, in the great building operations of later generations, is asily ex
plained i for the hristian inhabitants of yria would have had little respect for the 
effigies of their Pagan forefathers. The rock-hewn chamber-tomb, just east of the 
reliefs, with its vestibule and it entrance flanked by half columns and crowned with 
a semi-circular pediment containing a sculptured eagle, all carved out of the living 
rock , is illustrated by a photograph in the publications of the A .A .E.S.l. It was the 
tomb of Titus Flavius Iulianos, a veteran of the eighth legion, as is proclaimed by a 
bilingual inscription 2 in Greek and Latin· its date however is not given, but the name 
is foreign as compared with those carved below the sculptures, - Alulaios, Barathes, 
Seanon, Gadeios and Barsim esa-, and we may believe that this tomb belonged to the 
period of the tomb of Aemilius Reginus, just outside the ravine, in the town of I>:atl1ra, 
which is dated 195 A.D. 

The tomb j ust mentioned was published by M. de VogUe 3 and is described in the 
publication of the A .A.E. . 4 where a photo
graph is g iven . I shall not repeat the de
scription here· but I wish to insert a small 
photograph (Ill. 25 9) which may be of interest 
to compare with the tomb of Eisidotos at Sitt 
ir-Rum publish d below. 

The ruins of the town of I>.atura are al
most entirely those of houses built of rough 
stone, or of rough, or smooth, polygonal ma
sonry. There are only two buildings in qua
drated ma oory and these are better preserv
ed than the others. One is a tall rectangular 
house, on the northern edge of the ruins, 
which had a two-storey portico. But these 
two houses ha e every appearance of being 
much later than the body of the ruins which 
would seem to be very ancient. The antiquity 
of the ruins is further proven by the existence 
of widely scattered fragments of a building in 
Classic style a nd of fairly large scale. I am 
inclined to believe that the rough stone and 

Ill. 259. l~\flra, Tomb of Regtnus. polygonal hou es were the ordinary dwelliogs 
of the inhabitants of all this region during the 

period ending with the first century after Christ, and that the people who built fine 
temples and other monuments were content to live in houses of extreme plainness and 

1 A .A.E.S Ill, p. 125. 2 lbid. iDSCr. Ill. 3 S.c. PI. 94, 4 A -A.E .S. Il, p. 61 
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In making the journey from Zerzita to I}:atura one first descends to cross a valley, 
and then passes to the northeast over a broad plateau. Before I}:atura is reached the 
road enters a narrow ravine, and descends with it toward the a ncient town. T he side 
of the ravine increase in height, and, just before it ends, the rocks rise to a height 
of at least eight metres . It is at this spot that the famous reliefs appear ur on the 
face of the rock wall on the south side of the ravine . The rock appears to have 
been comparatively smooth by nature, and upon it face were carved these simple, un
adorned niches each embracing one or more figures (Ills . 257, 258) . One of the niches 
is long enough to hold four seated figures, another has three, several have a pair of 
figures· but the majority are tall and narrow em bracing a single figure or only a bust. 
Men and women a re represented, in high relief, usually seated and with the knees 
much fore-shortened. A few of the reliefs are in a good state of preservation, others 
are badly weathered. The whole series is of special interest in this region where figure 
sculpture is so rare . In some respects they are suggestive of the Palmyrene sculptures, 
though they are executed in a freer style, and have none of the rich detail of head
dress sand jewelry that stamp the sculptures of Palmyra as oriental, and showing little 
or no influence of Greece and Rome. Many of them resemble the cruder class of Roman 
funeral reliefs, yet their crude appearance may be due more to weathering than to 
poor execution: fo r the rock is much softer than marble. The g roups are arranged 
in a conventional row, and the attitudes are stiff, as is the case in most ancient g rave 
reliefs outside of Attica. In drawing and in execution they are far in advance of the 
sculptured busts in the tomb at D~bes, published by the A .A.E.5.I, and have more 
of the character of the tomb sculptures at Frikya also published by the A merican 
Expedition.2 I believe that these sculptures a re earlier than those at Fdkya which are 
dated 324 A .D., a phenominally late period for Pagan work of this class, especially in 
Syria. I}:atllra was strongly Christian by 336 A .D. if we may judge by an inscription 3 

found there . There are inscriptions upon some of these sculptures, which were repub
lished by Mr. Prentice 4 who g ives in his commentary a brief description of the monu
ment ; but only one of the inscriptions bears a date and this, though there is some 
uncertainty about it, is given as 122 A .D. Other inscriptions upon tombs in the lo
cality, are dated 152, 195 and 240 A. D., but these all appear with monumental tomb 
structures. The place of burial of the persons commemorated by the sculptures is not 
to be found ; there is a rock-hewn tomb in the same ravine further to the east, which 
is mentioned again below' but this was made for one family, and it seems probable 
that the dead represented in these reliefs were interred in simple graves in the bottom 
of the ravine. If this be true, it is not unl ikely that many of these monuments be
long to a period earlier than that which produced the fine architectural monuments 
and elaborate rock-hewn tombs which characterize the funeral architecture of the second 
century. 0 tombs have been found in orthern Syria which correspond in date to 
the temenos wall with its inscriptions 6 erected on the top of the Djebel Mkh Berekat, 
or to the inscription 6 set up in Refadeh, near by, in the first century of our era, yet 

I A .A.E.S. II, p. 274. 
4 Ibid. ioses. lIS A- F. 

2 Ibid. pp. 279-80. 
~ Ibid. iosc . 100, 101, - 2-7-8. 

3 A .A.E .S . Ill, iose. 11 6. 
6 Ill, B. VI, iose. I144. 
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church was built i but rather 
Northern Syria, which bear 
architectural point of view. 

to the period of a number of ecclesiastical buildings in 
yriac inscriptions, and are quite uninteresting from the 

HOUSES. Dates:4II, 421, 424, 453, 489, and 531 .D. It is not necessary to 
give a ground plan of any of th houses of the ordinary type, which are often in
distingu ishable from shops, with their long rows of rooms and two-storey porticos. 
Many of the porticos here are well preserved; while almost all the walls have wholly 
perished. There are large rock-hewn chambers below many of the houses, with ap
proaches leading down from the porticos. ome of these were cisterns, others were 
pres e . many have b en u ed as stables in recent centuries i but there are no mangers 
in them, or other conv niences for cattle, and I doubt if they were originally intended 
for any such purpose. These houses, or rather the two-storey porticos in front of 
them, are dated by in criptions 1 in a number of instances, six dates covering a period 
of an hundred and twenty years - from 411 to 531 A .D. 

HOUSE. Date: 531 .D. The earliest of these dates appears upon a solitary 
doorway which is all that remains of a poorly built house, the latest is a yriac 2 in
script ~ on upon the upper architrave of a two- torey portico. This stoa, which is also 
the ole survivor of a large house with poorly constructed walls, presents features of 
considerable interest. The photograph (Ill. 262) shows how rankly the vegetation may 
become in this semi-desert land under favourable conditions i for the whol of the lower 
storey of piers is hidden by tall weeds. But it is the upper storey of this portico that 
demands our closer observation· for here one may see how three of the plain thick 
supports were conv rted into ornamental details, perhaps even after they were set in 
place. The Ul per half of each of these three piers, the part above the balustrade, or 
parapet, was carved, upon its outer face, to the form of an Ionic half column. The 
capitals are of that late variety which was in imitation of the elas ical Ionic order. 
The panels of the parapet are countersunk and moulded, and adorned with symbolical 
discs in a variety of patterns. 

HOUSE . Dates: 421 and 453 .D. This curiously irregular house of which a plan 
is given (Ill. 263) is of far better workmanship from the standpoint of construction 
than 010 t of the houses of Fidreh, and most of the 
walls of the lower storey are still tanding. door- fI DREH 
way on the street just outside the house bears the 4.4· 

6.:0 

date 3 421 .D.; another inscription 4, on the lintel 
of the doorway which faces the courtyard on the 
side opposite the entrance, is dated July 453 .D. 
This residence was built about a courtyard which 
had porticos on three side , almo t like a Roman 
atrium. The portico was roofed with slabs of stone, 
some of which are in place just to the right as 
one enters . Its supports are all square monolithic 
piers but one which is a column, and there seems 
to have been an upper storey of the same general 

I NSC· 1141 

.;.7l 

4 .&3 
1 .9 0 

4.,"'\ "_~,, 

description. 'The three rooms shown on the extreme right of the plan belong to an-

I ill. in cs. 1138- 1142. 2 IV, B. inse. 24. 3 IIl.:"iose. 1139. 4 Ibid. iose. 1141. 
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other house· but a small window was cut between one of these rooms and the court
yard of the other house to encourage neighbourly. 
conversation or observation. 

DOORWAY. Date: Oct. 424 A.D . Another 
doorway (Ill. 264) which is also all that remains 
of a dwell ing, excepting heaps of broken stone, 
bears a date 1 which reads 424 A.D . The moul
dings of the jambs and lintel are ' remarkable for 
their Leauty as well as for the delicacy and 
finish with which they were wrought. They are 
an example of the best workmanship of the early 
part of the fifth century. 

78. REF ADEH. 

This is a large deserted site composed almost entirely of the ruins of private 
residences and, in this respect, is much more like the villa towns of the Djebel Ri l)a 
than like the ruined towns about it. It was entirely a residential town, with no shops 
or public buildings, not even a church or chapel, and having only a watch tower that 
cannot be counted as a residence. Refadeh, in fact, consists of a g reat collection of 
houses of the better class, and is the richest ruin, in this respect, in all the northern 
half of orthern Syria. Many of the houses are in a l' markable state of preservation, 
and the large number of porticos and beautiful colonnades which are still standing in 
two storeys, make it the most picturesque of all the little deserted cities of the hill 
country . The place was visited by M. de VogUe who published two of the most 
interesting houses. 2 I passed through the ruins in 1899; but in too great haste to 
make a study of any of the buildings. The ruined dwellings here present an interest
ing variety of styles, and, though the dated inscriptions upon them are all of the sixth 
century, I am convinced that the fourth and third 
centuries are represented, on account of analogies 
with dated houses in the Djebel iCman, and it 
is quite possible, even probable, that some of 
the well built hou es in the polygonal style of 
masonry may date from the second or first cen
tury of our era; fo r we found a small archi
tectural fragment, with an inscription 3, or part 
of an inscription, dated in the year 73-74 A.D. 
T hi is the earliest fragment of a building with 
a definite date that has been found, thus far, 
in all I orthern Syria, the next earliest being a 
stone in the wall of the temenos on the summit 
of Shekh Bereki t, dated 86 A.D. The fragment 
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Ill. 265. 

(Ill. 265) may have served as part of an architrave or of a parotid, or, possibly, is a 
piece of the cap of a pedestal; but its broad lower fascias would seem to exclude all 
possibilities but that of its having been part of a large building. 

1 Ill. inse. 1140. 2 S.C. Pis. 1l0, 11 I. 3 Ill, inse. 11 44. 
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H OCSE 1 O. I . We may begin the examination of the houses of Refadeh with 
an example of what I believe to be the earliest sort of house in Northern yna, a 
house bu ilt of polygonal masonry (Ill. 266). I regret now that I made no plan of 
this building. There were other plans, so much more cumplicated, to be drawn that 
I left this simple one to be described in words. It consists of one large room, approx
imately square, which wa probably spanned by a broad transverse arch, with a long 
rather narrow room on either side of it. The square room wa very high, its ceiling 
being the roof of the house i th rooms at the sides were in two storeys, pnder the 
same roof as the middle room . The plan is strikingly like that of houses in the 
Southern I-:Iauran . The middle room was entered through a tall doorway, and there 
were two large windows set in the wall well above the doorway . The doorways of 
the side rooms were lower, and there was a doorway in the upper torey on the left 
which opened upon the roof of a porch in front of the lower entrance, and was reached 
by a flight of steps built against the wall between this entrance and the middle door
way. There are no remains of a corn ice or other decorative detai ls· the walls are 
80 cm . thick, bu t beautifully laid in polygonal fashion. The flat arches over two of 
th lintels are intere ti ng details of construction . 

..... 
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Ill . 268. 

H OUSE o. n. The next house to be taken up for description is one 111 that 
simple unador'ned style (Ill. 267) which is so characteristic of the domestic architecture 
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of orthern yria . It is not necessarily to be considered as earlier than the houses 
which follow it in thi account of the houses of R f~deh· for this particular style was 
in vogue during at least three centuries. The ground plan (Ill. 268) is in two distinct 
parts, on opposite sides of a large courtyard. Yet I have no doubt that the two parts 
f\1ade up a single residence of the villa class. On the west side of the court is a 
two-storey house with three rooms on the g round floor and a two-storey portico . Two 
of the rooms on the g round floor are connected by a broad a rch and, together, com
pose one large room. Beside the house, on the south, is an arched entrance to the 
compound. On the opposite side of the court, fac ing we t, is the more in teresting 
division of the villa which is shown in . two drawings in Ill. 268 . Here a re two towers 
of three storeys each connected by a stoa of two storeys. T he rear wall is solid and 
unbroken, the tower at the north opens upon the court by means of one broad arch 
and upon the end of the stoa by another. The lower of the two intermediate flo ors 
in both towers is co mposed of long slabs of stone. In this house, as in many others 
in Ref~deh, the two-storey portico, or stoa, exists as a feature by itself, and not merely 
as a porch in front of a dwelling. The construction was of the best quality as the 
excellent state of preservation shown in the photog raph will a ttest . 

HOUSE To, Ill. Date: Dec. 5 I 6 A .D. This house is one of the many in Refadeh 
that preserve their beautiful two-storey stoae intact. It is also another exam pIe in 
which the stoa was built as an independent fe ature extending out from the main part 

1.30~~~13~"+~~~' 1~N5~CII~>1~S~E~CTI ON AB· 
~ 11 •• ' 7-<% ---, 

A ~ ,,~ ~~: B PE fAD EH· 
1 1 4~-

HOVS Ern 
DATE: 516AD· ID 

of the residence (Ill. 269) forming a windbreak toward the north, and offerin g a pro
tected southern exposure. The house itself was a two-storey structure with two large 
rooms on both fl oors i it faces west. It was certainly intended to have a two-storey 
porch i but thi may not have been built. In the upper storey there are coupled win-
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dows toward the north , with an inscription 1 above them, on the outside, which gIves 
the date 5 16, A.D., and an overhanging latrina in the east wall essentially lik that 
at Kefr I:Iauw~r (Ill. 234) but somewhat larger. The stoa is composed of a portico 
of square piers below and a colonnaded loggia above, in which there are four columns and 
a double pier at th point where the loggia joined the upper portico in front of the 
main part of the residence (Ill. 270). The rear wall of the stoa is well built of large 
quadrated blocks, and has large windows in the upper sto rey. This wall and the ar
chitrave of the colonnade carry the great slabs of a stone roof. The lower piers have 
bracketed caps, and the capitals of the columns are of pseudo-Ionic style, also bracketed. 
The bases of the columns are let into the architrave on which they stand, in an 
interesting manner. The upper architrave i richly moulded. It has ail ornamental 
disc over the middle intercolumniation , and the chief moulding describes little horse
shoes over the other intercolumniations. The parapet which I have shown in the 
drawing is not in place· but sections of it lie upon the ground in front of the building 
and within it. The word stoa is applied advisedly to these structure ; for an in
scription 2 upon the parapet of one of them, in this town has given us this Greek 
term. It signifies the form rather than the purpose of the bu ilding . A Syriac in
scription 3 at Babisls:a, containing the word estewa, the equivalent of the Greek stoa, occurs 
upon the parapet of a very long portico which was unquestionably a shop front 4

, and I ima
gine that the term was often used to designate these bazaars, the most important and 
impo ing part of wh ich was the long portico. But, in the case of the building pub
lished by M. de VogUe 5, it seems rather doubtful if the word implies a bazaar, for 
the portico i a small on , and the building of which it forms the front appears to 
have been a private residence facing upon a small court . 

HOUSE No. IV. M. de ogUe chose thi residence as one of two in Ref~deh to 
be published in his great work 6. The house is so beautiful, and so well preserved, 
that I shall republish it here with a photograph (Ill. 27 I) and a ground plan (Ill. 272) 
which M. de VogUe did not give. In this case the 
two-storey portico and the wall behind it were strongly 
built of highly finished stone, and they still carry the 
greater part of the sto ne roof. The other walls of the 
house, on the contrary, were built of irregular tones 
laid rather loosely in clay, and they have disintegrated 
almost corr.pletely. The design is the lighest and most 
graceful of tha t of any stoa in the region. The piers 
of the lower storey, and the columns of the upper, are 
taller and more slender than was common, and the 
ornamental details are unusually rich and varied. The 
lower storey is severely plain, and the doorway and 
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windows in the wall behind the stoa are without ornament · but th columns have 
moulded bases of most delicate design, set upon plinths carved with designs in low 
relief, slender shafts, and capitals in two different foliate designs based upon the Co
rinthian model. The sections of the parapet have sunken panels and ornamental discs, 

1 Ill, iose. lIS 7. 
4 A .A .E.S. lI , p. 265 . n . B. 4, p. 176. 

2 Wadd. 2699, lIT. 11 48. 
~ S.C. PI. IIO. 

3 A.A.E.S. IV. 14, 1 S. 
G Ibid. Pis. [[0, II [. 
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the arch itrave is richly moulded, and the moulding was returned at the ends and 
carried down upon the faces of the piers below it to terminate in spiral loops at the 
level of the parapet. Above this the projecting ends of the roof-slabs are enriched 
with a moulding, a nd pierced with holes for water-spouts which connect with a gutter 
cut along the upper faces of the slabs. All these details a re shown with g reat pre
cision in Plate 11 1 of La Syrz'e L/mtrale. There is an inscription 1 upon the lintel of 
the lower portal of this ho use, but it is not dated. 

The other charming house published by M. de VogUe 2 the one that had the 
stoa inscription upon its parapet, is now in ruins. It was almost intact in the early 
sixti es, when it was seen by both de VogUe and Waddington, but I did not see it 
on the occasion of my hurried visit in 1899, and was unable to find it in 1905. 

TOMB. Date 34 1-2 .D. In the western part of the town there are a few rock

RE-fAD EH· 
,[.11 . 

FP OMATOMB 
DA TED 341-2An 

Ill. 273. 

hewn tombs with square chambers and three arcosolia. A 
moulding above the entrance to one of them (Ill. 273) is not 
without interest i for it is dated by an inscription S of the year 
341-2 A .D., a period not particularly rich in dated monuments. 

TOWER. The watch-tower of which a plan (Ill. 274) is 
g iven herewith, stands in the southern quarter 
of the ruin . Its west wall preserves three REf.ADEH· 
storeys intact, and part of a fo urth, the 
other sides being more or less in ruins. It 

4. 9~· 

Cii.2.o 

was a fine structure with a moulded string course to mark the 
division between the ground floor and the floor above it (Il l. 275 ). 
The lower storey was constructed in courses of ordinary height, the 
upper storeys in very high cour es with horizontal beds irregularly 
broktn. The interior was divided into a smaller and a larger room' 
the fi rst formed an entrance hall, and is long and narrow, the second 

1. • • 

TOW ER· 
Ill. 274. 

i nearly square with a pier in the middle that supported stone beams upon which the 
slabs of the ceiling were laid . The storey next above has a n overhanging latrina like 
that of Kefr l:!auwar fully illustrated in Ill. 234. 

79. SITT IR-RUM . 

This A rabic name which signifies the "Lady of the G reeks", or of the Gre k 
land, was probably derived from the little convent here, with its chapel i for this may 
have been ded i ated to the Blessed Virgin, or may have had a Greek lady for its 
abb s. Little remains of the convent today saving the chapel (Ill. 276) which stands 
on h igh g round on the north side of a wadi , overlooking the ruins of the domestic 
buildings which lie to the south of it. The plan of the building (Ill. 277) is a simple 
rectangle , with a doorway on each of its three sides, and with a small rectangular, 
sa nctuary, narrower than the nave, set against the east wall. The sanctuary had a 
door opening to the south. The chapel is tall in proportion to its width, and the 
windows are set very high up in the wall. T he chancel arch is so much lower than 
the wall that two large windows were placed over it above the lean-to roof of the 

I Ill. inse. 1149. 2 S.C. PI. 110. 3 Ill, inse. 1145. 
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sanctuary, and below another large window and a small round opening in the gable 
end. Th mam cornice of the buildin ha the form of a tall cavetto , and is almost 
Egyptian in it effect . The style f the chapel is so simple that it is impossibl to 
g ive it even an approximate date. In front of the chancel arch is a narrow platform 
of slabs raised IS cm. above the floor of the rest of the chal el which is covered with 
hard plaster of a red colour. In the upper faces of the slabs at the outer angles of 
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the platfcrm are grooves to receive the panels of a chancel rail. The platform, then, 
is an example of a bema, and is important, since so D w of these features have sur
vived in the ru ined churches of yria. The other building of the convent, which were 
built about a cloister on the south side of the chapel, are too completely ruined to 
permit the taking of satisfactory mea urements. There are a few monoloth ic piers 
standing in rows i but the ·waIl are nt irely disintegrated. 

T OMB. Date: ct. 152 .D. The tomb of one Ei idoto ) a rock-hewn chamber 
on the south side of the wadi below itt ir-Rum, is marked by a fine monum nt a 
small perspective sketch of which was published by M. d ogUe .1 The monument 
(Ill . 278) consists of two monolithic shafts of square plan, over 5 m. high, which carried 
a complete Classic entablature. The hafts have been slightly dislodged 0 that th 
architrave projects beyond the piers at either end· but I am convinced that this was 
not the case with the monument as originally set up. The hafts are intact, the ar
chitrave and fri ze are still in place, as th y are shown in 1. de VogUe's drawing, 
but the cornice, which has fallen, and which M. de VogUe apparently did not see, was 
found, in two piece, in the en trance to the underground tomb. The great monoliths 
which compose the two shafts are plain, almost rough, to a height of 50 cm. above 
the ground i above this they are very smoothly dressed on all ide and provided with 
moulded caps. n the north face of either shaft, a little below the caps i a sunken 
pan 1, like a very shallow niche, framed with a plain raised moulding, and capped by 
a little pe dim nt set between two miniature acroteria, like th horns at th e end of a 

yrian sarcophagus co \ er. Between the horns and the gable are small rosettes in 

1 s.c., PI. 94. 
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relief. The face of both panels are grooved with two horizontal lines which divide 
the surface into three parts, and, at the ends of the g rooves, are small hole bored 
deeply into th frame. imilar holes were bored into the middle of the frame mould
ing at the top and bottom of the panels which probably contained bronze placque or 
low reliefs in bronze. The treatment of the order will be better appreciated by a 

glance at Plate XXII which , by mistake, gives 
the date 154 instead of 152 A.D. The mould
ings of the caps of the shafts, and of the 
architrave, and the low frieze which is pul
vinated in the form of a flat cyma recta, are 
all shown as they are today, with the Greek 
inscription 1 carved in large letters upon the 
band of the architra" e and upon the face 
of the frieze. Above this ha been placed 
the cornice, which was found in the tomb 
below, adding much to the imposing effect 
of the whole. The monument was of course 
equally 'well finished on all sides, its details 
were very beautifully drawn and carefully exe
cutecl. It is interesting to find 0 chaste and 
well studied a design in Classic tyle at so 
early a period, and a t such a distance from 
the great artistic centre. It is probably to 
be taken as an example of contemporary work 
111 Antioch. 

The entrance to the underground tomb 
i 6.40 m. to the north of the w sternmo t 
shaft. It faces north and i reached by a 
flight of step, cut in the rock, 80 m. wide 
at the top, and 1.58 m. wide at the entrance 
to the tomb. Th il-omos in which the steps 
descend is 3.10 m. long. The tomb chamb r, 
hewn entirely out of the solid rock, has two 
arcosolia in each of three sides and the enIll. 278 . Sitt ir-R tlln. Tomb of Eisidotos. Yiew from 

the North. trance in th fourth. The arcosolia on eith r 
side of the entrance have each three sarco

phagi with their ends toward the chamber. The right-hand arco olium in the wall 
opposite the doorway is similarly arranged, but the remaining a rcosolia have only two 
arcophagi each. The inscription gives explicit directions as to where the body of 

Eisidotos is to li e : it says "and he shall lie in his own sarcophagus, the third in the 
first a rcosolium on the riaht as one enters." 

I Ill. insc. 1152. 



Il l. 220. l~a . r il-Benftt, Convent, 1 orth Buildin g, from the. outh. 

Ill. 22 1. J~ a~r i1-Benat, Church of Convent. Inte rior, looking East. 



Il l. 226 . Kfellusln, Chape l, North 

Ill. 2 27 . Kfellusln, Tower. \ -iew from the \\"est. 



111. 238. T ell cAkibrln. Ruin s of a Large Building. \"i ew from the South . Plain of Senneda beyond . 

111. 239. Tell cAkibrln . L arge Ruin . View from the Soulh. 



111. 243 · Der' amao. Pr ivate H ouse facing oUlh. 

111. 244 · Der' aman. Pri vate JIouse facing ou th. 



JII. 248. D cr T ell ' Adeh. Ruins of Convent. Yiew from the 1 orlheas l. 

lll. 249. Zerzit1i . R uins of hureh . View from the outhwe t. 



111. 252. Zerz1ta Tower dated 500 A.D. and Porch dated 423 A.D. View from the Southwest. 

111. 253 . Zerzl ta. Portico in 1\orlhern Part of Ruins, facing outh. 



JlI. 255 . Zerz!t:; Portico of ll ouse, dated J une 539 A.D . Y iew from the omh . 

Ill. 25 6. Zcrz!tii. P ortico of H ouse, datcd eplcmber 539 A.D. Yi ew from the outh. 



11 1. 257 . l~a\f1ra . Rock culptures in R avin e to the W es t of the Ruined Town . 

11 1. 25. Ravine near 1:: a\f1ra. Face of Xatura l Rock with Funeral culptures. 



I ll . 26 1. F id reh. Ruins of hurch. Yiew from the Southll"c"t. 

I ll . 262. Fidrch H ouse dated 53 ! A.D. 



1I1. 266. Rcfildeh. lIon e No. I , of Polygonal Ma onry. 

Ill. 267. Ref1ideh. H on e No. Il , facing West. 



111. 270. Ref:'ldeh,l lou,e No. lII , Dated 516 .D ., fac in g ·ou lh. 
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Ill. 27 r. R ef:1deh, I-l ouse Ko. 1\-. Published by 1\[. de Voalie. 



Ill. 275. Tower a l Hefiidch. Vicw from the outhwe. t. 

Ill. 276. Chapel at ilt ir-Rum, from thc oUlhea t. 
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